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The work presented in this thesis involves the development, experimental 

implementation and optimization of a spatidy localized, in uivo two- 

dimensional proton correlation experiment, This non-invasive technique, 

achieved by seledive volume excitation with sequences of RF pulses and 

magnetic field gradients, provides chemical-shift-correlated 2D spectra from 

spatially localized volumes. 

This thesis started with the analysis of general spectral localization NMR 

pulse sequences through spin product operator fornalism. The principle of 

coherence transfer pathway seledion was applied to realize and guide the 

design of volume localized spectroscopic experiments. A localized signal from a 

different coherence pathway was realized in the localized STEAM experiment. 

This signal, which was not selected in conventional experiment, caused the loss 

of half of the locatized signal intensity in the stimulated-echo localization 

experiments. A new pulse sequence was developed to select both coherence 

pathways simultaneously, thus enhancing the sensitivity of the localized volume 

signal. Experiments were demowtated to verify the pulse sequence, perfonned 

on phantoms and in vivo rat brain using a 9.4 T system. 

The proper selection of the coherence transfer pathway also promoted the 

incorporation of 2D chernical shift correlation experiments into volume-localized 

spectroscopy. The newly developed z-COSY-STEAM experiment is based on the 

STEAM sequence for volume localization, and coherence transfer processes 

occur arnong spins of interest in the localized volume. Experiments 

demonstrated that the pulse sequence is remarkably free of slice interference, 

and the quality of the acquired localized COSY spectra, both from phantoms and 

in vivo rat brain, is superior to those previously published. The acquisition 

parameters and experimental conditions were carefully optimized and designed 

to improve the sensitivity and avoid excessive experimental duration. The 
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proposed approach, dong with adequately modified experimentd parameters, 

should be easily adapted for human studies at lower field strengths on dinical 

magnetic resonance systems. As compared to the conventional localized ID 

experirnent, the COSY spectra obtained by the z-COSY-STEAM experixnent 

revealed better-resolved peaks for the J-coupled protons of several metabolites. 

There are several important features associated with this zCOSY-STEAM 

method. First, a minimum of three slice-selective radio frequertcy pulses was 

used for coherence transfer and spatial localization. T'us, experiments can be 

easily controkd with the specific absorption rate (SAR) limitations, perrnitting 

the implementation of this method on dinical systems for human studies. 

Second, the coherence transfer processes in this pulse sequence are very efficient. 

Therefore, the signal intensities of cross peaks relative to those of diagonal peaks 

are expected to be improved in cornparison to the results of other long sequences 

of pulses for localized 2D experiments. Finally, the spectral resolution in the 

COSY spectra, acquired with the z-COSY-STEAM experiment, is mu& better 

than in the J-resolved specha, acquired by the ]-PRESS method. The spectra are 

also easy to interpret, beneficial to both spectral assigrunents and peak 

quantitation. It is expected that many important applications, particularly with 

brain and tumor studies, will be possible in the near hture. 
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1.1 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF IN VIVO NMR SPECTROSCOPY 

The nudear magnetic resonance phenornenon was discovered in 1946, 

independently by the research groups of F e h  Bloch [ l ]  and Edward Purcell [2]. 

It was initially important in physics but soon also became an essential analytical 

and stnicturd technique in chemistry. It swept aaoss the disciplines to 

biochemistry, structural biology and physiology, and on to medicine where it 

has now strongly established itself as a standard modality of diagnostic 

investigation and research. As Richard Ernst addressed in his Nobel Lecture [3] 

in 1991, " ... not only for physicists is nuclear mngnetic resonance of grent fnscination. 

More and more chernists, biolog'sts, and medical doctors discover NMR spectroscopy, 

not so much for ifs conceptual beauty but for its extraordinary usejidness ...". NMR has 

also found applications in fields as diverse as archeology, oü prospecting, and 

veterinary sciences. There are few areas of scientific endeavor untouched by 

W. 

EqualIy important to this vast progres of application were many 

tedinical and conceptual innovations. Improvements in magnetic field 



homogeneity inaeased the resolution and hence, new features such as the 

chernical shift [47] and spin-spin coupling [8,9] appeared in the NMR spectnun. 

The introduction in 1966 by Ernst and Anderson [IO] of p u k d  Fourier 

Transfomi (FT) methods and the development of high field superconduchg 

magnets in the late sixties considerably enhanced detection sensitivity and 

allowed the spectra of many nuclei with smail gyromagnetic ratios to be 

recorded routinely. The advent of FT methods also triggered an unpredicted 

and intense development of new experimental techniques both in high 

resolution NMR [ I I ]  and in solid state NMR [12]. However, this would not have 

been possible without the advance in computer technology and its progressive 

integration into NMR spedrometers in the early seventies. The enormous 

fiexibility gained from computer integrated apparatus provided the means to 

perform these experiments that were growing in complexity and were making 

ever-increasing demands on data storage and processing. 

Since the seventies, two major new developments in NMR have attracted 

tremendous inter est. One is two-dimensional Fourier transformation. It was 

first proposed by Jeener in 1971 113) and later experimentally demonstrated by 

Ernst and coworkers in 1975 to be of wide generality and versatiiity in high 

resolution NMR spectroscopy [14] and NMR imaging [15]. This concept has led 

to an avalandie of methods that can now be used to study rnaaomolecules of 

extremely high structural complexity, such as proteins and nucleic acids [16]. 



The other development has been the application of NMR to studies of 

living systems. Although the potential of NMR in the biomedical sciences [17] 

was recognized in 1956, the emergence of NMR as a tool to probe biological and 

physiological systems came much later from a nurnber of significant studies 

among which are those by Damadian [18] in 1971, Lauterbur [19], Moon and 

Richards [20] in 1973, Hoult ef al. [21] in 1974, and Ackerman et al. [22] in 1980. 

The approaches to living systems were from several aspects. Damadian [ I l?]  

reported that the spin-lattice relaxation times of water in certain malignant 

tumors of rats were longer than those in normal tissues, and suggested that 

NMR could have some diagnostic values for cancer. Lauterbur [19] was the first 

to report an NMR irnaging experiment that consisted of mapping the spatial 

distribution of the proton spin density within an object This opened the door to 

an entire new application whose goal is to generate a map showing the intemal 

structure of a heterogeneous system by exploiting the spatial variation of the 

NMR signal intensity when subjected to appropriate spatial encoding 

techniques. Moon and Richards [ZO] presented a non-invasive method of 

determining the intraerythrocytic pH of blood constituents, as weli as the 

concentrations of various metabolites, using 31P NMR. Independently, Hoult et 

al. [21] reported that they could obtain in vitro 31P high resolution spectra from 

an intact biological tissue. They demonstrated that valuable metabolic 

information could be obtained by working on isolated but intact living muscle 

tissue. Although experiments on a variety of organs and improvements in the 



techniques to oxygenate and perfuse the samples during the experiment soon 

followed, this tedinique was destructive in the sense h a +  it had recourse to some 

form of surgery to extract the tissues or organs from the animal. On the other 

hand, studies on tissues and organs of intact animals were hindered by the la& 

of experimental techniques to localize the NMR signal spatially from a speâfic 

region or volume of interest within the specimen. To solve that problem, 

Ackerman et al. 1221 proposed the use of a surface coil (a flat coi1 of wire) as the 

NMR transmîtter coil. Such a coil produces a very inhomogeneous radio 

frequency excitation field that decreases rapidiy with the depth of penetration 

and induces an NMR signal from a discshaped region located directly beneath 

the surface of the coil. Consequently, only a specific region confined by the 

vicinity of the coii is detected and spatially-localized spedroscopy is thus 

achievable. Their technical innovation was first applied to an intact anesthetized 

rat, and 31P spectra were obtained from the leg muscle and the brain. 

Those studies demonstrated that both spatid and spectral information 

could be obtained from within an object or living system and established the 

fundamentals for a new field of NMR, spatinlly-localized NMR. This has since 

progressed dong two parallel and complementary pathways. The first pathway 

has been direded to the use of NMR as an imaging technique. Following 

Lauterbur's contribution, many alternative NMR imaging tediniques 123, 241, 

and a wide range of applications have been developed and experimentally 

demonstrated by many hvestigators. These early, encouraging results 



prompted the construction of key hardware components, such as magnet 

systems which have a working volume large enough to accommodate a human 

subjed. 

In the biological context, NMR imaging, unlike other irnaging techniques, 

is non-invasive because of the low energy radiation employed, and &O h a  the 

ability to obtain excellent image contrast between tissues by appropriate 

manipulation of the experimental parameters. This is possible because of the 

intrinsic sensitivity of the NMR signal to tissue parameters such as the spin-spin 

(Tz) and spin-lattice (Ti) relaxation &es, diffusion and flow. Today, NMR 

irnaging is a well established ciinical tool that can provide anatornical 

information and discrimination between pathological tissues. 

Early NMR imaging methods completely ignored the spedroscopic 

aspect, and the observed spin density reflected essentially the total contibutions 

of all hydrogen-containhg chemical species present within the object. Since 

those early experiments were performed in field strengths lower than 0.5 Tesla, 

and with rather poor field homogeneities, the experimental conditions were 

insuffiCient to resolve chemical shifts. However, with the growing interest in 

obtaining spectroscopie information, the existing irnaging techniques were 

modified, either to image a specific chernical shift selectively [25-291, or to 

incorporate the chemicai shift as an additional dimension [30-341. The former 

gave rise to the so-called c ~ i c a l - s h i f t  imaging (CSI) techniques while the latter 

gave rise to the so-called spechoscopic imaging (SI) techniques. In the mean tirne, 



high field superconduaing magnets (>1.5 Tesla) were &O developed with 

suffiaent field homogeneity, and bore sues large enough tc study small animais 

and later human subjects. 

In the second area of spatialiy localized NMR, the focus has been on the 

use of NMR to kie~ogate localized regions within an object. There are many 

circumstances where only specific regions of an object are of interest and 

therefore different approaches are desirable. Futhermore, the main objective is 

often to obtain NMR spectroscopic measurements from the selected volume since 

this offers the possibility of monitoring a diverse range of biochemical processes 

by suitable detecüon of key metabolites without disturbing the metabolism. 

Although spectral information can be obtained with the so-called spectroscopic 

imaging techniques, this requires long measurement times and the handling and 

storage of large data matrices. Moreover, alleviation of these problems is often 

at the expense of spatial and spectral resolution. 

Despite the early success and the widespread use of surface coi1 

tedinology, it soon became obvious that spatial localization adueved in a single 

pulse experiment with surface coils was often insufficient. To achïeve better 

spatial localization, several g~oups later proposed different improvements. 

Some designed spatially selective radio frequency pulse sequences that 

accentuate the radio frequency field dependence of the detected signal intensity. 

Examples of these are the phase cyded depth pulse sequences pioneered by 

Bendail et al. [35-381 and the composite pulse schemes pioneered by Shaka and 



Freeman 139-411, and Tycko and Pines [42]. Others have combined the principle 

of rotating frame zeugmatography [43] with the inherent radio frequency field 

gradients produced by a surface coil to yield a one-dimensional chernical shift 

image [44]. Surface coils have also been combined with frequency-selective 

radio frequency pulses in the presence of a gradient of the main static field, as in 

depth-resolved surface coil spectroscopie (DRESS) experiment (451. 

A drawback of the methods that use surface coil technology is that the 

excited region is always limited to tissues dose to the surface of the subject. The 

first experiment to obtain NMR spectra from a restricted volume deep inside a 

subjed was perfomed by Gordon ef al [46-481 in 1980, at about the same time as 

the experiments performed by Adcerman et al using surface coils. In this 

technique, which they named the topical magnetic resonance (TMR) method, the 

static magnetic field is made deliberately inhomogeneous in most parts of the 

magnet except for a smail sphere in the center of the magnet. Sharp NMR 

signals will thus be received only from this central sphere, while resonances 

outside this region are broadened and will not contribute to the spectnun. 

However, this method suffers from a poorly defined volume due to the difficulty 

of generating a magnetic field which is very uniform aaoss the volume of 

interest but extremely non-uniforni at its periphery. Furthemore, the volume of 

interest is basically confined to the center of the magnet, and thus to excite other 

locations, the object has to be moved. Another approach, based on the sensitive- 

point method [49] was proposed later [50]. This technique relied upon the use of 



slowly time-varying static linear field gradients to eliminate signal contributions 

from regions with a time-dependent Bo field. Although this method allowed the 

selected volume to be moved easily, it suffered from a poorly defined volume 

and spectral remlution losses associated with the time-dependent gradients. 

In 1984, Aue et al [SI-541 proposed a technique based on the use of 

conventional radio frequency volume coils and linear magnetic field gradients. 

Their technique, known as volume-seleciive excitation (VSE), was based upon the 

combination of non-selective radio frequency pulses and frequency-selective 

pulses in the presence of orthogonal linear magnetic field gradients of the static 

field Bo. The cumulative effect of their pulse sequence gives rise to a signal 

originating exdusively from the region whidi is at the intersection of the three 

orthogonal slices defined by the selective pulses. The main advantage of this 

technique is to make selection of the volume of interest flexible with respect to its 

location and its size. 

The flexibility gained with the use of frequency-seledive RF pulses in the 

presence of linear magnetic field gradients has prompted the development of 

many alternative techniques in the mid and late 1980s. There are three groups of 

techniques: (i) difference techniques, (ii) destruction of the magnetization from 

outside the VOI and, (iii) direct excitation of the spins from inside the VOI. In 

the group of experiments using difference techniques, volume selection results 

from an add-subtract scheme. The basic sequence is ISIS [5S-571, which was one 

of the most successful in terms of spatial localization. The second dass of 



methods applies three pulses, pulse sandwiches, or pulsetrains, in the presence 

of field gradients, to retain the longitudinal magnetization in the region of 

interest, while the transverse magnetization from outside the VOI is randomized 

by pulsed field gradients. This dass of methods indudes the earliest VSE 

experiment, and SPARS 1581, SPACE [59], LOCUS [60, 611, DIGGER 1621, 

FRIVOL [63], VOISINER [64], ROISTER [65J and VSR [6q. 

The third dass of methods &tes spins directly from inside the volume of 

interest to achieve 3D selection. One method exploits stimulated echoes and is 

best known as STEAM (Sfimulated echo acquisition mode) [67], and &O known 

as VEST [68], VOSY [69] and ACE [70]. The other exploits Carr-Purcell echoes 

and is frequently named PRESS (Point-resolved spectroscop y) [71, 721. An 

important advantage of these two methods is that a localized spebnim may be 

obtained from the VOI in a single scan, which aIlows shirnming of the VOI, and 

avoids the localization artifacts of subtraction schemes. The size of the region of 

interest can be modified by varying the magnetic field gradient strength, and its 

position is moved within the objects by changing the frequency offset of the 

selective pulses. The size and location of the volume of interest (VOI) are 

defined using standard MR images. These techniques have demonstrated their 

superior performance in tetms of volume definition and easy control of the 

selected volume; therefore they are being widely employed in the b d k  of clinical 

studies with MRS. 



1.2 SCOPE AND OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS 

At present, in oioo localized proton MRS has exhibited some potential for 

adoption in dinical applications to confhn diagnoses [73-781, but its use is still 

limited due to the teduical diffidties and complexities involved both in 

acquiring and interpreting MR spectroscopie data. The technical challenges 

today for iz vivo locaüzed spectroscopy include the dominant water and lipid 

resonances, low metabolite concentrations and limited spectral resolution. 

Perhaps the sirnplest problem to solve is that of the dominant water signal 

because the water proton signal appears in a reasonably empty region of the 

spectrum, it is relatively easy to suppress using sophisticated sequences. The 

problems of low metabolite concentration and resonance overlap induding 

lipids are, however, very d i f f id t  to handle, limiting the spectral information 

which c m  be extracted by localized spectroscopy. 

In oioo metabolites of interest are normally present at relatively low 

concentrations; for example, in human brain, the metabolites are reported to be 

less than 10 mM. With a rough practical limit of detedion on the order of 1 mM, 

using localized proton spectroscopy, there are only four or five metabolites that 

cm be routinely detected in brain spectra with reasonable signal-to-noise ratios. 

Moreover, there is also a high degree of spectral overlap in the resulting in vivo 

proton spectrum which confounds easy identification of dozens of its spectral 

constituents. It is diffidt to resolve these many peaks, which have full-widths- 

at-half-maximum (hi$ of several Hz and are crowded in a small spedral range 



of approximately several hundred hertz (1.0 to 4.0 ppm range) at typically 

available magnetic fields. 

This thesis de& with the two major difficulties encountered in localized 

proton in vivo spectroscopy, with the purpose to acquire and extract more 

spectral information from the acquired localized spectra. Emphasis is placed on 

the incorporation of two-dimensional spectral correlation experiments into 

spatially-locaüzed proton spectroscopy, based on coherence transfer principles, 

to enhance the detedability of in vivo metabolites. Two-dimensional correlation 

experiments with volume localuation will be demowtrated to venfy the spectral 

resolution improvements. 

The remainder of the thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter 2 starts 

with the fundamental concepts of NMR and some of its parameters, and then 

discusses the generai concepts of spatial localization in the context of in vivo 

spectroscopy. Some of the most popular techniques currently used for in vivo 

localized spectroscopy will also be reviewed. Chapter 3 introduces the reader to 

a new sensitivity-enhanced STEAM localized scheme based on coherence 

pathway selection, and discusses in detail experimentd implementation and 

optimization of localized spectroscopy on a hi& field MR system. Chapter 4 is 

devoted to the development of a spatially-locaiized two-dimensional correlated 

spectral experiment, with the successfd implementation and expcjmentai 

demonstration using phantoms. Chapter 5 discusses the op timization of the 

experiment for in vivo application and presentation of results. Findy, a brief 



overview of the work presented in this thesis, as weU as a cornparison with other 

existing in vivo 2D techniques, is made in Chapter 6. 
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2.1 NUCLEAR ~MAGNET~C RESONANCE FUNDGMENTALS 

2.1.1 Nuclear Magnethaüon 

Many atornic nuclei possess an intrinsic spin angular rnomentum 1. The 

projection of 1 upon any direction is quantized and may take the values, mh/2n 

where h is Planck's constant and m a discrete spin variable whose range consists 

of the Z+1 values: -1, -I+l, ..., El, 1. A nucleus with a non-zero spin angular 

rnomentum has associated with it a collinear dipolar magnetic moment, p = yRI . 

The constant of proportionality y is cded the gyromagnetic ratio, and is a 

characteristic of the nudeus. 

When a nudear spin is placed in an extemai magnetic field Bo, Say, 

applied dong the 2-axis, the Hamiltonian describing the interaction between its 

nuclear magnetic moment ji and BO is, 



where Hz is known as Zeeman Hamiltonian. The eigenvalues of this 

Hamiltonian or the energies of the interaction are quantized into 2I + 1 equally 

spaced energy levels, 

with an energy difference between two adjacent levels of 

In addition to the appearance of these energy level distributions, this interaction 

also produces a clockwise precession of the magnetic moment about Bo, as 

shown in Fig. 2.1 (a) for a nudeus of spin I = 1/2. Formally, this is expressed by 

the following equation which describes the time evolution of the quantum 

mechanical expectation value of the nuclear magnetic moment c p :  

This equation has the same form as the equation predicted by the classical 

theory of electromagnetism for the case of a magnetic moment M subjected to a 

magnetic field BO 



where M is the bulk magneüc moment, 

Eqns. [2.4] and 12.51 desaibe a gyroscopic precession of the magnetic moment 

about the magnetic field at an angdar frequency, CO, =YB,, known as the 

Larmor frequency. 

Fig. 2.1 (a) Precession of a magnetic moment p about an applied magnetic 

field BO for a spin I = 1/2, and (b) precession of an ensemble of vectors 

with random phase in the xy plane produces a net magnetization only in 

the z direction. 



We now consider a system consisihg of a large nurnber N (per unit 

volume, for example) of individual identical nudear spins in thermal 

equilibrium with the surroundings at temperature T and placed in a magnetic 

field BO. From the Boltzmann law of statistical mechanics, the probability of 

finding the nudear spin in a state with energy E, is proportional to 

exp [-&, /kT] and t h u ~  the lower energy states are slightly more occupied. This 

creates a preferential alignment of the nudear spins dong the extemal magnetic 

field and consequently, gives N e  to a net maaoscopic nudear magnetization M 

collinear with BO. However, for typical values of Bo attainable in the laboratory, 

the energies E, are very srnail. Therefore, the excess populations in the lower 

states remain small and the resulting maaoscopic magnetization may be 

approxirnated by the well-known CurieLangevin formula, with a high- 

temperature approximation: 

where No = N/V is the number of nudei of a given kind per 1 m3 of the sample. 

Note from this equation that the equilibrium magnetization vector M has the 

sarne direction as the magnetic field, irrespective of the sign of y. When M is 

parellel to BO, the proportionality constant between these two vectors is known 

as the magnetic susceptibiîity X .  At thermodynamic equilibrium we have, 



Mo = xB0 

where, 

The nudear magnetization c m  be dassically visualized by imagining an 

ensemble of identical nudear magnetic moment vectors precessing at the same 

frequency about the static magnetic field Bo as shown in Fig. 2.1 (b) for nudei 

with spin I = 1/2; there are more magnetic moments aligned in the direction of 

BO and since there is no preferential orientation in a plane perpendicular to BO, 

their phases are random and their vectorial s u m  leaves only a net magnetization 

dong the direction of Bo with no components in the transverse plane. 

2.1.2 Classical Description of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Expenment 

2.1.2.1 Excitation 

We now consider the disturbance which results when a magnetic field of 

amplitude Bi oscillating transverse to Bo is applied to a set of equivalent spins in 

thermal equilibrium. It is conventional to represent the linearly polarized 

oscillatory field as a sum of two counter-rotating circularly polarized 

components each of amplitude 31 as shown in Fig. 2.2. One of these components 

will rotate in the same sense as the nudear spin precession and will be 



responsible for the resonance phenornenon when o = m. The counter-rotating 

component can be ignored provided BI « Bo,  which is invariably the case in 

NMR experiments. The cirdarly polarïzed component of the oscillating 

transverse field which is rotating in the same sense as the spin precession can be 

expressed as, 

BI ( t )  = iB, cos(o, t )  - jB, sin(o, t )  

where i, j, k are unit vectors dong the x, y, z axes, respectively. 

Fig. 2.2 Linearly polarized, oscillatory transverse field 2 4  cos ut, 

represented as two counter-rotating cirdarly polarized fields. 

Using Eqn. [2.5] 

d -M=-y(B x M) 
dt 



where B is the resultant of BO and BI, B(t) = il?, cos(a>,t) - jB, sin(oot) +Mo, we 

can get, 

It is easy to show that, under the initial condition M(t)  = Mo, the solution is, 

Eqn. [2.13] implies that on the application of a rotating magnetic field of 

frequency m, the rnagnetization simultaneously precesses about the longitudinal 

polarizing field Bo at a and about the RF field Bi at oz = y&. The phenornenon is 

illustrated in Fig. 2.3 (a). If we can make a coordinate transformation to the 

frame where the rotating field 81 is stationary (as shown in Fig. 2.3 (b)), the 

motion is simply a precession about BI.  BI values are typically in the range of 

104 Tesla so that the precession about the RF field, using the proton as the 

example, is typically at a cyclic frequency of 10 kHz. 



It is now easy to visualue the influence of a short burst of resonant RF 

field, BI, known in NMR as the RF pulse. If the duration of the pulse is t, the 

magnetization will rotate by an angle t) = yB1t about the direction of BI in the 

rotating kame. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.3 (b). If the pulse duration is x/2yB1, 

then the magnetization will have been tumed by 90 degrees into the y direction; 

we name this as a 900 pulse (Fig. 2.3 (c)). 

Fig. 2.3 (a) Evolution of the nudear spin magnetization, in the laboratory 

frame, in the preçence of a longitudinal field, Bo, and a transverse rotating 

field, BI. When o = W, the magnetization vedor simultaneously precesses 

about BO at ab and about BI at m. (b) As for (a) but in the rotating frame 

where BI is stationary. The effective longitudinal field is zero on 

resonance and only the precession about BI is apparent. (c) A 900 pulse. 

Note that a new coordinate system is introduced here and the dirrction of 

the applied BI is arbitrarily set at the x axis. Clearly the instantaneous direction 

will depend on the instant that w e  start the RF pulse, and that is quite arbitrary. 



The significance of this relative direction becomes apparent, however, when a 

second pulse, or many pulses, are applied at some later times. The first pulse 

establishes a rotating reference axis and, provided that the second pulse 

osdates in phase with the first, this axis systern will be maintained. Labeling 

the rotating frame direction suggests that the RF field direction can be oriented 

at will, simply by changing the phase of the pulses. NMR experiments cm be 

performed with many arrays of pulse tain possibilities, called pulse sequences. 

The capability of the experiment to change both the duration and phase of RF 

pulses, coupled with the existence of a host of environrnentally sensitive terms in 

the nudear spin interactions, leads to the richness of this brandi of spectroscopy. 

2.1.2.2 Relaxation 

The effect of a resonant RF pulse is to disturb the spin system hom its 

thermal equüibrium state. In due course the equiübrium will be restored by a 

process know as spin-lattice relaxation. This process involves an exchange of 

energy between the spin system and the surrounding environment known as the 

lattice, with whidi it is in equilibrium. The equilibrium is characterized by a 

state of polarization with magnetization MO directed dong the longitudinal 

magnetic field, Bo. The restoration of this equilibrium is therefore altematively 

named longitudinal relaxation. The phenomenological description of thiç 

process is given by the equation, 



with the solution: 

Ti is known as the spin-lattice or longitudinal relaxation t h e .  

At first sight, it rnay appear that the time constant Tt will also describe the 

lifetime of transverse magnetization resulting from the application of an RF 

pulse. In fab, transverse relaxation, whidi is characterized by the time constant 

TL is the process whereby nudear spins corne to thermal equilibrium among 

themselves. It is therefore known also as spin-spin relaxation. While indirect 

energy exchange via the lattice may play a role, additional direct processes are 

also responsible. This leads to the result that T, I T, . 

The phenomenological description of transverse relaxation is written 

with the solution: 



It should be emphasized that the exponentid description applies in the case 

where the interaction terms responsible for transverse relaxation are weak. This 

is the regime of the Bloembergen, Purcell, and Pound (BPP) theory [Il, an 

approach which works well for spins in molecules in liquid States. 

Combining [2.11], [2.14], and [2.16] in the rotating frame yields a set of 

relatiomhips known as the Bloch equations [2]. 

dM, Mx - = y [ ~ y  B, + M, B, sin(o, t ) ]  - - 
dt =2 

m z  - = B, cos(o, t) - Mx B, sin(o, t)] - ( M L  -Mo) 
dt Tl 

These provide a valuable reference for describing many phenornena in NMR 

experiments. 

2.1.2.3 Signal Detection 

Foliowing a 900 pulse, the magnetization is placed in the y direction in the 

rotating frame of reference. Consequently this transverse magnetization wiI1 

induce an osdatory voltage at frequency a, if a coil is placed around the 

sarnple with its symmetry axis transverse tu the polarizing field Bo. The plot of 

signal intensity vs. t h e  is referred as a free induction decay (FID). The signal 

will be proportional to the transverse magnetization which exists in the coil, and 



its attenuation is due to transverse relaxation. The detection process is govemed 

by Faraday's law and depends on the magnitude of the magnetization vector. 

The existence of precessing transverse magnetization is therefore essential. 

Longitudinal magnetization will induce no signal. The tirne domain signal can 

be expressed as, 

where i = a, @ is the absolute receiver phase (an arbitrary but adjustable 

parameter for the NMR apparatus), and Am is an arbitrary resonance offset 

frequency typically in the radio frequency range. K is a time-independent 

constant of proportionaiity between the tansverse magnetization and the signal 

it induces. Fourier transformation [3] of the t h e  domain signal S(t)  yields a 

frequency domain spectrum S(o) 

This is composed of a real part known as the absorption spectnun and an 

irnaginary part known as the dispersion spectrum. The real part is in Lorentzian 

lineshape with a cyclic frequency offset h / 2 n  and a full-width-half-maximum 

(FWHM) I/xTz. The imapinary lineshape has somewhat greater width. The real 

and imaginary parts of the frequency domain signal are usually given by, 



Re@) = cos @ T2 + sin (I (O - AOI)~T; 
1 + (O - ~ a ) ~  T2' 1+(0 - ACO)'T,' 

Im(0) = sin @ T2 (O - ~ a ) '  T22 - cos 9 
I+  (O - AO)~T: ~ + ( o - A o I ) ~ T , ~  

The lineshapes predicted by the above equations would be only observed 

in an ideal experiment where the relaxation of Mx and My were truly exponential 

with a single value of T2. In practice, the lines in NMR experiments are often not 

Lorentzian and may even be unsymmetricd. This is because the natural width 

of the lines l/nT2 is so small that the observed effects are mainly due to 

instrumental effects, such as the variation of BO over the sample. The lineshape is 

a good indication of field inhomogeneity over the sample, which is known as 

inhomogeneity line broadening. Frequently the total obsewed width of a line, 

hi11 /z, is used to define an effective relaxation time T2* b y means of the relation, 

2.1.3. NMR Structural Parameters 

In an NMR experiment, the nuclear spin is subjected to a variety of 

interactions. The longitudinal field Zeeman interaction dominates the energy of 

the nuclear spins. However, many other much weaker interaction temis c m  still 

be obsewed, a consequence of the remarkable coherence times which spin 



ensembles exhibit [4]. For example, because the T' tirnes for nudear spins in 

liquids may be on the order of seconds, the fundamental linewidth (l/zTz) may 

be eight or nine orders of magnitude smaller than the Larmor frequency. This 

means that very fine features in the Hamiitonian rnay be detected. The situation 

is not so favorable in solid samples where the strong dipolar interactions 

between the spins serve to broaden the linewidths considerably, destroying the 

transverse magnetization coherence a few tens of microseconds after its 

formation. 

The influence of interactions superimposed on the Zeeman interaction are 

of considerable importance in NMR experiments. A detailed account of these 

interactions and their effeds would be beyond the scope of this Chapter. 

Instead, a brief introduction to some measurable quantities is provided in the 

following sections, through which the principles underlying these interactions 

are described. 

2.1.3.1 Chernical Shift 

Nudei are surrounded by atomic or molecular electron douds which 

interad with the nudear spin angular momentum. These interactions are 

characteristic of the local electronic environment and the discovery of these 

chernical fingerprints in the 1950s revolutionized the entire area of chemistry. 

The principal influence of the surrounding electrons is the magnetic shielding 

which results when electronic orbital5 are perturbed by the applied magnetic 



field. This shielding can be taken into account by using an effective field B at the 

nucleus, given by, 

The dimensionless number o is a small fraction, and is known as the shielding 

constant. This shielding effect. known as chemical shift, causes Larmor 

precession frequenaes of the nudei to be slightly displaced in a manner which is 

characteristic of the chemical environment of the nucleus. The H d t o n i a n  

assoaated with this chemical shift is simply a Zeeman operator. 

Chemical shifts depend strongly on the atomic number and vary with the 

position of the nucleus in the molecule. Since the resonance frequencies are 

directly proportional to the magnitude of BO, all chemical shift differences, if 

measured in absolute values in Hz, increase in proportion if Ba is inaeased. It is 

therefore more useful to report chemical shift in parts-per-million (ppm), 

obtained from rneasurements in Hz divided by m, the operating frequency of 

the spectrometer. In such dimensionless units, chemical shift differences are 

invariant to the spectrometer conditions, and may therefore be used as chemical 

characteristics in molecules. Chemical shifts are usually of the order of a few 

pprn in proton (W) spectra, but several hundreds of ppm in 1JC and 3lP spectra. 

In ordered environrnents, such as in solids and liquid crystals, the molecular 

orbital can have rotational anisotropy. This means that the shieldi-g effect of the 

electron doud has a tensor character, reflecting the possibility that the field 



applied in one direction, Say z, cm result in a different induced field than what it 

is dong some other axis, Say x. This effect is commonly referred to chemical 

shift anisotropy. 

2.1.3.2 Scalar Coupling 

The finest structural detail in the liquid state nudear spin Hamiltonian is 

scalar spin-spin coupling. This indirect interaction allows the nudei to interact 

through the electrons in an intewening chemical bond, with the magnetic 

moment of the first nucleus producing a distortion of the electronic doud that is 

senseci in tum by the magnetic moment of the second nucleus. The indirect 

nature of spin-spin interaction is only important in isotropic systems, where the 

magnitude of the coupling is detemillied by the scalar spin-spin Hamiltonian 

between nuclei, 

where is the coupling constant between nucleus I and S, and has a magnitude 

typically between O and 18 Hz for protons. This spin-spin interaction, acting in 

conjunction with the diemicd shift, imparts a characteristic signature to the 

high-resolution specttum. It is important to note that because the spin-spin 

interaction requkes a molecular orbital, it acts ody through covalent bonds M. 

For this reason the scalar coupling is always intramolecular. This is to be 

contrasted with the direct dipole-dipole interactions which act through space. 



Important differences in the spectral feahues associated with scalar 

coupiïng arise according to the relative size of the coupling strength and the 

diemical shift separation between interacting nudei. Spectral patterns are 

labeled by a scheme which describes the number of nudei and their chemical 

shïft proximity which is uidicated by dphabetic proximity of the letters used for 

nuclear labeling [6] .  For example, A3X represents three identicai nudei A in 

identical chemical locations coupled to a nudeus X with the chemicai shift 

difference between the two mu& larger than the AX scalar coupling strength; 

this situation is referred to as weak coupling. AB, by contrast, represents two 

nuclei with chemical shift difference of the same order as their spin-spin 

interaction, which is the so-called strong coupling case. When the chemical shift 

difference is zero, scalar coupling effects vanish. This leads for example, to a 

singiet resonance for the two protons in water molecule. 

Spectral effects due to scalar couplings are srnail, but, as with chemical 

shift differences, they offer the prospect of i d e n m g  molecular structures and 

species in a sample. This made nudear magnetic resonance spectroscopy the 

most important and versatile tool in many areas of science. 

2.2 INTRODUC~ION TO MULTIPLE-PULSE EXPERIMENTS 

Among the enormous number of pulse sequences which are used in 

modem NMR experiments are three whose origins date from the birth of 

magnetic resonance, but whose usefulness makes them starting points for the 



many aspects of magnetic resonance. These are the inversion recovery sequence, 

the spin-echo sequence, and the stimdated-&O sequence. Each is concemed 

with the manipulation of the spin system under the infiuence of the Zeeman 

Hamihonian and the TI and Tz relaxation processes, and each can be understood 

using a simple vector desa5ption of the nudear magnetization. 

2.2.1 Inversion Recovery 

The inversion recovery 17 sequence is used for the measurement of TI 

relaxation thnes [a] as well as for the selective suppression of unwanted spin 

signals [9] such as those of water and lipid. The RF pulse sequence and the 

behavior of the resulting nudear magnetization are shown in Fig. 2.4. The first 

180° RF pulse, which is assumed to be sufficiently brief that no signihcant 

relaxation occurs during it, inverts the spin population and rotates the 

equilibrium magnetization ont0 the -z axis. Foliowing this pulse the 

rnagnetization relaxes back towards its equilibrium value by an exponential 

process with a rate constant Ti. Spin-lattice relaxation proceeds for a time t 

following which a 900 pulse is applied to rotate the remainùlg longitudinal 

magnetization on to the y axis. An FID results whidi can be Fourier transformed 

to produce a spectnim. The signal amplitude can be described by 



Fig. 2.4 Inversion recovery pulse sequence and magnetization evolution. 

A feature of this method is the change from a negative signal 

(proportional to -Mo) at t = O to a positive signal (proportional to MO) as t 

becomes large. The crosç-over through zero magnetization occurs at t = 0.6931T1 

and can be exploiteci for two applications. First, it is clear that a measurement of 

tirne for the cross-over nul1 can yield Tl in a single measurement Second, the 

method may be used to remove the contribution from spiw with specific Tl 

values by applying a 180° pulse at a time interval 0.6931Tl before a pulse 

sequence to suppress unwanted signais [9]. Such signal suppression is 

particularly important in biological experiments where the suppression of water 

and Lipid signals is desired. 



2.2.2 The Spin-Echo Experiment 

In NMR experiments, the magnetic field inhomogeneity will cause 

nudear spins across the sample to precess at differing Larmor frequenaes 

according to their location in the sample. This spread of frequenties causes the 

dephasing of transverse magnetization following a 900 RF pulse. Transverse 

magnetization phase coherence therefore lasts only for a time of order l / y M ~ ,  a 

trah4ence which apparently constrains the length of time over which this 

magnetization can be manipulated or detected. This loss of phase coherence is, 

however, inherently reversible, as recognized many years ago by Erwin Hahn 

[IO]. Application of a second 1800 RF pulse after a time delay r will cause 

refocusing at 2r, and the resulting phase coincidence is known as a spin-echo 

with the ptase of the 1800 pulse determinhg the sign of the echo signal. 

The rationale of the method is depicted in Fig. 2.5. In (a), the 

magnetization initially in equilibrium almg the z-axis is flipped dong the y-& 

of the rotating frame by a 90°, pulse. The total magnetization can be thought of 

as the vectorial sum of individual maaoscopic magnetization components 

arising from different parts of the sample. Since they experience slightly 

different values of the appïied field, they begin to fan out, as some precess faster 

(A) and some slower (B) than the precession frequency w, chosen as the rotating 

frequency of the rotating frame, as shown in (b). At a time s, a 1800, pulse 

rotates the rnagnetuation components by l8OO about the y-axis, as shown in (c). 

Right after the refocusing pulse (c), the components are still precessing in the 



same direction but, because of the action of the 1800, pulse, they now move 

toward the y-axis until they al l  corne into phase dong the y-axis (d). This 

corresponds to the peak amplitude of the echo. 

Fig. 2.5 Spin echo pulse sequence showing the evolution of the 

magnetization. See the text for details. 

The spin-echo sequence refocuses not only the dephasing due to the 

inhomogeneous BO, but also that due to other Zeeman interactions whkh the 

spin systems experience. For example, dephasing due to chernical shift and 

heteronudear scalar spin-spin interactions will also be refocused. Because the 

188  pulse inverts al1 spins and only leaves the interaction terni 2 f l ,  -1, 

invariant, homonudear scalar spin-spin interactions are not refocused and 

therefore remain to modulate the echo. Over and above this modulation, the 



residual attenuation of the echo is purely due to spin-spin relaxation alone, and 

in principle, a plot of echo amplitude My (27) obtained from different r values 

can be used to yield the T2 value according to 

Fig. 2.6 CPMG pulse sequence exhibithg multiple spin-echoes at 2nr 

modulated by a Tz relaxation envelope. 

The phase coherence recovered in the nudear spin echo is subsequently 

lost for t > h. Successive recoveries are however possible if a train of additional 

1800 RF pulses is used as suggested by C m  and Purcell in 1954 [ I l ] .  The choice 

of phase with whidi these pulses are applied is important if the cumulative 

effects of smail errors in phase angles are to be avoided. In the Meiboom-Gill 

modification [12] to the Carr-Pwceli trainf the use of quadrature 180, pulses 



provides the appropriate compensation. The envelope of the echoes in a Cm- 

Purcell-MeiboomGill (CPMG) sequence is determined by Tt decay alone and so 

it is possible to determine 7'2 in a single experiment. The method is illustrated in 

Fig. 2.6. 

2.2.3 The Stimulated-Echo Experiment 

Stimulated-echaes (STE) are formed from three or more RF pulses [IO]. 

Pulse sequences that w STE are extremely versatile because of the availability 

of three pulses for timing variations and for encoding spatial and spectral 

information, which is of particular importance in many imaging and localized 

spectroscopie applications. The method is shown in Fig. 2.7, with the simple 

vector mode1 presentation. The first 900 RF pulse will bring magnetization frorn 

the z axis to the y ais. During 71, magnetization dephases under the influence 

of the BQ inhomogeneity and magnetic field gradient (b). The second 900 pulse 

fïps the spins from the xy plane into the xz plane (c). Magnetic field gradients 

during the n period, either from the BO inhomogeneity or from pulsed Ba 

gradients, now spread each vector into a cone, and dephase a l l  xy components of 

the magnetization, thus leaving only the z components of the magnetization (d). 

The third pulse flips these vectors back from the +z axis to the *y axis (e). A TI 

delay after the third pulse wili completely rephase the magnetization, 

whereupon the stimulated echo is f o m d  ( f ) .  



Fig 2.7. Simplified vector mode1 diagram describing the formation of a 

stimulated echo. See the text for details. 

Under the conditions that the spins are totaily dephased during the first 

interval and that diffusion effects are negligible, the amplitude of the STE at the 

peak of the echo can be written as, 

Ignoring the relaxation losses, the maximum signal of the sümulated echo 

is Mo/2, half that of the maximum spin echo amplitude. Since the stimulated 

echo amplitude is weighted with both Tt and TI relaxation effects during the 



mïxing period and during the first and third intervals, the pulse segment is 

easily implemented in imaging and spectroscopie applications where Tt and Tz 

effects are desired. 

2.3 SPATIALLY-LOCAUZED NMR 

2.3.1 Introduction 

Prior to the rniddle 1970s, spatial localization for NMR measurements was 

not a major concern to NMR spectroscopists. The biological NMR studies of that 

time were performed on homogeneous solutions of biomolecule. Such samples 

were studied in small NMR tubes placed in homogeneous magnetic fields. 

However, with the first several dernonstrations that NMR measurements can be 

performed in heterogeneous systems such as cells and tissues, it is suggested the 

analogous measurernents made in intact mammalian bodies would have 

important medical and physiological relevance. Thus, by the middle of the 

1980s, with the simultaneous development of NMR imaging systems, it became 

necessary for the study of metabolism in living systems to have tediniques to 

acquire NMR spectra with a degree of spatial selectivity from specifïc parts of a 

heterogeneous sample. 

The objective of spatially localized NMR is thus to obtain NMR 

measurements from well reçolved regions of interest within the body, allowing 

the identification, quantitation, and if possible, rnapping of as many metabolites 



as possible. The procedures by which the regions or volumes are defined and 

the darity of the definition distinguish the different Iocaüzation techniques. 

Spectral localization methods may be dassified as either single-volume 

methods, or multi-volume methods. Singlevolume techniques are designed to 

obtain NMR spectra from a single volume of tissue at a defined location. Multi- 

volume methods are designed to collect spectra simultaneously from a number 

of volumes at different locations. If the number of volumes becomes suffïaently 

large (many voxels), it is possible to reformat the multi-volume data to produce 

an image which maps the spatial variations in the intensity of a particular 

spectral component, Say a chemical shift component. Such techniques were 

referred to as chemical shift imaging (CSI) or spechoçcopic imaging (SI), based 

on the different approaches to map these components. These names actually 

arose for historical reasons, and they are being used altemately. The method of 

chemical shift imaging (CSI) was initially designed to produce lipid-free water 

images or water-free lipid images. Spectroscopie imaging is generally a 

metabolite mapping technique derived from multi-volume localized 

spectroscopic data, where water and lipid signals are usually suppressed. 

The distinction between single-volume and multi-volume methods is 

mainly practical. Obviously, single-volume methods could be used to collect 

data from a variety of locations sequentially, thereby permitting the construction 

of spectroscopic images. The necessity of relatively long spectral acquisition 

times for building up an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio from a single volume 



together with the temporal inconsistency of living beings, make such an 

approach impractical. As a result, the more tirneefficient multi-volume methods 

are favored except in ciraunstances where the study design is so specific that the 

examination of a single tissue volume is sufficient. On the other hand, single- 

volume methods are easier to implement, and the data they produce are more 

easily manipulated. T'us, single-volume methods have been more widely used 

during the last few years, and there are more published application examples. 

The following sections will serve as a review of spatially-localized NMR 

We start with principles of spatial encoding using iinear gradients of the static 

field Bo. Then follows, in the second section, a basic treatment of NMR imaging 

methods, because many aspects of spectral localization and imaging derive from 

the same principles. In the third section, a discussion of volume-localized 

spectroscopic techniques using slice-selective RF pulses in the presence of Bo 

gradients wül follow. Finally, in the last section, we will briefly discuss multi- 

volume spectroscopic imaging methods using phase encoding procedures. 

2.3.2 Spatiai Encoding in NMR 

In conventional NMR of liquid states, inhomogeneities in the magnetic 

field Bo throughout the sample cause a spatial variation of the Lamor frequency 

which broadens the lineshape. To ensure that each chemically identical nucleus 

has a common behaviour, it is important to arrange that the main magnetic field, 

Bo, should Vary as little as possible across the sample. The removal of field 



inhomogeneities is achieved by careful adjustment of the currents in the magnet 

shim coils. 

In spatially locaiized NMR, the magnetic fields are designed to Vary 

linearly aaoss the sample space. According to the Larmor theorem, the Larmor 

frequenaes of the spins will then show a spatial dependence. The spatial 

position of a spin is, therefore, encoded by this precession frequency that has an 

additional term associated with the magnetic field gradient, as given by, 

where r is the spatial position of the spin, and G is the strength of the linear 

magnetic field gradient, which is applied independently of the much larger main 

magnetic field by means of specially designed coils. 

To distinguish any spatial locations of spins in real 3D space, three 

orthogonal gradients in the component of G, Gx, Gy and G, are applied. They are 

denoted as variations of the magnetic field BO dong three orthogonal axes, that 

is, 

A one-dimensional (ID) example of such spatial frequency encoding is 

shown in Fig. 2.8; the magnetic field gradient is varied linearly across the sample 



space. Al1 the nuclei in the plane perpendidar to the field gradient will 

experience the sarne field strength and contribute to the signal amplitude at the 

same frequency. In other words, the spatial distribution of spins wiU be tumed 

into a frequency displacement. The frequency spectrum takes a form that 

represents the shape of the sample, known as a 1D image or projection profile. 

Fig. 2.8 One-dimensional spatial encoding of resonance frequency with 

the field gradient. The magnetic field varies along the gradient direction, 

the spins at different spatial locations along this direction are resonant at 

different frequencies. The intensity of the spectmm at each frequency is 

proportional to the number of spins at that spatial location. 



kfathematical formulation of 1D image foxmation via this frequency 

encoding procedure is simple: the total signal arising from the entire sample 

following a 900 pulse can be written as, 

where, p(r) is the nudear spin density at location r, K is a tirne-independent 

cowtant of proportionality between the magnetization and the signal it induces, 

G and t are the field gradient strength and its length. Note that the reference 

frequency has been set as =  BO. 

Eqn. [2.30] is important because it States that the nudear spin density p(r) 

in a sample can be obtained by Fourier transformation of the detected signal S(t), 

as: 

Eqns. [2.30] and [2.31] dedare that NMR signals can be acquired in the 

presence of a field gradient during an experiment and that the image of the 

nudear spin density can be recowtnibed in the conjugate spatial domah via 

Fourier transformation. 



2.3.3 2D lmaging 

The frequency-encoding step, as discussed in the previous section, 

provided a convenient rnethod for identification of one of the required spatial 

coordinates. The spatial coordinates along the second dimension can be 

identified by a procedure known as phase-encoding, where the phase of the 

signal is modulated according to the spatial position. The spatial axes encoded 

via frequency- and phase-encoding are independently controlied by the 

gradients employed. The Fourier imaging method, which is described below, 

integrates these two spatial encoding procedures. 

Fig. 2.9 shows the basic Fourier imaging sequence that can be used to 

encode two spatial axes (e.g. x and y). It was first proposed by Kumar et al (131 

and is closely related to two-dimensional NMR spectroscopy [14]. The pulse 

sequence for such a dass of experiments c m  be divided into three periods, 

cornrnonly referred to as the preparation, evolution and detection periods. 

During the preparation period, the magnetization is allowed to reach a steady 

state close to the equilibrium condition, and it is then excited by application of 

an RF pulse. During the evolution period, the transverse magnetization created 

by the RF pulse is allowed to evolve in the presence of a gradient (eg .  Gy), 

applied along one of the spatial axes. Upon completion of the evolution period, 

the magnetization will have accumulated a phase 9, = G y f .  This indicates that 

the position of the volume element dong the y-axis is contained in the phase of 

the magnetization which will be acquired during the detection period. Positions 



along the y-coordinate are sampled by acquiring a series of FID signals with 

constant incremented values of the gradient (Gy) in successive experirnents. The 

entire 2D image data ma- is acquired from a series of phase-and frequency 

encoded signals. 

GY Linear Inaement f 
e 

Fig. 2.9 Basic 2D Fourier imaging sequence. (a-d) The rotating frame 

view of the magnetization due to a single volume element at different 

tirnes during the sequence. (a) Immediately after the 90° RF pulse. (b) 

Short time after the application of G,. (c) At the end of evolution tirne. 

(d) Short time after the application of Gx. The terms q and a represent 

the precessional frequencies of magnetization during Gy and G x  periods. 



Ignoring relaxation effects, the FID data matrix obtained is given by, 

By defining a reaprocal space variable k [15] as, 

Eqn. [2.32] c m  be rewritten as, 

With the k-space fomulation, the spatial encoding process is equivalent to 

mapping the spatial frequency domain content of the object directly into the 

signal. The ways that the entire k-space is sampled define different NMR 

imaging methods [16]. Fig. 2.10 shows two examples with Cartesian raster 

sampling and polar raster sampling for spin-warp imaging (a modification of a 

Fourier imaging sequence) [17] and a projection-reconstruction (PR) sequence 

[18]. The two mapping gradients are appiied differently to sample the k-space. 

In the spin-warp sequence, the phase encoding gradient is applied uçing a fixed 

tirne, and its magnitude is stepped to provide different phase offsets in k-space. 

The read gradient is applied to advance the sampling point dong the read 

direction in k-space during the signal samphg. In the projection-reconstruction 



Sequence, two mapping gradients are applied sirnultaneously, fo llowing the 

cosine and sine relationships, respectively, and the back-projected image is then 

interpolated into a Cartesian matrix to form the final image. 

set 
UP 
GY 

T acquisition T 

D sin fat) 

f acquisition t 

Fig. 2.10 Pulse sequences (a and b) for traverse in Cartesian (c) and polar 

(d) raster sampling in 2D k-space imaging with Gx and Gy. Gr is for slice 

selection, which will be discussed in the next seaion. (Modified from 

Refs . 78-80). 



2.3.4 Slice Selection 

The use of linear magnetic field gradients to convert spatial variations of 

the nudear spin density into measurable signal variations in the NMR frequency 

domain leads to NMR imaging techniques. NMR imaging is inherently a 3D 

technique using three orthogonal gradients to locate spins anywhere in a 3D real 

space. It is however common to image only two-dimensions by seledive 

excitation of a slice through the sample. The mearu to selectively and non- 

invasively excite the nudear spins within a thin slice is achieved by 

simultaneously applying a narrow-band RF pulse and a field gradient in the 

direction orthogonal to the slice plane [19], as illustrateci in Fig. 2.11. According 

to linear response theory, in order to excite a rectanpuiar slice in the frequency 

domain, the time dependence of the RF pulse requires a sinc amplitude 

modulation becaw the rectangular function and the sinc function are a Fourier 

transform pair [20]. However, the response of the nudear spin system for large 

flip angles is highly nonlinear, and requires alternative approaches to the 

Fourier theorem, which wiil be discussed in Section 2.4.1. 

There are two basic parameters in slice selection: slice position and slice 

thidaiw. The slice position (2) is determined by the frequency o of the 

excitation field Bt( t )  with respect to the carrier frequency a of the BO. If o is 

identical to ub, the selected slice is at the center of the field. By changing the 

precession frequency of Bt(t) ,  the position of the imaging slice plane can be 

shifted dong the gradient a&, as 



Gz is the slice selection gradient dong the z &. The width of the selected slice 

is determined by the bandwidth of the BI@) field, h, and the magnitude of the 

gradient, as 

Sample Profile r 
Fig. 2.11 Slice selection in irnaging. The slice location is detemined by 

the frequency offset of the RF field BI with respect to the Larmor 

frequency m, and the gradient sirengui. (From Ref. 78) 

2.3.5 Volume-Localized Spectroscopy 

The spatial encoding prhaples in MRI cm be subsequently applied in 

spectral locaiization. Although there is a large number of methods published in 



the literature, the most important tediniques are based on the principle of slice 

seledive exatation. Volume localization is achieved by applying frequency- 

selective RF pulses in the presence of static magnetic field gradients. The size of 

the region of interest can be modified by varying the pulsed field gradient 

strength and the excitation bandwidth, and its position can be moved within the 

object by changing the frequency of the selective pulses. The size and location of 

the volume of interest are defined using standard MR Hz0 images. h the 

foilowing sections, we briefly review two methods that have proven to be most 

useful in dinical applications: PRESS, and STEAM. 

2.3.5.1 Point-Resolved Spectroscopy (PRESS) 

The PRESS sequence [21,22] make uses of the double spin-echo formed 

from the localized volume. Spatial localization is achieved with a three-pulse 

sequence (Fig. 2.12): 

where TE = T: / 2+ T: / 2 is the spin-do tirne. The three pulses are made 

frequency selective, and are applied in the presence of pulsed field gradients. 

The first 90° pulse excites a slice. The magnetization of the selected slice is then 

allowed to precess during 7"' / 4 and is refocused by a second pulse applied in 

the presence of a gradient dong an orthogonal direction. At Ti / 4 the 



magnetization refocuses in a slice orthogonal to this kus. Finally, after a free 

precession delay, a second refocusing pulse is applied in the presence of a 

gradient dong the direction orthogonal to the two first directions. This last 

pulse refocuses the transverse magnetization from a slice orthogonal to the first 

two slices. Therefore, the acquired signal originates from a cubic volume 

element common to the three slices, producing a three-dimensional spatial 

localization in one single scan Phase cycling or spoiling gradients must be used 

to cancel phase and intensity mors due to imperfect refocusing pulses. 

Fig. 2.12 Pulse sequence and spoiling gradients for double spin-echo 

PRESS localized spectroscopy. 



2.3.5.2 Stimulated Echo Acquisition Mode (STEAM) 

The technique is currently known as STEAM, although it was 

independently proposed by several groups [23-261 with similar pulse sequences. 

The STEAM sequence uses three 900 slice-seledive RF pulses, applied in the 

presence of three magnetic field gradients in orthogonal directions, to define the 

volume of interest. The signal is generated via the formation of a stimulated 

echo from three mutually orthogonal planes. Therefore, the volume of interest is 

ais0 a cubic shaped voxel. The intervals between the RF pulses must fulfill the 

conditions for echo formation. It is usually represented by a pulse train: 

With these liniits, the tirne TE (echo-time) and TM (miung tirne) c m  be arbitrary, 

and variable. The second half of the stimulated echo is recorded, resulting in a 

spectmm fiom the desïred volume. Details of this technique will be provided in 

Chapter 3. 

2.3.6 Spectroscopie Imaging 

In contrast to localized spectroscopy which uses only slice-selection 

procedws, spedroscopic imaging [27-341 uses phase-encoding procedures to 

obtain localized spectia. The phase encoding procedures used in SI are dosely 

related to those used in conventional MN: a series of acquisitions is perfonned 

where a phase-encoding gradient with different strength is applied during each 



acquisition while the magnetization is in the transverse plane. Fourier transfomi 

methods then analyze the patterns of signal phase changes induced by the 

phase-encoding gradients to establish the spatial coordinates. The only 

significant difference between the phase encoding procedure used in MRI and 

MRS is that the relatively weak MRS signals necessitate lower spatial resolution. 

Conventional MRI studies often use a phase-encoding step of at least 128, while 

SI studies rarely use phase-encoding steps of greater than 32. 

Various spectroscopic imaging procedures differ with respect to how 

transverse magnetization from a relatively large part of the subject is created. 

The means may be as simple as a single non-selective 900 pulse. However, some 

form of additional volume selection prior to phase encoding is often desirable, 

for several reasons. Une may wish to phase encode only dong one or two 

dimensions rather than three to reduce the time required for the study. In such 

circunstances, it is convenient to use a volume-selective excitation procedure 

such as STEAM or PRESS to seledively excite only a column or a slice of tissue 

prior to phase encoding. Furthemore, large unwanted signals sometimes m u t  

be eliminated pnor to phase encoding, because the phase-encoding procedure, 

particularly when used at low resolution, may erroneously assign these sipals 

to the volume adjacent to where they are actually located. In addition to 

selective excitation, some spectroscopic imaging procedures incorporate 

saturation methods to eliminate signais from partidar volumes. 



2.4 ADVANCED NMR CONCEPTS 

2.4.1 Selective Excitation 

Selective excitation involves applying an RF pulse which affects only a 

speafic region of the NMR frequency spectrum. By this meanç oniy nudei of a 

certain frequency range will be disturbed, and when the spectral properties of 

the spins are dominated by the spread of Larmor frequencies in the presence of a 

magnetic field gradient, the selective RF pulse is used to excite ody those spins 

within a specified layer of the sample. We refer b this as slice-selective 

excitation, as mentioned earlier . 

Effiaent and precise seleaive excitation is a vital component of NMR 

imaging and localized spectroscopie techniques. The principle underlying the 

excitation of spins in a specified region of the spectnun is as foliows. The 

bandwidth of frequencies contained in an exatation pulse is inversely 

proportional to the pulse duration. Therefore, the sirnplest form of narrow band 

seleaive pulse is obtained by reducing the amplitude and extending the 

duration of the usual rectangular time-domain profile. The corresponding 

frequency spectrum of this pulse is given by the Fourier transform theorem, 

namely the sinc function, as shown in Fig. 2.14a. Clearly, the weak rectanguiar 

pulse suffers from having side lobes, so that, while the majority of the excitation 

is dose to the central frequency, extensive excitation due to the side lobes occurs 

over a wide bandwidth. hproved frequency excitation profiles can be obtained 

by suitable amplitude shaping of the RF pulses such as Gaussian or sinc 



modulation, as shown in Fig. 2. 14 (b) and (c ) ,  or more generally, by using a set 

of closely spaced RF pulses with different parameters, named collectively as 

composite pulses [35-381. 

Fig. 2.14 Amplitude-modulated osciilatory wave-forms and their Four ier 

transfomis, illustrating the effect of RF pulse shaping. In each case the 

carrier frequency is deliberately made smali so that the effect of the 

modulation envelope (dotted line) can be seen. Below each tirne domain 

wave-fonn is the associated frequency spectnun. (Adopted from Ref. 80). 

(a) Rectangular pulse. 



Fig. 2.14 Continued, (b) Gaussian pulse and (c) double lobe truncated 

sinc pulse. 



For slice selective pulses the 'ideal' selection profile is one which has a Bat 

excitation over the slice, narrow transition regions, and minimal excitation 

outside 

Fourier 

Thus, a 

of the slice (Fig. 2.15). Generating such an excitation band based on 

transfomi theorem failed because the Bloch equations are nonlinear. 

number of new approaches to pulse optimization appeared in the 

iiterature. Silver et al [39] showed that the Bloch-Ricatti equation codd be used 

as a basis for optimization of a 900 pulse. The work of Warren showed how 

pulse profiles could be improved starting with a particular dass of pulse shape 

[40]. The approach of Carlson [41] provided for irnproved excitation pulse 

profiles. More general methods were demonstrated in the optimal control 

theory approaches of Conolly et al. [42] and Murdoch et al. [43] which provided 

for op timization of excitation, inversion, and spin-echo pulses. The primary 

disadvantages of these approaches were the intensive computation required, and 

the uncertainty as to whether or not a truly optimal design had been achieved 

[Ml. Thus, efforts continued to achieve more efficient algorithms for 

generalization of arnplihidemodulated selective pulses. Noteworthy 

approaches include a unique approximation for linearizing the Bloch equations 

by Ngo and Mo& [45], and more recently, approaches making use of inverse 

scattering theory [46-481. Still another approach was developed based on the use 

of digital filter design methods [49-541 culminakg in what has been termed the 

Shinnar-Le Roux (SLR) algorithm [55]. 
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Fig. 2.15 The ideal frequency selection pulse produces uniforrn excitation 

over the passband, and no excitation in the stopbands, &O the transition 

bands are narrow compared with the passband. (Modified from Ref. 55). 

The SLR method appears to offer distinct advantages in that the digital 

filter design parameters can be interpreted in te- of RF pulse slice profile, so 

that the results of the design are known to a reasonable approximation even 

before the pulse design. The prior lcnowledge facilitates the RF pulse design 

process. A brief overview of the SLR approach to RF pulse design is presented 

in Fig 2.16, which depicts a digital filter with equal ripple amplitudes in the 

passband and stopbands. The optimal filter, defined in ternis of a polynomial in 

powers of inverse frequency, is the one which has minimal ripple amplitudes, 

given the width of the transition bands. The filter coefficients are assotiated 

with the RF amplitude steps. The solution for polynomial coefficients is 

facilitated by prior knowledge of the nurnber of ripple altemations, and 



approximation formulas exist for predicting the ripple amplitudes, given the 

other parameters of the filter. Finaily, magnetization ripples in the slice profile 

can be estirnated from the filter ripples, and the filter coefficients can be 

converted to a linear phase RF pulse through the SLR transformation [Sa. In 

addition, pulses producing nonlinear phase distributions are also obtainable. 

Fig. 2.17 illustrates a 900 RF pulse and the resulting theoretical slice profile 

obtained by the SLR algorithm, which wiil be employed in the experiments in 

this thesis. 

I I 
O Frequency 

Fig. 2.16 Depiction of an equal ripple digital filter, which is used as a 

basis for the SLR algorithm for generation of amplitude-modulated 

frequency selective pulses. (Modified from Ref. 55). 



Fig. 2.17 (a) An SLR algorithm-optimued 512-step 900 pulse for slice 

excitation. Generated by MATPULSE from Dr. G. Matson of UCSF [56]. 



Fig. 2.17 Con tinued, (b) The theoretical excitation slice profiie. 



2.4.2 Spin Product Operator Formalism 

NMR experiments can be performed in the pulsed Fourier transfonn 

mode with complex pulse sequences. Although many features, su& as signal 

generation and formation of spin e h s ,  can be understood using simple vector 

models, there are many aspects of multi-pulse experiments where the 

underlying physics cannot be dipicted with the use of vector models. More 

complex experiments in two- and three-dimensional spectroscopy, and in uivo 

localized spectroscopy, are more difficult to understand because many signals 

will be generated from the sequence, and multiple quantum coherences are 

sornetimes generated when J-coupled spiw are present. Product operator 

algebra was therefore developed to under stand the nuances of many 

complicated pulse sequences [57-601. 

The various product operator fomalisms [61-661 differ only in the basis 

set chosen to represent the density matrix, and each basis set has advantages and 

disadvantages. Eadi basis set is a linear combination of the other basis sets, and 

relatively simple formulas allow easy conversion of formulas between different 

sets. Although product operators can be applied to I > 1/2 spins [57, 671 and to 

strongly coupled spin I = 1/2 systems [68, 691, they are usudy applied to 

uncoupled or weakly-coupled I = 1/2 spin systems. The formulation used in 

this theçis is based on simplifiecl Cartesian coordinate product operator dgebra 

[66] for non-inter acting uncoupled spiw (Chap ter 3), and sp herical basis algeb ra 

[63] for weakly-coupled spins (Chapter 4). 



2.4.3 Coherence Tramfer Pathways 

In NMR, the terni coherence is a generalization of the idea of transverse 

magnetization. Any coherence has a quantum nurnber assoàated with it in a 

spin system. This quantum number is also called coherence order. Transverse 

magnetization is temed singlequantum coherence: it has a coherence order of 1, 

and it is diredy observable in NMR experiments. Doublequantum coherence 

corresponds to transitions with coherence order of 2, and triplequantum 

coherence with order 3, and so on. Zero-quantum coherence does not, despite its 

name, correspond to 'no coherence' but to transitions in which the coherence 

order is O; that is, when one spin flips one way and another spin flips in the 

opposite direction. Longitudinal magnetization is not a coherence, but it has 

some properties in common with zero-quantum coherence. 

At any stage in a pulse experiment, it is possible to dassq  the coherences 

present into theïr various orders - zero, single, double and so on. Each order 

corresponds to different coherence levels. For example, longitudinal 

magnetization and zero-quantum coherence correspond to coherence level O, 

single-quantum coherence corresponds to coherence levels il, double quantum 

coherence corresponds to coherence levels t2, and so on. The detectable 

transverse magnetization is usually assigned to a coherence level -1. This is 

because the NMR phasesensitive quadrature signal is obtained from 

1- = ( I x  - i ~ J / f i .  



RF pulses can cause coherence to be transferred from one order to 

another, while free precession delays conserve the existing coherence ordea. A 

sequence of spin events in a multiple-pulse experiment, therefore, can be 

represented as a succession of coherence order changes, a coherence tramfer 

pathway [70, 711. In other words, the spin system is transferred by the pulse 

sequence from thermal equilibrium to certain orders of coherence, which evolve 

or are M e r  transferred to other orders of coherence. During the detection 

penod, the coherences are dowed to refocus to single-quantum coherence in 

order to be detectable. 

The succession of coherence order changes can be illustrated by a 

coherence level diagram or coherence transfer diagram [70,71], as shown in Fig. 

2.18 for a two dimensional doublequantum experiment as an example. A 

partidar coherence transfer pathway is represented by the route the coherence 

foilows during a pulse experiment to reach its final order. In this partidar 

example, the first pulse aeates single-quantum coherence, which evolves for 

thne T~ and is then transferred to double-quantum coherence by a second pulse. 

M e r  evolving for time t,, the third pulse tramfers the double-quantum 

coherence back to observable single-quantum coherence. If this coherence 

pathway cm be expressed as an ordered coherence level vector, this will be P = 

(L2, -1)- 

The coherence transfer pathway shown in this diagram is only one of the 

many possible coherence pathways that can be induced by this sequence of 



pulses. A sequence of pulses can generate many possible coherence hansfer 

pathways. It is important to specify which coherence pathways are to be 

Fig. 2.18 Coherence transfer pathway diagram. At the top is the RF pulse 

sequence for a 2D double-quantum experiment, where 90 degree are RF 

pulse angles, r, is the preparation period, ti is the tirne-incrementation 

penod, t2  is the deteaion penod. The lower part of the figure illustrates 

one of the coherence pathways leading to the 2D double-quantum 

experiment, where p is the coherence level[76]. 

This point can be illustrated by examples shown here for three well- 

known two-dimensional experiments each involving the same three consecutive 

RF pulses (Fig. 2.19). They are 2D chernicd exchange spectroscopy, 2D relayed- 

correlation spectroscopy (RelayCOSY), and 2D doublequantum spectroscopy. 

The distinction between these pulse experiments lies in the inaernentation of the 

time intervals and in the selection of the desîred coherence transfer pathways. 



Fig. 2.19 Coherence transfer pathway diagram for pulse experiments 

involving three consecutive 90 RF pulse, where t, is the preparation 

period, t, is the m g  period, ti is the tirne-incrementation period, and t 2  

is the detection penod. (A) Al1 10 detectable coherence tramfer pathways 

for two weakiy-coupled 1 =1/2 spins systems; (B) Pathways for 2D 

chernical exchange experiment; (C) Pathways for 2D reIayCOSY; (D) 

Pathways for 2D doublequantum experiment. (Modified from Ref. 76). 



A complete analysis of coherence transfer pathways in a pulse sequence 

can be most easily obtained by using a spherical basis product operator 

foxmalism, as has been mentioned in the 1 s t  section and fully discussed in 

Shriver [64] and Kingsley [6a. For example, anaiysis of the sequence of three 

RF pulses for two weakly-coupled I = 1/2 spin systems using the çpherical bais  

product operator formalism, gives 16 detedable product operator ternis for each 

spin, which can be dassified into 10 coherence tansfer pathways, as shown in 

Fig. 2.19 (A). If there is no seledion of coherence transfer pathways, the 

obsewed signal will be a superposition of observed single quantum coherence 

derived from all coherence pathways, which will lead to an uninterpretable 

result. 

Fortunately, it is possible to filter out selectively all but the desired 

coherence transfer pathways. This filtering can be accomplished by combining 

spectra measured with the same sequence of pulses but with an altered pattern 

of relative phases for the RF pulses, termed phase cyding [72], or by wing field 

gradient pulses, as we shaii discuss below. As shown in Fig. 2.19 (B), (C) and 

(D), selective detedion of coherence pathways with different time interval 

inaementation wiii give us different spectra. 

2.4.4 Selection of Coherence Pathways by Field Gradients 

The effect of magnetic field gradients on transverse magnetization is well 

known: the total magnetization resulting from the net alignment of the nuclear 



spin moments will dephase under the influence of a magnetic field gradient 

according to the different spatial coordinates of the individual spins. The final 

alignment of the individual spin moments in the rotating h n e  depends on their 

spatial coordinates, as well as on the amplitude and the duration of the gradient 

pulse, or more generally, the area of the gradient pulse. This dephasing process 

introduces the so-cded phase factors into the individual magnetization 

components. 

For hornonudear multiple quantum coherence, the sensitivity of its 

precessional hequency to a magnetic field gradient is proportional to its 

coherence order p [73, 741. In other words, the multiple quantum coherence 

phase factors are proportional to their coherence order p. This can be generally 

represented by Eqn. 2.38: 

where 4: is the phase factor for p quantum coherence of spins at spatial 

coordinate r, y is the gyromagnetic ratio, G is the field gradient strength, a 

rectangular waveform is assumed, and t is the gradient duration. It is easy to 

see that this dephasing can be reversed by applying a second gradient pulse of 

equal area, but with opposite direction. 

Thus, homonuclear double and triple-quantum coherences will be two 

and three times as sensitive, respectively, to a magnetic field gradient as single- 



quantum coherence, while zero-quantum coherence is unaffected by field 

gradients. 

For heteronuclear multiple quantum coherences the situation is 

complicated by the fact that their sensitivities to magnetic field gradients depend 

on nudear gyromagnetic ratios y , shce the Hamiltonian of the spin system 

during the free precession under the influence of magnetic field gradients is 

dominated by Zeeman interactions. For example, the sensitivity of a 'H-'~C 

zero-quantum coherence (1%-) will be proportional to (Y&). Since y,= (1/4)yH 

approximately, this can be simpiified to (3/4)yH; consequently the zero-quantum 

coherence will have three quarters the sensitivity to magnetic field gradients as 

homonuclear 'H single quantum coherence [74]. 

By exploiting the different çensitivities of coherences to magnetic field 

gradients, a partidar coherence transfer step can be selected. Coherence is first 

dephased (creating a phase factor), and then selectively rephased (negative 

phase factor) by applying field gradient pulses, to ensure that a coherence 

transfer echo [7q is formed. For example, a homonudear coherence transfer 

step between levels m and n can be selected by applying dephasing and 

rephasing gradient pulses with gradient pulse areas in the ratio of n : -m; a 

negative sign is achieved by reversing the sign of the gradient. Coherences 

which do not correspond to the chosen value of coherence order are not 

rephased, therefore, the y are lost during the coherence tram fer pathway . 



To formulate a general d e  for the selection of coherence transfer 

pathways by pulsed field gradients, the process of coherence hansfer echo 

formation can be used to describe the coherence transfer pathway selection [76]. 

We start with one field gradient pulse. For the evolution of p quantum 

coherence under the influence of a field gradient pulse G, with duration t, the 

spin density operator for a p quantum coherence after a gradient pulse is given 

by the Liouille-von Neumann equation [4]: 

where dH and q, are the density operator components before and after the 

gradient pulse for p quantum coherence, Fz = CI* is the total z component of 
k 

angdar momentum of the k spins [76]. It can be seen from Eqn. 2.39 that the 

gradient pulse introduces a complex phase factor into the density operator 

components. A s u m  over ail space of the phase factors in the equation above 

represents the spatially dependent coherence loss when all regions of the sample 

volume are considered. This is the same effect as the line-broadening factor 

from magnetic field inhomogeneity, which increases iinearly with the order of 

coherence. 

In general, a coherence transfer pathway consists of periods of free 

precession, fi, and coherence transfer steps brought about by a series of 

propagators Ui (Fig. 2.20). Each propagator causes coherence transfer from a 



particular order to different ordets. The selection of a coherence trawfer 

pathway is achieved by imposing field gradient pulses Gi during penods of pi 

quantum coherence free precession. For a segment of pathway consisting of a 

period of free precession under gradient pulse G, of duration f,, a coherence 

transfer step brought about by propagator U,, followed by another period of free 

precession in the presence of gradient pulse G, of duration f,, the density 

operator element for a partidas final order of coherence p, is, with the aid of 

Eqn. 2.39, 

Fig. 2.20 General form of a coherence transfer pathway, whkh consists of 

periods of free precession, 7, and coherence transfer steps brought about 

by series of propagators, Ui. Field gradient pulses are applied during 

periods of free precession; RF pulses induce coherence transfers. 



The effect of the field gradient pulses during an entire coherence transfer 

pathway of n steps and periods of free precession is, 

where j is the order number for oherence transfer steps. These coherence order 

values can also be represented as vectors: 

Vector P represents the coherence orders which evolve during coherence transfer 

steps and defines a particular coherence tramfer pathway. A complete 

coherence transfer diagram can be represented by this vector. Another vector, 

G, defines the field gradient pulses during n periods of free precession. 

From Eqn. 2.41, the general condition for coherence transfer echo 

formation at any point dong the coherence pathway is given by, 



in more general cases, if a set of tirnedependent, wavefonn field gradient 

pulses is used for coherence tramfer pathway selection, the coherence transfer 

echo formation condition will be 

This result is based on the assumptiow that the magnetic field 

inhomogeneity has a negligible effect during the entire coherence tram fer 

pathway, and that no diffusion is takuig place. Only if a partidar coherence 

pathway satisfies this coherence transfer echo condition will the coherence be 

refocused. Other pathways, not satisfying this condition, will continue to lose 

their coherence. 

In summary, the general method for designing multiplepulse NMR 

experiments via gradient selections is as follows. First, draw out the coherence 

transfer pathway diagram, based on the product operator algebra, mapping the 

coherence level changes for a partidar coherence pathway the experiment 

follows. Multiply the coherence orders with gradient pulse areas, using the 

condition for coherence echo formation. The sum of these should be zero for the 

coherence pathway to be selected. 

The use of magnetic field gradients for coherence pathway selection has a 

number of advantages. Selection of a coherence transfer pathway can be 

achieved by a single acquisition, and it c m  be extremely efficient. For example, 



the artifacts due to tt-noise that occur when using phase cycling in 2D 

experiments can be largely eliminated because signal subtraction and addition 

are avoided. This is particularly important when instability effects are possible, 

such as in in oiw localized spectroscopic applications, where the selection of 

coherence pathway by field gradients is a definitive requirement [77]. 

The major disadvantage associated with the use of magnetic field 

gradients is that in sorne applications gradient pulses may result in a loss of 

signal sensitivity. This is because the gradient selection method always selects a 

single value of coherence order; if several coherence pathways are involved in an 

experiment, separate measurementç would have to be made. 
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3 

SPATIALLY LOCALIZED STIMUCATED-ECHO AND 

ANTI-ECHO SPECTROSCOPY 

3.1 Imooucno~ 

Spatial localization in NMR using slice excitation with selective RF pulses 

in the presence of magnetic field gradients has many significant advantages over 

other methods [Z-31. It enables gradient-controUed localization in ail three 

dimensions simply by varying the carrier frequencies of the slice selective 

pulses. The location of the volume of interest, its size, and to a certain extent, its 

shape, can be easily varied without any physical dianges to the subjed and the 

magnet systems. These methods cm also provide more accurate spatial 

definition for the localized signal than other methods [2]. The localization 

sequences are able to obtain a localized signal with single-scan acquisitions, thus 

avoiding dynamic range problems due to strong unwanted signals, and also to 

reduce the time it takes to optimize the magnetic field homogeneity for the srnail 

localized volume of interest, since the same single pulse sequence can be used 

for Iocalized volume shimming. 



Among the many localization methods available, spin-echo methods are 

the most popular. The spin-edio signals are formed from the localized volume. 

This is achieved by applying three slice-selective RF pulses, in the presence of 

three orthogonal field gradient pulses. Localized volume signals in the form of 

either sthulated echo or double-spin-echo, depending on the pulse sequence 

w d ,  can be selectively detected. 

The stimulated-echo ewperùnent [4], where a sequence of three 9 8  slice 

selective RF pulses is applied with the proper arrangement of timing delays, has 

been the most popular single pulse sequence segment in spatially-localized 

NMR. The basic pulse sequence has not only been implemented into volume- 

localized spectroscopy, but also in standard imaging, chernical shift irnaging, 

localized zoom imaging, flow imaging and diffusion imaging. This is because 

the pulse sequence is extremely flexible which allows for implementation of 

various timing delays to explore different contrat mechanism. The pulse 

sequence is &O easy to adapt for encoding spectral and spatial information in 

various experiments [5] .  

Despite the fact that this basic stùnulated-echo pulse sequence has been 

developed and implemented for many applications during last 45 years, the 

sequence has the intrinsic disadvantage of losing half of the signal strength as 

compared to a double-spin-echo sequence with the same echo time. This is not a 

major problem in conventional water imaging applications in MRI, since water is 

the most dominant signal in many biological samples. It does however impose 



many limitations in spectroscopic applications, where the metabolites of very 

low concentration are of primary interest. Although localized spectroscopy 

using stimdated-echoes has the advantage of detecting metabolites with short Tz 

relaxation times, as compared to the double spin-echo spectroscopic sequence, 

the loss of half the signal in stimulated-echo experiments is a big disadvantage, 

from both point of view of diagnostic efficiency and for patients throughput. 

A detailed investigation of the mechanism governing the half-signal loss, 

in the context of volume-localized spectroscopy, formed the aim of the studies in 

this Chapter. First, the general pulse sequence is analyzed and the coherence 

tramfer pathways are derived by means of the spin product operator formalism. 

This introduces various signals generated from the localized pulse sequence. 

Following the coherence pathway formalism, the selection of localized volume 

signals is discussed in detail, with particular emphasis on the design of 

stimdated-echo based localized spectroscopy using pulsed field gradients. This 

is followed by the practical implementation in a high field MR system. The 

theoretical analysis also introduces a signal named the stimulated anti-echo, 

which constitutes the missing signal normally not detected when conventional 

stimulated-echo sequences are used. The method for seledion of this stimulated 

anti-echo in the context of spatially-localized NMR is briefly discussed, 

particularly with the intention to enhance the localized signal by the 

preservation of the stimulated antbecho. Finally, a pulse sequence for enhancing 



the localwd signal is desaibed, and demonstrated on rat brain localized in vivo 

spectroscopy . 

3.2 THEORY AND METHODS 

3.2.1 Spin Product Operator Analysis 

With the purpose to understand the signals generated from a localized 

volume via volume localization sequences, we shall analyze a general three-RF- 

pulse sequence for uncoupled spins. The localued spectroscopic pulse 

sequences are designed so that only the spins in the sensitive volume, defined by 

the intersection of three mutuaily orthogonal planes, experience three RF pulses. 

This is achieved by applying slice-selective pulses in the presence of magnetic 

field gradients in three o*i,gcml directions, each of which is accompanied by 

an appropriately placed rephasing gradient lobe. This ensures that the spins in 

the sensitive volume are excited by the three-pulse sequence, mimicking three 

hard pulses for the spins inside the selected region. We will therefore use the 

hard-pulse approximations for the spin product-operator analysis. 

The general pulse sequence to be analyzed can be denoted by, 

where a(@,), B(&) and YI&) are RF pulses with flip angles a, B, and y, with 

arbitrary pulse phases QI, @, and $3, and TI, u and a are interpulse delays. nie 

phase factors accumulated during the free precession between pulses are 



assumed to be: 0, = WT, , = cmZ, 8, = WT, . which are assumed to be caused by 

Bo inhomogeneity and diemical shift, as weil as applied field gradients. Tl and 

Tz relaxation effects are not considered in the analysis. 

The evolution of the density matrix for non-interacting uncoupled I = 1/2 

spins under the influence of the above pulse sequence can thus proceed as 

follows, with the simplified product operator algebra, 

a($*) = r ,  cosa - I ,  (+,)sina 13-31 

where I J@,  ) indicates that spin operator I, has accumulated a phase factor $1. 

The same fonn of notation is used in the following equations: 



After the final precession period, there are nine observable t e m  and five 

terms representing unobservable longitudinal magnetization, as shown in Eqn. 

[Ml. 

It is now easy to see the advantage of retaining the pulse phase factors in 

the product operator terms. Each tenn contains not only the signal amplitude 

dependence, but also the coherence transfer pathway information, as indicated 

from the phase factors in the formula. Table 3.1 summarizes the signal 

amplitude dependence and the phase factors in the observable signals generated 

by this three-pulse sequence. 



a(s,) = 1, cos y cosPcosa 

-1, (+, +B3)sinycosBcosa 

-Iy($, +8, +B3)sinfhosa(l+cosy)/2 

+Iy(29, -0, -8, +8,)sinfkosa(l-cosy) / 2 

-1, sinpcosasin ycos(0, +0, -@,) 

-I,($, +O, +8, +0,)sina(l+cosf3)(1+cosy)/4 

+Iy(29, -0, -8, -8, + 0 3 ) ~ ~ ~ ( l + ~ ~ s ~ ) ( l - ~ ~ ~ y ) / 4  

-(1/2)I, sinysina(l+cos~)cos(@, +O, +O, -e3) 
+IY(2$, -0, -0, +0, +8,)(1+cosy)sina(l-cosB)/4 

-4(293 -2@2 + $1 + 01 -0, +8,)(1-cosy)sina(l-cosp)/4 

+ I ,  sinycos(2$, -9, -8, +e2 -@,)sina(l- cosP) / 2 

-Iz ~ ~ ~ y ~ i n a s i n ~ c o s ( @ ,  +0, -+,) 

+(1/2)1,(-$, +$, +@, -8, +8,)shysinasinB 

+(1/2)I,($, -9, ++, +O, +e,)sinyshasinp 

These signals can be plotted together in a diagram such as Fig. 3.1, which 

shows approximately when different signals will appear. This diagram was 

similarly used for illustration of signal selection in multiplepulse spin-echo 

spectroscopy [6] and in three-pulse eledron spin-echo spectroscopy [A. 

However, the presence of a new signal was not reported. Following the 

nomenclature used in Ernst, Bodenhausen and Wokaun's book [a], this signal is 

named the stirnulated anti-echo (STAE). This signal, represented by the last 

term in Eqn. 3.8, constitutes the other half signal in the stimulated-echo pulse 

sequence, the loss of which results in the maximum attainable signal amplitude 



for the stimulated-echo method to be half that which results from the double- 

spin-echo method, not considering any other factors, as shown in Eqn. 3.8 and 

Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Signal amplitude dependence and phase factors in the 

observable signals generated by a general tktree-pulse sequence 

Signal Amplitude Dependence Phase Fasors 

FrDl sin a(1 + cos $)(l + cos y) / 4 9, +el +% +93 

m D 2  cos a sin $(1+ cos y) / 2 @ Z  +% +% 
FID 3 cos a cos B sin y  4th +O3 

SE 1,2 sin a(l - cos P)(1+ cos y) / 4 2$2  -01 -el + O 2  + O 3  

SE 13 sin a(l + cos p)(1- cos y) / 4 293 -@, -8, -9, + O 3  

SE 2,3 cos asin p(1- cos y) / 2 2(b3 - 0 2  -9, +e3 
SEE s i n a ( 1 - C O S ~ ) ( ~ - C O S ~ ) / ~  2 $ , - 2 ~ 2 + $ 1 + e , - e 2 + 0 3  

STE (1 / 2) sin a sin p sin y -44 + @ 2  +$3  -91 +O3 

STAE (1 / 2)sina sinpsin y 44 - 02 + +3 +O1 + O 3  

If three RF pulses are made slice selective, and applied in the presence of 

three orthogonal field gradients, double spin-echo (SEE), stimulated echo (STE), 

and stimulated anti-echo (STAE) will then be the expected localized volume 

signals, since these signals are generated from the combined actions of aIl  three 

slice-selective pulses. From Table 3.1, the double spin-echo signal approaches a 



maximum when a sequence of 900-180°-1800 fiip-angles is used, the so-cailed 

localized double spin-echo PRESS sequence [IO, 111. The stimulated-echo signal 

is maximized when a sequence of 900-900-900 flip-angles is  used, which is known 

as the STEAM sequence (sfimulated-echo acquisition mode), as well as by other 

names [6,12-141. 

FIDl FID2 SE12 FID3 SEE STE+ SE23 SE13 
STAE 

Fig. 3.1 Signals generated from a three-pulse sequence. The signal 

intensities are not given on a scale because aii signals depend on the pulse 

angles used as well as on the relaxation times. 



From Fig. 3.1, it seems to be possible to arrange the timing delays between 

pulses and the spectral acquisition delay so that only certain signals are selected 

in the acquisition window. There will however still be significant contributions 

from undesired signals if a method for signal separation is not achieved. For 

example, the localized stimulated-echo signal couid be contaminated with slice 

FID signais, two-pulse spin-echo signals, and so on. 

The separation of a localized double-spin-echo from a stimulated-echo 

contribution in principle is straight forward since we can use different RF pulse 

fiip-angles to optimize the signals. Practically, however, the slice selection 

pulses can never be made in such a uniform fashion that a dear separation can 

be made, since there are always RF field inhomogeneities aaoss the sarnple. For 

example, in the double-spinsdio localized sequence, where a sequence of three 

900-1800-188 slice selective RF pulses is used, the localized doublespin-echo 

signal might be contaminated with stimulated-echo signals, due to excitation 

with a 900-900-900 pulse combination. The signal contamination would be even 

more serious if an inhomogeneous RF coil, such as a surface CO& were used for 

excitation. 

From the above discussion, it should be clear that the selective detection 

of localized signals based on the coherence transfer pathway selection principle 

is extremely important in spatidy-localized NMR 



3-2-2 Coherence Pathway Selection of Locaiized Volume Signals 

ï he  coherence trawfer pathways for a l l  the signals, induding FIDs, spin- 

echoes (SE), double spin-e&oes (SEE), stimulated echoes (STE) and anti-echoes 

(STAE), generated from the three-pulses sequence, are summarized in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 Coherence transfer pathways for the observable signals 

generated by a general three-pulse sequence 

Signal P AP 

The selection is conventionally achieved using phase cycling procedures 

[15] or pulsed magnetic field gradients [16, 171. For the purpose of localized in 

vivo spectroscopy, it is, however, more convenient to use pulsed field gradients 

for coherence pathway selection, since the pulse sequences can be easily 

incorporated into the so-called "single-shot" experiments, to minimize spectral 



artifacts caused from subtraction and addition errors. This will also enable 

Localized volume shimming based on the same pulse sequence and from the 

same volume signal, as briefiy mentioned before in Section 3.1. 

In the followirtg sections, we will discuss the detailed design philosophy 

of the localized stimulated-echo pulse sequence with emphasis on the design of 

pulsed field gradients for coherence transfer pathway selecfion. Practicd aspects 

of experimental implementation will be provided in the experimental section. 

3.2.2.1 Selection of Locaiized Stimulated-Echo Signal 

The cohmce  tansfer pathways for the stirnulated-echo signal, dong 

with proposed pulsed field gradients, are shown in Fig. 3.2a. Three pulsed 

gradients are applied in each of the three time-delay penods for coherence 

trawfer pathway seleaion, using the coherence transfer echo formation 

condition, as dismsed in the last Chapter, 

With a coherence pathway of P = (1, 0, -1), it is easy to see that with a gradient 

combination of Gr : G2 : G3 = 1 : n : 1, the stimulated echo can be selected. 

Obviously, only the relative strengths for the gradients are shown in the figure, 

the adual values of the gradient strengths will depend on the system hardware, 

and thiç will be discussed in d e t d  in the experimental section. 



Fig. 3.2 (a) Coherence transfer pathway for the stimuiated echo signal, 

and gradients for pathway selection. (b) Basic three 90° pulse sequence 

with slice selection gradients for localization and slice refocusing gradient 

lobe. 



Fig. 3.3 (a) General STEAM localization sequence. (b) STEAM localization 

sequence for the very short echo tirne experiment, with refocusing 

gradients combined with coherence pathway seledion gradients. 

In various versions of the stimulated-echo sequence, the field gradients 

are designed to follow this prinaple. There has been no previous discussion of 

this seleaion principle in the literature. It is, however, fundamental to foUow 



these guidelines in designing the stirnulated-echo sequence. In practice, the 

sequence pennits flexibility in combining rephasing and dephasing gradients to 

refocus the selected stimulated d o 8  and to spoil unwanted signais, as weli as to 

implernent motion and diffusion sensitive experiments [5J. 

The basic three-900-pulse localization sequence, without coherence 

transfer pathway selection gradients, is s h o w  in Fig. 3.2b. Three slice selection 

pulses are applied in the presence of three muhiaily orthogonal field gradients, 

and the slice selection gradients are accompanied by re fming  gradient lobes so 

that slice magnetization is refocused. Without coherence pathway selection 

gradients, al l  the slice FID signals, two-slice-spin-echo signals and three-slice- 

double-spindo signal, and a stimulated-echo and a stimulated-anti-echo 

signal will possibly be present in the final detected signal. With the addition of 

coherence selection gradients, the refocusing gradient lobe can be placed in 

different tirne-delay periods, under the condition that the 1 : n : 1 gradient 

strength proportionality is kept for total gradients in the three üme-delay 

penods. Usually, strong gradients (for n component) are applied during the TM 

period, while a 1 : 1 ratio gradient pair in TE periods is applied to refocus the 

stimulated echo. In the original work on stimulated echoes [4] this was achieved 

by exhemely poor magnet homogeneity, but it was not mentioned that this was 

the necessary condition for generation of the stimulated &O signak. Under this 

principle, the slice-encoding gradients can be combined with coherence selection 

gradients to develop different versions of the stimulated echo localization 



sequence. Fig. 3.3 shows the schernatic diagrams for two versions of the 

stimulatedsdio locaüzation sequence, based on different applications. For the 

sequence for short echo time experiments, slice refocusing gradients are 

combined with coherence transfer pathway selection gradients, as shown in Fig. 

3.3b. This sequence would ensure that signal losses due to T2 relaxation tirne are 

minimized, and the only limitation is imposed by gradient hardware, 

particularly the gradient ramp time and the eddy m e n t  effects. This sequence 

will be especidy useful for detecting metabolites which have shorter T2 

relaxation Mes, as will be demonstrated in the experimentd section. 

3.2*2*2 Selection of Locdized Stimulated Anti-Echo Signai 

It is now quite easy to realize the gradient combination for the seledion of 

the localized stimulated anti-echo signal. With a coherence pathway of P = (-1, 

0, -1), the stimuiated anti-echo can be selected using gradient ratio GI : G2 : G3 = 

-1 : n : 1. Fig. 3.4 shows the schematic diagram of the complete sequence which 

is incorporated with the localization gradients. 

3*2*2.3 Sensitivity-Enhanced STEAM Experiment 

Using magnetic field gradients for coherence pathway seledion, as 

discussed above, only one specific pathway c m  be seleded [16,17], as is the case 

for stimulated echo selection or anti-echo seleaion. Because the signals from 

two coherence pathways are equal in intensity but cannot be sirnultaneously 



selected via pulsed gradients, a reduction in sensitivity per unit time resdts. If a 

simultaneous seledion of two coherence pathways could be achieved, the 

localized signal wouid be doubled, thus dancing the sensitivity of the 

localized STEAM experiment. 

Fig. 3.4 Pulsed field gradient combination for localized stimulated anti- 

echo selection. Notice that the coherence pathway selection gradients are 

inverted during the first TE period. The shaded areas represent -1 : 1 

gradient ratio. 

This experiment would necessitate the design of a new signal seleaion 

procedure. It is easy to achieve such a selection with a multiple-step phase 

cycling procedure [15, 181. In localized in vivo experiments, where motion and 

other instabiliües are common, it is advantageous to use as few phase cyding 

steps as possible, to avoid errors due to signal subtraction and addition. 



Fig. 3.5 P S e d  field gradients deposition for simultaneous detection of 

localized stîmulated echo and anti-echo. Slice refocusing gradient lobes 

are retained to ensure that magnetization is refocused. The phases of the 

second RF pulse and the receiver are altemated, and signals are summed 

to eliminate the third slice magnetization (FID3), as detailed in the text. 

We have designed here a method to purge unwanted coherences from the 

desired coherence pathways, ather than to select a single pathway by pulsed 

field gradients, thus preserving the two coherence transfer pathways 

simultaneously. By applying çtrong gradients during the t h  period, three 

coherence pathways will be simultaneously seleded, STE, (1, O, -1); STAE, (-1, 

0, -1); and FID3, (O, 0, -1). This is analogous to the z-filter pulse sequence 

element used in two-dimensional experiments [19]. The STE and STAE signals 

are indeed the desired locaîized volume signals for the sensitivity-enhanced 

experiment. However, the FID3 signal is the FID signal from the third slice. 



This signal can be purged from the localized signals through a two-step phase 

cyde. Altemating the phases of both the second RF pulse and the receiver, and 

adding the two signals will eliminate the unwanted &ce FID from the thVd 

pulse. The complete pulse sequence is depicted in Fig 3.5. The coherence 

transfer selection gradients during two echo periods are rernoved, and only the 

refocusing gradient lobes are kept to ensure that slice rnagnetization is 

refocused. However, if the slice selection RF pulses are self-refocusing pulses, 

these lobes c m  be removed as well. Strong gradients are applied during the 

mixing periods to filter out other coherence pathways. 

3.3 EXPERIIMENTAL 

3.3.1 Instrumentation 

Experirnents were performed on a 9.4 Tesla, 21an magnet from Magnex 

Scientific Ltd. (Abingdon, UK), which was interfaced with and controlled 

through a Bruker X32 console. The system is equipped with a custom-made 

actively shielded field gradient coil, also from Magnex Scientific Ltd. The 

maximum attainable gradient strength for three axes is 250 mT/m. Commonly, 

however, gradient strength in the range of 100 mT/m was used as the 

maximum. Most slice selection gradients are about 50 mT/m strength. 

Home-made RF coils were used for signal excitation and reception. A 

Helmholtz coil with inner diameter of 30 mm was used for most of the phantom 

studies and for the young rat (150-250 g) in vivo brain experiments. An 



inductively coupled Aldeman-Grant probe with a 35 mm inner diameter was 

used for larger rat (250-400g) in vivo brain studies. 

3.3.2 Method Implementation and Pmgramming 

Image-guided, localized spectroscopy was implemented on IMND 

(IMaging in N-Dimensions) platfomi within UXNMR software (Bruker 

Instments, Bülerica, MA, USA). The platfomi generates menu-type interfacing 

between the user and console, and enables easy modification of experimental 

parameters and control of data acquisition. A measuring method consists of a 

pulse prograrn, three gradient programs, and parameters describing pulse 

lengths, tirne delays between pulses, RF puise gains, frequenaes, gradient 

relationship, and scaling factors, etc. These parameters and their relationship to 

each other are defined in a user-defined program, which will create a method- 

specific menu on IMND platform. The source code for the program generating 

image-guided localked spectroscopy is listed in Appendix A. 

3.3.3 Phantom and in vivo Expedments 

Phantoms containing common cerebral metabolites, dissolved in H20, 

and at normal physiological concentrations, were prepared for testing various 

localized spectroscopy pulse sequences with water suppression schemes. Other 

experimental details are described in Results. 



Pathogen-free rats (S. D. strain), obtained from Charles River Laboratones 

(Montreal, Canada), were used for in vivo experimental demonstrations. 

Protocols regarding animal care and experiments were approved by the Animal 

Care Cornmittee at the kistitute for Biodiagnostics, National Research C o u d  of 

Canada. The rats were about 150-3506 in weight at the üme of the experiments, 

and were anaesthetized with an isofluane : oxygen : air mixture (34% 

Isoflurane, 30% oxygen, and 67% air). The level of isoflurane was kept at 1.5% 

during experiments. The rat body temperature was continuously monitored and 

maintained at 38 f 0.5 OC. 

3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.4.1 The Stimulated Echo and Anti-Echo Localized Signal Selections 

The pulse sequences shown in Fig. 3.3a and Fig. 3.4 for stimulated echo 

and anti-echo selection were implemented on the system, dong with 

development of the general localized spectroscopic sequence. Other localized 

spectroscopic sequences were modified as required based on this method. The 

pulse programs and gradient programs are listed in Appendix B. Figs. 3.6 and 

3.7 show the compüed programs, for the localized stimulated-echo and anti-echo 

selection sequences. These diagrams and others in the thesis were generated by 

a pulse program compiler provided within UXNMR software. Ail the pulse 

sequence parameters are defined and listed in the pulse programs and gradient 

programs. 



i%1s0 program: dryuosy.ppg (+adlent pragrun: drgwsy < In  3 .r..p,.s f1Ies)  

Fig. 3.6 Compiled pulse program for localized sümulated echo selection 

Experiments were initially tested on a 25 ml cylindrical phantom 

containing 10 mM Alanine and 10 mM Glycine, dissolved in 99.9% D2O. This 

phantom was made to test the coherence pathway selection experiments, 

without interference from water suppression pulse sequence segments. Fig. 3.8 

shows the absorption-mode experimental spectra hom the localized stimulated 

echo and anti-echo volume signals, acquired with the pulse programs shown in 



Figs. 3.6 and 3.7. The Hz0 signal is set on resonance at O Hz. The spectra were 

acquired from a selected volume size of 6 x 6 ~ 6  mm3, with 16 acquisition 

averages. Repetition ümes of 3.0 seconds were used. The spectra were 

processed directly by Fourier transformation, without any line-broadening and 

window function multiplication, and only first order phase correction was 

performed. 
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Fig. 3.7 Pulse program for localized stimdated-anti-echo selection 



b 1 

SiN (Hz0 peak) = 48.9 

Fig. 3.8 Localized stimulated echo (a) and anti-echo (b) signals using 

pulse sequences in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, acquired from a phantom containing 

10 mM alanine (1.4,3.75 ppm) and 10 mM glycine (3.5 ppm), dissolved in 

99.9% D20, with a selected volume size of 6 x 6 ~ 6  mm3. NS = 16, TE = 22 

ms, TM =15 ms. See the text for more details. 



Since the H20 signal from the srna!! !ac&zed volume for localized 

shimming is very weak with this phantom, field homogeneity optirnization via 

direct shimrning of small voxels was impossible. This was achieved by 

optimizing field homogeneities in larger voxels with the same volume shape and 

at the same location (voxel position). For example, to optimize the homogeneity 

of a volume of 6x6~6  mm3 at a location of (x, y, z) coordinates equals to (O, 0, O), 

we shimmed a voxel with a volume of lOxlOxlO mm3 at position (O, 0, O). The 

field homogeneity in the smaller volume of 6x6~6 mm3 is equal to, or someümes 

better than that in the volume lOxlOxlO m m 3 ,  as checked with the linewidth of 

localized signals in the frequency domain. 

It is easy to see from Fig. 3.8 that the stimulated anti-echo can indeed be 

generated from localized volumes, by means of a different combination of 

coherence pathway selection gradients. Although this is the first observation of 

such a coherence transfer anti-echo from a localized volume, it is physically 

present together with the sümulated-echoes, but was conventionally eliminated 

in the stimulated-echo experiments. As can be seen from the spec tm,  there is a 

frequency-dependent phase shift in the stimulated anti-echo signal. This is 

because, in the stimulated anti-echo experiment, the effects of field 

inhomogeneity and chernical shifts are not "rewound" [ZO]; the intensity and 

phase of the anti-echo signal therefore depend strongly on the field homogeneity 

and on the difference between the resonance frequency and the carrier 

frequency. This was probably the reason that stimulated anti-edio signais were 



not so easy to generate and observe from localized volumes. It was indeed the 

situation when initial experiments were performed with a dinical 1.5 T system, a 

lower magnetic field with a larger bore size, where detection of the localized 

stimulated anti-echo signal was not successful. At 1.5 T, much larger voxel sizes 

are used in localized spectroscopy, and the field homogeneity in the voxel is 

much worse than for the smder voxels on s m d  bore systems. It is actually very 

easy to observe coherence transfer anti-echoes on high field, small bore 

spectrometers [20], because excellent field homogeneity can be achieved. 

Coherence hansfer anti-echoes have already been used in 2D coherence transfer 

experiments for obtaining pure-phase 2D spectra 1161 in high resolution 

experiments. The stimulated anti-echo can be considered to be T2' weighted as 

opposed to T2 weighting in stimulated echo signals. 

The chernical-shift-dependent phase shifts cm be easily seen in the signals 

from the alanine CHi peak and the glycine CH2 peak. Several reports discussed 

this chernical shift-dependent phase-distortion phenornenon in the STEAM 

experiment [22-27). This was due to the partial contribution of the stimulated 

anti-echo signals, where these two types of signals were not completely 

separated. Also, several discussions of STEAM-signal enhancement using 

different approaches were presented for the case of uncoupled spins [25-271. 

A complete separation of interfering signals from the 1ocaIized stimulated 

echo signal is very important in implementing the localized spectroscopie 



method. A detailed discussion on optirnization of the stimulated-echo localized 

spectroscopic experiment wiU be provided in Section 3.4.3. 

3.4.2 Sensitivity Enhancing Experiment 

The proposed pulse sequence for the sensitivity enhancing experiment 

(Fig. 3.5) was implemented on the system, with the puise and gradient progams 

shown in Appendix C. The compiled puise program is given in Fig. 3.9. 

Fig. 3.9 Pulse program for sensitivity-enhanced STEAM experkent 



Fig. 3.10a shows the absorption-mode experimental spectra from localized 

volume signal acquired with the above pulse program. The Hz0 frequemy is 

again set on resonance at O Hz. All experimental acquisition and processing 

conditions were kept identical to those for the spectra shown in Fig 3.8. The 

voxel shimming was based on the optimization of field homogeneity with the 

localized stimulated echo signal. The localized signal from this new sequence 

increases in amplitude by approximately a factor of two, as compared to the 

spectrum acquired with stimulated-echo selection shown in Fig. 3.10b (S/N for 

H20 peak inaeased from 49 to 90). However, phase distortion of the resonances 

still occurred, as was the case for the localized stimulated anti-echo signal. Also, 

spectral baseline distortion due to eddy currents is more severe than in the 

iocalized stimulated-echo experiments. This is because the refocusing gradient 

lobe for the 1st  slice is located doser to the spectral acquisition window. 

The major problem with this signal enhancement scheme is the 

dependence of residual field inhomogeneities and frequency dependent phase 

shifts. A well shimmed voxel signal is a prerequisite. For the purpose of 

sensitivity enhancement, the off-resonance effect is not a major problem. 

However, the spectra will become a mixture of absorption and dispersion 

components, and the off-resonance spectral components cannot be easily phase 

corrected by simple methods. Magnitudemode spectra would sometimes be 

suitable for applications where good mitivity is desired, such as for detection 

of metabolites with low concentrations in vivo. 
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S N  (HO peak) = 49.1 

Fig. 3.10 Localued signals acquired using puise sequences in Figs. 3.9 

(spectrum a) and 3.6 (for spectrum b) , from a phantom containing lOmM 

alanine and 10 mM glycine, dissolved in 99.9% BO. The selected volume 

size is 6 x 6 ~ 6  m 3 .  NS = 16, TE = 22 ms, TM =15 ms. 

In summary, using a new pulse sequence for localized stimulated echo 

spectroscopy, it has been experimentaiiy demonstrated that sensitivity 

enhancement is quite feasible for a volume-localized signal. An in oiw 

demonstration of sudi an experllnent and its feasibility will be given in Section 

3.4.4. 



3.4.3 Optimization of STEAM Localized in vivo Spectroscopy 

As part of the efforts to implement the localued in mvo spectroscopic 

experiments on a 9.4T system, the STEAM locaüzed spectroscopic experiment 

was implemented with overall pulse sequence development and experimental 

optimization including field gradient himming, elimination of localized spectral 

artifabs, and optimization of the water suppression sequence. Also developed 

was a method for micro-volume localized spectroscopy suitable for high 

quality in vivo animal mode1 studies. 

The generai protocol started with acquisition of scout images for defining 

volumes of interest for localized spectroscopic studies. Fig. 3.11 shows the 

examples of scout images obtained by the FLASH imaging sequence [30] with 

slice thickness of 1.5 mm, using an inductively-coupled Alderman-Grant probe. 

The localized voxels are defined through these images, after loading the 

localized spectroscopic sequences. The water signal from the localized volume is 

used for optimization of field homogeneity in the seleded voxel (locaiized 

shimming). Automatic localued shimming programs are also available for üme- 

saving experiments, and are used together with manual shimming. Usualiy only 

the first order x, y and z shims were adjusted for localized shimming [31]. 

The following will discuss the detailed experimental optimization with 

field gradients for elimination of localized spectral artifacts and optimuation of 

the water suppression sequence. 



Fig. 3.11 In oioo rat brain images for spectroscopic localization. 

Transversal (A) and coronal (B) images are displayed here for showing 

the voxel position and size. The images were acquired using the FLASH 

imaging sequence, with slice thickness of 1.5 mm. Voxel position and size 

are adjustable. 

Spectral Arfifacts und Their Elimination 

As we have discussed in Section 3.2 (Fig. 3.1), there are many signals 

generated in localized spectroscopic sequences whkh will contribute to the final 

deteded signal, beside the localized-volume echo signais. All unwanted signal 

components, considered to be artifacts, c m  be eliminated by an appropriate 

phase-cyding sdieme in which the phases of the pulses are chosen so that after 

the addition of severai acquisitions the unwanted signals are eliminated and the 



desired signals from the volume of interest are added. The disadvantage of 

phase cyding is that the conditions for a.Il acquisitions necessary to form a 

complete phase cycle must be identical. It is espeaally difficult for in uivo 

investigations to obtain such identical conditions because of subject movement 

and of blood flow. As a result, phase cyding is not the best choice for in vivo 

rneaswements. Fig. 3.12 shows a sample spectrum from a localued volume of 

4x4~4 mm3 in a live rat brain, obtained with phase cyclùig. It shows that with 

phase cycling steps induded in the pulse sequence, it is easy to develop spectral 

artifacts and errors. Although under well controlled conditions, spectra with 

fewer artifad and errors are not diffidt to acquire with phase cycling 

procedures, it is dear that phase cyding spectra are more susceptible to addition 

and subtraction errors. 

Using field gradients for this purpose in in üivo localized spedroscopy is 

therefore a better choice. The detailed gradient deposition for the STEAM 

experiment was presented in Fig. 3.3a. The experiment is possible as a single- 

shot technique, thus avoiding signal addition and subtraction. The only 

requirement is for multiple acquisitions to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. It is 

possible to use only gradient selection with one axis deposition [32). However, 

we have found that imposing gradients in all three orthogonal directions for the 

STEAM sequence can give excellent spectra with no artifam, when tested on an 

aqueous phantom. 
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Fig. 3.12 A sample spectrum from a localized volume of 4 ~ 4 x 4  mm3 in a 

live rat brain with phase cyding procedure. 

Water Suppression 

Major brain metabolite concentrations are generally in the 10 mM range, 

while water is about 40M in concentration. This dynamic range of up to 105 

places stringent demands upon the receiver system of the spectrometer. To 



digitize metabolite signals accurately, it is necessary to suppress the water 

signal, thereby ailowing higher receiver gain setting and, consequently, 

irnproving signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) for the interested weak metabolite 

signals. We used a method of presaturation with chernical shift-selective RF 

pulses. This is achieved by excitation of the water resonance with a narrowband 

selective pulse and subsequent gradient dephasing of water transverse 

magnetization. Such a combination of RF pulse and spoiling gradients has been 

conventionally known as the CHESS sequence [33], chernical shift selective 

excitation. 

Typically, this CHESS segment can be repeated in the pulse sequence to 

improve water suppression. There are several ways to incorporate CHESS into 

localized spectroscopie sequences. It has been reported that the CHESS 

segments can be placed in the preparation period before the localization 

sequence [34], or sometimes within the localization sequence in the mixing 

period [35, 361. We started with one of the most frequently used water- 

suppression schemes [36-381 which comprises three CHESS segments, placed 

before the localization sequence during the preparation period, with identical RF 

amplitudes and equal delays. This pulse sequence is shown in Fig. 3.13, with 

equal delays f 1, t 2  and t3, and a = fJ = y . Sinc-shaped pulses of 20 ms, filtered 

with a 'Hanning' window function, were used for selective excitation of the 

water signal. The lengths and amplitudes of the RF pulses were adjusted so that 

the water signal in the resultant spectrum is minimized. Fig. 3.14 shows 



localized spectra from a volume of 5 x 5 ~ 5  mm3 in a phantom containing 10 mM 

lactate and 10 mM glycine in H20, with and without water suppression. The 

unsuppressed spectrum clearly shows that the metabolite resonancg are 

invisible without water suppression. With this sequence combination for water 

suppression, the water signal is reduced substantially by a factor of at least 5000 

in this sample. 

RF Volume 

V v V v I Seiection I 

Fig. 3.13 Timing diagram of a water-suppression scheme comprising 

three CHESS segments with dephasing gradients G and RF pulses a, 

and y. The water-suppression sequence is directly followed by the 

localized spect~oscopy sequence. 
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Fig. 3.14 Water suppressed localized proton spectnim of a phantom 

containing 10 mM lactate (1.3 and 4.1 ppm) and 10 mM glycine (3.5 ppm) 

in H2O (4.7 ppm), with a volume size of 5x5~5  mm3. Insert, the same 

localized spectnun without water suppression. 



Fig. 3.15 Water suppressed localized proton spectrum from rat brain 

using the equal timing sdieme for CHESS water suppression. 

With this equal timing CHESS scheme applied to an in vivo brain 

experiment, it was found that the residual water signal is still quite intense as 

compared to the metabolite resonances. A spectrum from a localized volume of 

4x4~4 mm3 in rat brain is shown in Fig. 3.15 for the experiment using this water 

suppression scheme. With the best adiievable result, the water suppression 



factor is estirnated to be only about 500. Clearly, the metabolite resonances 

which are close to the water signal are very difficult to resolve and quantify from 

such spectra. The inefficiency of this water suppression scheme is probably 

because the water relaxation tirnes in in vivo brain tissue are quite short at this 

high magnetic field, and because neighboring tissues have different values due 

to suscep tibili ty effects. 

Fig. 3.16 Irnproved water suppressed localized proton spectrum from rat 

brain using an unequal and adjustable timing scheme for CHESS water 

suppression. 



We have used a different sdieme for water suppression during in oioo 

experiments, with unequal and adjustable timing delays, but still the same RF 

pulse angles. The pulse lengths and amphdes of RF pulses, as weU as the 

timing delays, are adjusted so that the water signal in the localized spectnun is 

minimued. As seen in Fig. 3.16, obtained with experimental conditions simîiar 

to those for Fig. 3.15, an efficient suppression of the water signal by a rough 

factor of 1500 is achieved. Further theoretical and experimental evaluation work 

with this approach are recommended. 

Short-Echo-Time Experiment 

Short-echo-time localized stimulated-echo spectroscopy will aiiow the 

deteaion of metabolites with short T2 values, since they relax faster and 

disappear on long-echo-time stimulated echo spectra. Using the pulse sequence 

desaibed in Fig. 3.3b, it is possible to knplement shortdo-time experimentç. 

The limitations to implementing short echo time experiments are gradient ramp 

tirnes and the effects of eddy currents on the localized spectrum. Short-echo- 

thne experiments are achieved by shortening the applied selection gradients in 

al1 t h e  directions, as weil as their refocusing gradient lobes. If self-refocusing 

RF selective pulses are available for slice excitation and no refocusing gradient 

lobes are needed, then the echo times can be made even shorter. Short-echo-time 

sequences will allow the detection of many metabolites, and also improvement 

in the signal intensities for metabolites already visible. However, with the 



reduced lengths of gradient pulses, the unwanted signals from outside the VOI 

may not be completely dephased, and interfering coherence pathways may not 

be eliminated. A better approach is to reduce the duration, and to inaease the 

strength, of the applied gradient for si@ selection. It is usually more efficient 

to incorporate signal-selection gradients with higher amplitudes than those for 

slice seleaion gradients. 

An example of a localwd in aivo spectrum acquired with the short-echo- 

time experiment will be presented in next Section in Fig. 3.17. 

High Resolutim in vivo Micro-Volume Spectroscopy 

Localized in aivo spectroscopy has been rnainly implemented in ciinical 

low field MR systems (1.5-2.OT) for human shidies [39], and middle field animal 

research systems (3.0-4.R) for localized volumes of at least a few cubic 

centimeters located within large tissue masses 1401. Localized spectroscopy of 

volumes smaller than 1-2 cm3, on the other hand, is difficult (411. There have 

been a few micro-volume experiments performed on conventional high field 

NMR spectrometers equipped with micro-imaging capability (421. No literature 

was found using high field, large horizontal bore magnets for animal studies 

with volumes smaller than 100 pl, particularly at 9.4 Y. It was generally 

considered that the difficulties associateci with different magnetic susceptibilities 

from neighboring tissues for localization and shimming of the volume of interest 

are hard to overcome. This section will demonstrate that with high performance, 



shielded, strong gradients, these problems can be reduced signihcantiy, and 

excellent proton spectra c m  be obtained from micro-volumes in the order of 10 - 

50 pl from the rat brain. 

The hi& performance magnetic gradients serve many pwposes in 

producing optimized results with locaiized spectroscopy. Apart from 

elimination of spectral artifacts with dean coherence pathway selections, as we 

discussed in last section, strong slice selection gradients wodd facilitate 

reduction of the negative effects of susceptibility and shimming, as weil as 

localization errors due to chernical shift offset. Another benefit of using strong 

gradients, which has also been discussed above, is to allow pulse sequences for 

very short echo time experiments, and the possible detedion of more 

metabolites. The ody disadvantage of strong gadients may be found in signal 

losses as a consequence of diffusion effects [43,44]. 

With the availability of welI shielded gradients with fast ramping times 

(100 ps) on the 9.4T system, we were able to obtain STEAM spectra with echo 

times as short as 13 rns. Fig. 3.17 shows an in vivo locaiized proton spectrum 

obtained at 9.4T of a nominal volume of 12 pl in rat brain. The water linewidth 

was shimrned to 20 Hz in this 12 pl voxel. Not only is excellent water 

suppression adueved, the spectral resolution is dearly superior to that of any 

previously reported in vivo spectra. 



Fig. 3.17 Water-suppressed in z i ~ o  proton spectrum at 9.4 T of a nominal 

volume of 12 @, Localwd in a rat brain using the STEAM sequence. The 

speanim was obtained with TE = 13 ms, TM = 15 ms, 1024 SC-; 

linebroadening is 8 Hz. 



3.4.4 In vivo Demonstration of Sensitivity-Enhanced Experirnent 

To assess the usefulness of the sensitivity-enhanced method for locaiized 

spectroscopy, in uiuu experirnents were performed on rat brain. Fig. 3.18a shows 

a water suppressed in vivo spectnim obtained from a volume of 27 pl, wing the 

pulse sequence shown in Fig. 3.9 for the sensitivity-enhanced experiment. Also 

shown together with this spectrum are the spectra obtained with the STEAM 

sequence (spectnun b) and with the sümulated anti-echo-selected experiment 

(spectrum c), under identical experimental conditions, and from the same voxel. 

The STEAM sequence was used for localized shimming, and the shim set was 

not changed after defining the localized voxel. Experimental parameters are 

described in the figure caption. 

Figure 3.18 demonstrates that the spectnun acquired by the sensitivity- 

enhanced experiment does provide a higher S/N than the STEAM experiment. 

Quantitative cornparisons of S/N inaeases for individual peaks between the two 

spectra are, however, difficult due to badine distortion. These spectra were 

obtained with echo times of 15 ms. When this test is applied at longer echo 

times, the sensitivity inaeases are smaller. This is probably becaw 

inhomogeneity dephasing is more serious with longer echo times, and the signal 

from the stimulated anti-echo pathway disappears, leaving only the stimulated- 

echo part. The diemical shift dependent phase distortion was not serious in the 

speanim, but it was found to a greater extent in spectra acquired with longer 

echo times. This is probably due to the fact that the signals from the metabolites 



are so iveak compared to that of water, that the small phase shift is not readily 

seen in the spectrurn at shorter echo times. However, artifacts related to the two- 

step phase cycling are found in the low field spectral region with thk sensitivity- 

Fig. 3.18 Water-suppressed in vivo proton spectra from a volume of 27 pl, 

localized in a rat brain using (a) sensitivity-enhanced experiment, (b) 

STEAM sequence, and (c) stimulated anti-echo selected sequence. The 

spectra were obtained with TE = 15 ms, TM = 15 ms, 256 scans. 
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Fig. 3.18 Continued. 



3.5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this Chapter, we have attempted a rather detailed analysis of localized 

samulated-edio spectroscopy using a three 9 6  pulse sequence, using the spin 

product operator formalism. Coherence transfer pathway infomation was 

obtained to realize and design the STEAM sequence as applied b localized 

spectroscopy. Also, a new signal from the same localized RF pulse sequence, 

named the stimulated anti-echo, was realized from the coherence pathway 

information. This localized signal, not conventionaliy seleded in the STEAM 

experiment, causes a half signal loss in the stimulated-echo experiment, as 

compared to a double spin-echo experiment. A new combination of gradient 

pulses was designed to select this signal, and the existence of this stimulated 

anti-echo signal was experimentally demonstrated. A new pulse sequence for 

preservhg two coherence pathways simultaneously, thus enhancing the 

sensitivity of the localized signai based on the stimulated-echo experiment, was 

developed. Experiments were developed to verify the pulse sequence, with 

phantoms and in vivo rat brain at the 9.4T system. Along with the development 

of localized spectroscopy, detailed experimental implernentation and 

optimization of the STEAM experiment was performed with in vivo spectral 

examples. These newly developed methods appear to be excellent to achieve 

micro-volume-localized high-resolution spectroscopy in animal mode1 studies. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In iocalized in vivo spectroscopy, metabolite spectral visibüity and 

detectability are limited by many factors. Low concentrations of metabolites in 

tissue is the major limitation, because NMR is a relatively insensitive detection 

technique. Under normal physiological conditions, metabolites of interest are 

normally present at concentrations of lower than 10 mM [ I I ,  thus NMR can only 

detect the dominant metabolites within a reasonable measuring tirne. A second, 

severe limitation is spectral resolution, often due to the large dynamic range 

problem with signals from Hz0 and fatty acids. Extensive variations in intrinsic 

tissue magnetic susceptibilities WU also c a w  severe he-broadening. Other 

factors which reduce resolution are magnetic field inhomogeneity, and extensive 

horno-nuclear couplings. Currently, the primary information derived from brain 

MR spectra has been limited to the levels of a few most concentrated metabolites, 



su& as N-acetyl aspartate (NAA), choline (Cho), and aeatine (Cr), while the 

detection of other metabolites are still dificult and very inaccurate [2]. Attempts 

have been made to detect glutamate and glutamine [3], mye-inositol [4$j, y- 

aminobutyric aad (GABA) [a, glucose [7,8], and other metabolites [9], but these 

have not always been successful due to the diffidty in extracting spectral 

information from a region with many overlapping peaks. In addition, many of 

these metabolites exhibit a fa greater complexity in their spectral response than 

simple molecules such as water, due to scalar-coupling between spins. Thus, the 

visibility of these J-coupled metabolites depends Cntically not only on the type of 

MR spectroscopie experiment, but also on its associated pulse sequence and 

experimental parameters. 

It is somehes possible to detect a particular metabolite selectively using 

so-called spectral editing methods 11 0-221. Spectral editing sequences adùeve 

selective observation of a single coupled-proton resonance by exploiting its 

scalar coupling interaction between its coupled spins during a spin echo 

sequence [13]. Specifically, the spins coupled to the resonance of interest are 

selectively perturbed on altemate acquisitions. The two resultant spectra, 

perturbed and non-perturbed, are then subtracted. Spectral editing methods 

d o w  low concentration, J-coupled metabolites to be obsemed against a 

background of intense resonances such as the methylene resonance of lipids or 

other coupled resonances with different coupling constants, multiplicity or 

resonance positions. However, a drawbadc associated with editing techniques is 



that only one metabolite is selected at a time, and when several metabolites are 

of interest, these techniques become quite a limitation. Also, spectral editing is a 

difference method, and thus is only accurate if the experimental conditions and 

parameters are reproducible from acquisition to acquisition; signal modulation 

due to motion, and dynamic range problems, will cause errors to the final edited 

signal. 

Two-dimensional correlated spectroscopy has been routinely used to 

analyze complex molecular structures [14], by converthg a crowded, 

overlapping ID speanim into a better-resolved 2D spectrum through the 

addition of a second dimension. There are many f o m  of 2D spectroscopy [25], 

based on how and what information is encoded into the second dimension. It 

has also been applied to some in vivo animal studies [16-201, and more recently 

to human brah studies [21-241. 

In several reported in vivo experiments, 2D spectra were obtained using 

physically confined local coils such as surface coils [17,25], and through invasive 

surgical implantation [19]. In such experiments, the spatial definition of the 

volume of interest for the 2D spectra is not so specific and accurate as discussed 

in the introduction Chapter. A better approach wodd be to combine accurate, 

non-invasive volume selection methods with two-dimensional spectroscopic 

experiments. Methods using seledive excitations in the presence of BO field 

gradients are particularly useful, to take some of the advantages of robust 

volume-localized spectroscopic techniques, such as STEAM and PRESS. 



There are a number of sequences which have been proposed for the 

spatidy-localized COSY experiment, differing rnainly in the method of spatial 

localization. Coherence formed in the conventional COSY (900 - ti - 90° - t2) hard 

pulse sequence was subsequently localized using a volume selection block of 

three slice-selective 1800 refocusing pulses [26], to yield a localized COSY 

spectrum of an ethanol/water phantom. This sequence is very long in tirne, and 

the transferred coherences are lost in the volume selection interval if the 

relaxation times are relatively short This sequence iç therefore not suitable for 

in vivo work. Brereton et al. devised a sequence similar to thiç method [21] 

which uses a V O m  volume localization sequence blodc to replace the first hard 

pulse in the COSY experiment, while coherence transfer is effected through a 900 

hard pulse after the VOSY block. This sequence is also very long, and coherence 

transfer is not efficient. Furthemore, signal interference from the hard pulse is 

very large since it will excite the entire sarnple inside the coil, and spatial 

definition of the acquired CûSY spectnun is not accurate. 

Using phase encoding principles, spatial encoding can also be added to 

correlation spectroscopy. Cohen et al. [27] developed a 1D spatially localized 

COSY sequence using a surface coil by adding one phase-encoding gradient in 

the tl period with the conventional hard pulse (900 - tl - 900 - t2 )  sequence, thus 

generating multiple COSY spectra dong the phase-encoded spatial dimension. 

This method has been recently extended by Hasse's group to two spatial 

dimensions using two phaseencoding gradients [28], and an array of COSY 



spectra was generated from many voxels depending on the number of phase 

encoding steps used. For example, an experiment incorporating 16x16 phase 

encoding steps would generate 256 COSY spectra. The experiment has been 

successfully demowtrated on phantoms and plants [29], and so-called cross peak 

images were geneated by spatial mapping of cross peaks reconstructed from 

multi-voxel COSY spectra, analogous to conventional spectroscopic images (SI). 

Along with the development and refinement of single-voxel locâlized ID- 

spectroscopic techniques, there are several recent reports [21-23, 30, 311 that 

locaüzed 2D spectra could be produced with the utilization of single-voxel 

spectral localization methods. In partidar, 2D 1-resolved spectra [32, 331 from 

localized volumes in phantoms (221, in animal models [34], and in human brain 

[22,24] have been obtained, based on the incorporation of the double spin-echo 

PRESS localized spectroscopic sequence CI-PRESS). While the second dimension 

in J-resolved 2D spectroscopy has only information about J-couplings, the 

technique has generaily been used to measure all 1HJH scalar coupling 

constants simultaneously in solution NMR for organic chemistry [35]. Such 

meastuement are not generally required for in vivo applications. 

The direct chernical-shift correlated COSY experiment is the most 

important and popular form of two-dimensional spectroscopy, because the 

resonances of coupled spins can be dearly resolved through cross peaks. It has 

ben, however, diffidt to incorporate the diemical shift correlated experiment 

into a the-dimensional localization sequence. This is because the COSY 



sequence needs two pulses for exatation and coherence transfer, while 3D 

spatial localization needs a minimum of three slice selection pulses [36]. To the 

best of our knowledge, there is no efficient three-dimensionally localized, single- 

voxel COSY sequence available which is feasible for in oiuo experiments. 

We present here a general approach to the design of su& a volume- 

localized COSY sequence: z-filtered COSY with STEAM localization ( 2 - C m -  

STEAM). The spectrai localization and coherence -fer are fully incorporated 

into a single stimulated-echo localization sequence, and no extra puises for 

coherence transfer and/or localization are required. The realization and 

development of such an expehent are based on the coherence tawfer pathway 

selection principle. This pulse sequence CM be readily adapted for any system 

with localized spectroscopie capability. To demonstrate the feasibility and 

performance of this method, experiments were conducted on phantoms 

containing common metabolites dissolved in aqueous solutions. Excellent 

localized COSY spectra were obtained. 

We will start this Chapter with a general introduction to 2D spectroscopy, 

with emphasis on the understanding of general interactions therein. Such a 

realization leads us to the development of the localized COSY sequence based on 

the most common stimulated-echo volume-localization method. This is followed 

by a detailed description of the methods, and experimental implementation as 

well as verifkation. Results and discussion of the tedinique wiIl be given in Iast 

sections. 



4,2 TKEORY AND METHODS 

4 1 1  General Theory of Two-Dimensional Spectroscopy 

The general description of 2D spectroscopy involves the classification of a 

pulse sequence into four time periods (Fig. 4.1) [14, 151. (1) The pleparution 

penod where thermodynamic equilibrium of spins is established under the 

extemal magnetic field BO; (2) the molution period, where the different coherence 

components are identified and labeled by their free precession frequencies in 

order to recognize their origin; (3) the mixing period where various coherence 

components are converted to sing1e-quantum coherence for detection. (4) The 

detection period during which the converted singlequantum coherences are 

recorded. 

Preparation i i Mixing i 

Fig. 4.1 The four periods of a general 2D experiment: preparation, 

evolution, mixing and detection periods. 



The two dimensions of 2D spectroscopy, in time domains, are tl, the 

evolution period and t2, the detection period. The basic pulse sequence therefore 

involves a variable delay period tl between two pulses (Fig. 4.2). When a 2D 

experiment is carried out, the pulse sequence is nui with a range of values of the 

incremental delay, usuaily evenly spaced from near zero to a value of tiW . 

With each tl value, an FID is recorded in the usual way during the detection 

period t2. The pulse sequences are designed so that the detected signals are 

modulated in amplitude or phase as a hinction of the incremental delay tl, 

according to the selected coherence transfer pathway. This means that the 

precessing frequenaes of the signals present during tt are encoded, and can be 

measured indirectly through their effeds on the time domain signai detected. 

The final data set is a fundion of two variables - S(t1, tt). Once the complete 

spectral data set is acquired, it is Fourier hansformed with respect to both tl and 

tz, to give a two-dimensional frequency domain spectrum, S(F1, F2), that is a 

function of two frequency variables FI and F2. Various 2D spectroscopic 

experiments differ in the type of signal that is present during ti, and in the 

interactions ernployed to transfer information from the evolution period to the 

detedion period. Since both aliowed and forbidden transitions can be deteded 

indirectly with equal possibility, many spin interactions can be exploited and 

recorded through the second dimension and many diffetent fonns of 2D 

spedroscopy were therefore developed, induding multiple-quantum coherence 

experiments. 



The COSY experiment is one of the simplest, and yet most powerful, of 

the various 2D spectroscopie experiments. In fa&, COSY was the first 2D NMR 

experixnent invented by J. Jeener in 1971 [37]. In its homo-nudear application, 

the COSY experiment correlates the diemical shifts in the two frequency 

domains, and traces the spin-spin coupling network. The pulse sequence, 

90 (9 , ) - t , - 90 ($ , ) - t , (acquisition) , consists simpl y of two non-selective RF 

pulses, between which there is the variable delay t, for introducing the second 

dimension. Data are acquired after the second pulse, during a further period 1,. 

Fig. 4.2 RF and field gradient pulse sequence (a) and coherence transfer 

pathway diagram (b) for the COSY experiment. Coherence transfer 

pathway (-1, -1) which results in P-type signals is selected by gradient 

pulses Gl : G = -1 : 1; whiie the selection of pathway (+1, -1) leads to N- 

type signais, and is achieved by Gt : G2 = 1 : 1. 



In order to examine the effects of the RF pulses, it is necessary to employ 

the spin product operator formahm to understand the mechankm by which 2D 

correlation spectra are generated. We consider here a weakly-coupled homo- 

nudear two spin-l/2 systern IS at themal equilibrium, and Tl and TI relaxation 

effects are not considered in the analysis. Following the pulse sequence, the spin 

product operator ternis in the spherical bas% [38] will be, 

1 
where 1, = -- 1 

f i  
( 1  + 1 )  I- =-- 

21Z 
( I ,  - il, ) . Evolution under the influence of 

chexnical shift and J-coupling during tl period wili lead to: 

For reasons of symmetry, only I-spin terms need to be followed beyond 

this point. After the second 90° (0,) pulse, the product operator terms are, 



During the t 2  detedion period, with negled of unobservable antiphase terms, 



The terms for the S-spins are simüar. The fist eight te- represent 

coherence transfer steps of Ap = (-1, O), or coherence pathway p = (-1, -1). The 

second eight ternis represent steps of 4 = (+1, -2), or p = (+1, -1). All these 

coherence pathways are given in diagram in Fig 4.2b. In the first pathway, the 

signs of spin precession are the same during t, and t, which gives the sosalIed 

P-type signal or coherence transfer anti-echo [EJ. For the second pathway, spin 

precession occurs in the opposite direction during t, and t ,  to give the N-type 

signal called the coherence transfer echo. In the 2D spectrum, the eight N-type 

signals will give rise to eight peaks, at frequency coordinates of 

(-a, f nJ, o, f KJ) , which are narned diagonal peaks, and at frequency 

coordinates of (-os * ~rJ,a, + xJ) ,  which are the cross peaks. The eight P-type 

signals will also give rise to eight peaks, but at frequency coordinates of 

(a, f nJ,o, f nJ), for diagonal peaks, and at frequency coordinates of 

(as i XI, O, f zJ) , for the aoss peaks. Either N-type or P-type selections will 

give rise to a chernical shift correlated spectnim, however, frequency 

discrimination in the t, domain is different, therefore phases and lineshapes of 

peak components in the resultant spectnun will be different, as schematicdy 

illustrated in Fig. 4.3. 

As we already discussed, there are two ways of selecting coherence 

pathways from desired signals: phase cyding and pulsed field gradients. If 

using pulsed field gradients, coherence pathway selection can take place around 



the read pulse, using two pulsed gradients G, and G, applied before and after 

the second pulse during the tl and t, periods (Fig. 4.2a). To select the pathway 

which Ieads to the P-type signal, we c m  use a gradient G, with the same area as 

G,, but opposite in direction, to refocus the coherence transfer anti-echo. If G, = 

G,, the pathway for the N-type signal is selected. 

Q + dispersion 

8: - dispersion 

Fig. 4.3 Schematic diagram for a COSY spectm of two weakly coupled 

spins with N- and P-type selectiow, including al1 fine structure. The (FI, 

Fz) plane as a contour map is viewed from top, where the resonance peaks 

would appear as 'dots'. Only the peaks arising from spin I are shown; 

there are, as well, 16 peaks from spin S. (Source: Ref. 15). 



The importance of th& pulse sequence for structural chemistry should 

now be apparent. If there is J-coupling between two spins I and S there will be a 

cross peak in the 2D spectrum arising from the spin coherence transfer between 1 

and S. This pulse sequence has found widespread appiication for chernical 

structural elucidation. 

4.2.2 The z-COSY-STEAM Method 

The realization of the new volume-localized 2D correlation method that 

we introduce in this section was guided primarily by three design objectives: (1) 

the location of the volume of interest, whose size can be easüy varied without 

any system changes, the same criterion which many spectral localization 

methods follow; (2) the method should be able to produce a 2D COSY spectrumI 

but not other forms of two-dimensional spectra; (3) the number of RF pulses 

çhould be minimized in order to reduce the amount of RF power deposition and 

the loss in resolution and signal intensity that could result from the cumulative 

effects of relaxation and imperfections arising from the RF pulses. 

To meet the first and third objectives, spectral localization methods based 

on the three seledive pulse STEAM or PRESS sequence are the choice. However, 

in the 90°-1800-1800 PRESS sequence, linear interactions such as chernical shift 

offsets are averaged out during the edio-time delay so that chernical shift 

correlation cannot be established? thus failing to meet the second objective. The 

PRESS sequence can only be incorporated into 2D spectroscopy to correlate 



bilinear interactions, namely J-coupling, leading to the J-modulated experiment 

to produce 2D J-resolved spectra [22-241. 

In the COSY experiment, the evolution period is encoded with a 

coherence order of +1 or -1, specifically for N- and P-type signals, as the 

requirement for chernical shift correlation. This is the key difference between 

multiple-quantum correlation experiment and the J-resolved experiment, where 

multiple-quantum coherences and J-coupling interactions are encoded in the 

evolution period. 

The RF pulses and magnetic field gradient sequence for the zCOSY- 

STEAM method are depicted in Fig. 4.4. A coherence transfer pathway of 

P = (+Ir 0, - 1) is selected for this experiment, the exact same pathway as for the 

STEAM experirnent. The evolution period is introduced in the sequence by 

adding an incremental delay tl between the first and the second slice selection 

pulses. The miung period is analogous to a zeroquantum coherence filtering 

process, and the signal is detected in the t 2  period. Shoa delays A are included 

for refocusing gradient lobes. The signal generated by this sequence is 

essentially the same as the N-signal in the COSY sequence except that there is a 

zero-quantum filtering during the mixing period. The numbers of spins 

experiencing coherence tramfer during the three time periods are gradually 

decreasing, from the spins in a slice, to the spins in a 2D slab, and then a 3D 

voxel, as shown schematically in the coherence pathway diagram for spins of 

interest during the sequence. The final detected signals are from spins which 



experienced coherence transfers during all three steps. The total numbers of 

coherent spins during the evolution penod and the detection period are 

different, therefore the signal intensities of 2D spectra in the two frequency 

dimensions will be different. 

No phase-cycling procedure is used to select the coherence pathway. The 

magnetic field gradients in the pulse sequence serve the functions of spatial 

encoding and coherence pathways selection. It is designed in such a way that 

coherence pathway selection and spatial encoding is achieved in a single scan. 

This is particularly convenient for the in vivo experimental setup and 

optimizations, where no signal addition and subtraaion is needed. It is also 

very useful for reducing spectral distortion and phase problems due to motion, a 

key issue for long 2D spectral acquisition required for live stbpbs. 

Because the proposed method is a zero-quantun coherence filtered 

chernical shift correlated spectroscopy using the STEAM sequence for 

localization, the proper name for this localized 2D correlation spectroscopie 

method is thus "z-COSY-STEAM", which stands for z-filtered Correlation 

SpectroscopY with STimulated Echo Acquisition Mode. It is also a dear 

indication that this sequence is a combination of COSY and STEAM, two of 

today's most important NMR experimenis. 



Fig. 4.4 The RF pulse and magnetic field gradient sequence for the z- 

COSY-STEAM experiment. The three RF pulses are bot .  for slice selective 

excitation and coherence transfer. Coherence transfer pathway selection 

gradients are incorporated with slice selection gradients and their 

refocusing lobes. The coherence pathway is for spins of interests during 

the pulse sequence. 

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL 

Instrumentation and equipment were the same as detaiied in Chapter 3. 

Phantoms containing common cerebral metabolites at approximate physiological 

concentrations, dwolved in H20, were prepared for testing the zCOSY-STEAM 

method. 



The image-directed, localized zCOSY-STEAM method was impiemented 

on the IMND platform w i t h  UXNMR software (Bruker Instruments, Billerica, 

MA, USA). The pulse program for generating z-COSY-STEAM experiment is 

included in Appendix A, and the pulse sequence code is iisted in Appendix D. 

This program generates a menu-controlled platfonn that ailows users to define 

volume-Iocaiization parameters as well as 2D spectral acquisition parameters. 

Parameter definitions and relationships are described in the program. 

Following sampie setup and probe tuning, scout images of the sampie 

from three directions (transverse, coronal and sagittal) were acquired using the 

FLASH imaging sequence. The voxel (VOI) size and position for spectroscopie 

studies are defined using these images. The STEAM sequence is used to 

perform localized shimming via the water signal from the voxel. The z-COSY- 

STEAM method is then loaded, and 2D acquisition parameters as well as 

localization parameters are input through the parameter menu. The water- 

suppression technique (CHESS) is optirnized by adjusting the amplihide and 

puise length of water seledive excitation pulses, as well as the spoiling 

gradients. 

2D spectral acquisition were perfomed through the general imaging 

menu. The raw data, which were in the image file format, were converted to 2D 

spectral format by a program shown in Appendix E. Data processing was 

carried out using UXNMRP program (Bruker Instruments). 



'Hanning' function filtered three-lobe sinc puises with 20 m .  pulse length 

were used for water suppression. Slice excitation was achieved using 9 8  RF 

p u k s  optimized with the Shinnar-Le Row (SLR) pulse design algorithm. The 

pulses were 1.0 ms in duration, providing excellent slice profiles with minimal 

in-slice ripple and out-of-slice contamination. A sweep width of 4000 Hz and 

4096 complex points were generally used for data acquisition dong t2. The RF 

transmit& frequency was at the water resonance frequency. Typically, 128 t~ 

inaements were acquired with a repetition time of 2 s, and 16 accumulations per 

ti .  Data were zero-filled, multiplied by exponential window functions, in both 

dimensions, and then Fourier transformed. The resulting spectra are calculated 

in magnitude mode and presented as contour plots. 

4.4 RESULTS 

To test the performance and to ver* the spectral information content of 

this localized 2D zCW-STEAM method, experiments were initially performed 

on a cylindrical phantom containing 10 rnM sodium lactate and 10 mM glycine 

dissolved in distilled water. Fig. 4.5 shows the water suppressed 2D COSY 

spectrum obtained by the zCOSY-STEAM sequence from a voxel of 5x5~5  mm3 

in the phantom. Glycine yields a singlet at 3.5 ppm, whiie lactate has an AX.i 

coupled spin system with chernical shifts at 1.3 ppm and 4.1 ppm. Therefore the 

uncoupled glycine resonance shows only a diagonal peak in 2D spectnun. The 



coupled fi system in lactate yielded cross peaks via coherence tramfer process, 

as weil as diagonal peaks. 

1 Glycine 

Fig. 4.5 Water suppressed 2D COSY spectrum using magnitude mode, 

obtained by the z-COSY-STEAM sequence from a voxel of 5 x 5 ~ 5  mmj in a 

phantom containing 10 rnM sodium lactate and 10 rnM glycine in aqueouç 

solution. Experimental parameters are: SWI = 3200 Hz, SW2 = 4000 Hz, 

TM = 15 ms, TR = 2.0 s, NS = 32,128 tl increments. 



One feature of this method is that excellent water suppression c m  be 

achieved, as can see from the 2D spectnun where the residual water signal is 

very weak The axial peaks from residual water are still present in the spectnim 

due to the very large concentration difference between water and the dissolved 

metabolite; however, there will usually be no overlap with any metabolite 

signais. 

The localization efficiency of this z-COSY-STEAM sequence was 

exarnined using a phantom comprising three 13 mm ID cylindrical tubes filled 

with different metabolite solutions as shown in Fig. 4.6. 2D COSY spectra of the 

localized volumes were acquired at different positions located in these tubes. 

Fig. 4.7 shows the spectra acquired from these individual tubes. Spectnim (a) 

was taken from voxel A in the tube containing 10 mM glutamic acid. Glutamate 

peaks are difficult to resolve in the localized in vivo 1D spectrum due to a very 

complicated spin coupling pattern, as can be seen from the molecular structure 

enclosed in the diagram. The basic spectral pattern of glutamate consists of a 

triplet due to the CH group resonating at 3.76 ppm, and two complex coupled 

multiplets from the two CH2 groups at 2.11 ppm and 2.35 ppm. Due to the 

chirality of the a-carbon, the protons in each CH2 group of glutamate are 

magnetically nonequivalent. One of the protons in the CH2 group at 2.11 ppm 

sees its neighboring CH2 proton causing it to split into a doublet; and it also see 

its neighboring C E  group at 2.35 ppm causing it to split M e r  into a triplet of 

doublets. The same situation applies to the other proton in this CH2 group; 



however, its diemical shift is nearly identical to that of the first proton, and 

therefore a multiplet is observed for the entire CH2 group. The other CH2 group 

produces a similar pattern, but at a different diemical shift. The 1D spectnun of 

these multiplets with low field chical MR systems, is usually an unresolvable 

single multiplet due to strong coupling. As we can see from the speanim in Fig. 

4.7 (a), these multiplets are weU resolved with the 9.4 Tesla system, and in 

partidar, the proton coupling network is dearly demonstrated in the COSY 

spectnim. 

Fig. 4.6 Phantom setup for tessting localization efficiemy of the zCOSY- 

STEAM experiment. Three cylindrical tubes with 13 mm ID, filled with 

different metabolite solutions are inserted into a 30 mm ID bottle 

containing distilled water. 

Spectrum (b) is obtained from the voxel B in the tube containing 10 mM y- 

aminobutyric acid (GABA). GABA is one of the most important cerebral 



metabolites because of its role as an inhibitory neurotransmitter. There are 

several editing techniques designed to selectively detect GABA resonances [6, 

121. A 2D experiment would be most useful to detect this metabolite since the 

molecule has a very complicated coupling network. 

There are three C H 2  groups which give rise to the coupled proton 

resonances of GABA (see the structure in the Fig. 4%). One group appears at 

3.0 ppm as a triplet being split by one neighbor CH2 group. Another group 

appears at 2.3 ppm again as a triplet due to coupling with its CH2 neighbor. The 

CH2 group located between the other two in the GABA molecule is coupled to 

both of its CH2 neighbors and therefore appears as a quintet at 1.9 ppm. This 

coupling pattern is dearly shown in the 2D COSY spectrum in Fig. 4.7b. 

Voxel C is located in the tube filled with 10 m M  N-Acetyl Aspartate 

(NAA) solution. The 2D COSY spednim from this voxel is plotted in Fig. 4.7~. 

NAA has one of the most dominating metabolite signais in normal brain proton 

in vivo spectra, particularly with its methyl (Ca) group at 2.0 ppm. Three other 

protons in the NAA molecule - the two protons in the CH2 group and the single 

proton in the CH group - give rise to 12 resonance peaks. The protons in the 

CH2 group are again magnetically nonequivalent due to the moledar 

asymmetry. The CH and CH2 resonances are usuaily difficult to resolve in the 

1D spectrum, and often overlap with resonances from other metabolites. This 

can be easily overcome with the z-COSY-STEAM experiment. 



Glutamate (Glu) 

Fig. 4.7 Water suppressed 2D COSY spectra obtained by z-COSY-STEAM 

sequence from voxel A (spectnim a), B (spectnun b) and C (spectnun c) 

with cubic volumes of 4~4x4 m 3  in a phantom as shown in Fig. 4.6. 

Experimental parameters: SWI = 3200 Hz, SW2 = 4000 Hz, TR = 2 s, TM = 

15 ms, NS = 32,64 tl increments. 
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Fig. 4.7 Conünued, spectnim (b). 
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Fig. 4.7 Continued, spectm (c). 



The expected cross-peaks between the two magnetically nonequivalent 

CH2 protons are not seen in the spectnim of Fig. 4.7~. Rather, the couphg of the 

CH and CH2 groups is shown by the cross peak at 2.8/4.65 ppm (another peak 

was too low in intensity in this contour plot). This is probably due to the low 

digital resolution in the fi dimension (64 h increments) and TM dependence. 

The NAA 4.65 ppm resonance is typically invisible in the ID spectrum becaw 

of overlap by the strong water peak, however, it can be separated in this 2D 

spectnun. 

In the three spectra acquired with the zCOÇY-STEAM sequence, the 

spectral quality is generally good. Water suppression is efficient, and spatial 

localization aiifacts are minimal. 

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the z-COSY-STEAM method 

with more metabolites present at approximate physiological concentrations 

within an acceptable t h e ,  and also to determine the spectral resolution of a 

COSY spectrum obtained by the zCOm-STEAM sequence as compared to its ID 

counterpart, an experiment was carried on a phantom containing a mixture of 

seven cerebral metaboiites (Table 4.1). The cmcentrations of some metabolites 

(Table 4.1) are made slightly higher than that in normal physiological conditions, 

so that it is easier to demonstrate their spectral patterns in the correlated 

spectrum. 



Table 4.1 Metabolites and their concentrations in the phantom used 

for testing the z-COSY-STEAM experiment 

Concentration Physiological 

Compound (m) Concentration (mM) a 

Glutamic acid 20.6 

Taurine 18.3 

Alanine 15.0 

Lactate 10.5 C 

N-Acetyl-aspartate (NAA) 6.5 

yAmin0-butyric acid (GABA) 6.0 

myo-Inositol 5.0 

a. Absolute in vivo concentrations in huma. brain determined by proton MRS 

[Il. There is a high level of uncertainty for many metabolites due to spectral 

overlap. b. Ex vivo concentration. c. Prepared from sodium lactate. 

A ID spectnim from a 64 mm3 volume of this phantom is show in Fig. 

4.8a, with spectral assignment given under the figure caption. Most of the 

metabolite peaks are well separated since very good shimming on the phantom 

can be adiieved with small voxels. There is a slight overlapping of peak 4 from 

NAA and peak 5 from glutamic acid, peak 6 from GABA and peak 7 from 

glutamic acid. Peak 14 contains resonances of alanine and glutamic acid, and 

peak 15 resonances from lactate and inositol. 



The 2D COSY spectrum acquired with the z-COSY-STEAM sequence is 

presented in Fig. 4.8b. Experimental parameters were 128 tl increments, 24 

averages per t i f  At1 = 0.25 ms giving a spectral width along FI of 4000 Hz, 2048 tl 

points, an Fz spectral width of 4000 Hz and TR = 1.8 s, for a total acquisition time 

of 92 min. 

Fig. 4.8 (a) Water-suppressed STEAM spectrum of a cubic volume of 64 pl 

in a phantom consisting of components listed in Table 4.1. Spectral 

assignments: 1, lactate; 2, alanine; 3, GABA; 4, NAA C s ;  5, glutamic acid; 

6, GABA; 7, glutamic acid; 8, NAA; 9, GABA; 10, 11, taurine; 12, 13, myo- 

inositol; 14, alanine + glutamic acid; 15, lactate + myo-inositol. 
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Fig. 4.8 Continued; @) Water-suppressed 2D COSY spectrum in 

magnitude mode, obtained by the z-COSY-STEAM sequence, from a cubic 

volume of 64 pl in the phantom given in Table 4.1. Experimental 

parameters: SWt = 4000 Hz, SW2 = 4000 Hz, TR = 1.8 s, TM =15 ms, NS = 

24,128 ti increments. 



The cross peaks from the coupled spins in the metabolites can be easily 

extracted from the 2D COSY spectrum. Unlike the 2D 1-resolved spectrum 1221, 

the cross peaks from each of the metabolites in the COSY spectnun are weil 

resolved, and it is therefore very easy to tradc and identdy each individual 

metabolite through the coupling network. Typical signature peaks from this 

spectnim are the cross peaks from alanine and lactate; the coupling patterns in 

glutamic acid, taurine, myo-inositol, NAA and GABA are clearly shown with 

their aoss peaks in Fig. 4.8. Partidarly, the NAA CH2 coupling pattern 

between 2.5 ppm and 2.7 ppm, which was not observed in Fig. 4.7c, is obviously 

shown in this spectrum. At lower magnetic fields -1.5 T, this pattern will be in 

the strong coupling regime, and therefore difficult to resolve. Sirnilarly, taurine 

is usually diff idt  to detect in localized in vivo spectroscopy; however, it is 

distinctly visible in this 2D COSY spectrum. 

4.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The 2D COSY experiment is a powerful technique to resolve overlapping 

proton spectra. It is partidarly important for in vivo spectroscopy where 

resonances of many metabolites are crowded in a very narrow spectral range. 

However, the COSY experiment was considered to be difficult to incorporate 

into a 3D volume localization sequence becaw the numbers of RF pulses for 

localization and coherence transfer cannot be matched. The three RF pulse DQF- 

COSY method is more amenable to modification to include 3D volume-selection, 



if all three pulses are made slice-selective and applied in the presence of 

frequency encoding gradients. This sequence has indeed been irnplemented in 

several reports [41, 421; however, the COSY spectra obtained via this sequence 

were generally of low quality because of serious interferences from slice 

magnekation [23]. 

The zCOSY-STEAM method presented in this Chapter is remarkably free 

of slice interference since the STEAM sequence is used for volume localization. 

The quality of spectra presented here fkom phantoms containing metabolite 

solutions are dearly superior to those obtained previously from other localized 

2D COSY experiments [21]. This is mainly because the z-COSY-STEAM 

sequence is a very stable method, and gwd voxel shimming can be easily 

achieved with the STEAM experiment from the localized signals. 

There are several advantages associated with this z-COSY-STEAM 

method. First, a minhum of three slice-selective RF pulses were used for 

coherence transfer and spatial localization, therefore experiments are made easy 

to control with the spedic absorption rate, SAR limitations, pennitting the 

implementation of this sequence in dinical systems for human studies. Second, 

the coherence transfer processes in this pulse sequence are very efficient; 

therefore, the signal intensities of aoss peaks relative to diagonal peaks are 

expected to be improved [14, 151 when comparing to other long sequences of 

pulses for localized 2D experiments. Third, this method should be easy to 



implement on any MR systems where localized spectroscopic capability is 

available. 

There are several ciifferences in the information content obtained from the 

1-resolved spectra based on the PRESS locaiization sequence and the COSY 

spectra based the z-COSY-STEAM. Most importantly, the spectral resolution is 

much better in the COSY spectra compared to the J-resolved spectra, simply 

because the J-coupling constants from in vivo metabolites are similar. Thus, the 

J-resolved spectra are still aowded with many peaks, similar to in vivo ID 

spectra. 1-resolved spectra are also very difficult to interpret, while COSY 

spectra are easily interpreted from their aoss peaks, beneficial bot .  to spectral 

assignments and quantitation. 

Problems associated with this method applied in high field experirnents 

are the effects of diffusion and relaxation during the slice selection, due to the 

very strong field gradients used for the slice selections. Although these effects 

are not seen in the spectra shown above, since the phantoms are homogeneous, 

they are expected to affect in vivo experiments where multi-structural 

compartments are in the seleded voxel. These effects can be minimized if RF 

pulses of shorter lengths are applied. The slice-selective RF pulses described in 

this Chapter are ail optimized by the SLR pulse design algorithm. The pulse 

lengths were minimized to decrease in-pulse diffusion and relaxation effects. 

These effects wouid be smaller if experiments were performed with slice 

selection gradients of lower magnitude. 



There will be some advantages to performing localized COSY 

experiments at lower magnetic fields in terms of total acquisition tirne. For a 

COSY experiment carried out on a 9.4 T system, at 400 MHz, a spectral width of 

10 ppm is 4000 Hz, while the same spectral width on 4 . n  200 MHz, is 2000 Hz. 

This would affect the inaemental time Mi which is 0.25 ms at 400 MHz and 

would be 0.5 ms at 200 MHz, if the same digital resolution in the fi dimension is 

kept. More inaements are needed for experiments at 9.4 T than at 4.7 T, and 

thus the experirnental time will be longer at 9.4 T than that at 4.7 T. This 

certainly suggests that implementation of localized COSY experiments may be 

feasible for in uivo applications, partidarly human studies, on low (1.5 T) or 

middle (3T or 4.7T) fields. 

We have developed and implemented diemical-shift correlated 

spectroscopy into the localized STEAM sequence with the proper selection of 

coherence transfer pathway. Phantom experhnents demonstrated that well 

resolved localized COSY spectra c m  be easily obtained from a localized volume. 

Localization efficiency is the same as that of the STEAM sequence because no 

extra pulse is needed. The newly developed z-COSY-STEAM experiment should 

be easily implemented into other systems and should find many important 

applications for in vivo non-invasive studies, as will be demonstrated in the next 

Chapter. We also expect that this technique will prove useful in studies of 

heterogeneous systems such as multi-layer structures with liquid-liquid, 

permeable solid-liquid, or permeable soiid-solid interfaces. It should also be an 



excellent technique to study plant histochemistry by localization of metabolites 

in plant materials [Dl. 
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OPTIMIZATION OF THE Z-COSY-STEAM 

METHOD FOR IN VIVO EXPERIMENTS 

5.1 I N T R O D U ~ O N  

We have demonstrated that excellent 2D COSY spectra can be obtained 

from localized volumes within a large sample in phantoms made of aqueous 

solutions of cornmon brain metabolites. Biological in vivo tissues, however, are 

much more complicated to study. The most salient spectroscopic feature of 

tissues is probably the inhomogeneity of the static magnetic field Bo, mainly 

caused by tissue susceptibility effects. The inhomogeneity will cause severe 

spectral line broadening, which can cause 2D COSY correlation cross peak 

multiplets to be canceled out or unresolved, if experimental parameters are not 

properly selected. Thus, the promise of greatly improved spectral resolution in 

2D COSY spectra can be diminished. The 2D spectroscopic experiment &O 

takes much longer to coIlect data than does its 1D counterpart. For example, an 

experiment using 128 ti incremental delays, with 32 averages at each tt, and a 

repetition time of 2 s, would require 2 hour and 16 min of spectral acquisition 

tirne. For in vivo studies it would be impossible to keep the subject in the magnet 



for such a long time. There is also a strong requirement for efficient spectral 

acquisition to reduce spectral artifacts due to subjed motion. In order to 

optimize the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the COSY spectra, and to decrease the 

experimental duration, carefd optimization of the experimental parameters and 

conditions is very important. 

The effects of experimental parameters on the sensitivity of 2D COSY 

experiment have been extensively treated by Levitt et al. in an enlightening 

article [Z], and have been reviewed in the comprehensive NMR book [2]. To 

analyze this problem in the context of locaiued in vivo NMR of tissues, it is 

necessary to consider effects which are peculiar to in vivo experiments. 

This chapter will address these characteristics in physical and 

experimental aspects of in vivo localized 2D COSY experiments with the z-COSY- 

STEAM method, and propose a strategy for spectral acquisition that includes 

optimization of width and position of the acquisition windows. It will be 

experimentally demonstrated that, with the optimization of different 

experimental parameters, COSY spectra can be obtained with good spectral 

resolution and detectability for those metabolites which are diffidt to resolve in 

ID spectra. The use of the zCOSY-STEAM experiment to detect rat brain 

metabolites at 9.4 T field strength is examined, dong with the possibilities of 

acquisition in clinicd or middle field human MR systems. Overd within this 

chapter, the following questions related to in h o  applications are intended to be 

answered: (1) What 2D spectral quality can be obtained from in vivo experiments 



with the z-COSY-STEAM method within a reasonable time? (2) What metabolite 

resonances in the localized COSY spectra can be better resolved in 1D spectra? 

5.2 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

The intensity of cross peaks in 2D correlated spectroscopy is an essential 

deterrninant of the utility of COSY. The aoss peak intensity relies on the 

coherence transfer processes that proceed through the scaiar J-coupling 

interactions. In the z-COSY-STEAM experiment, the coherence transfer process 

takes place between the spins of interest within the localized volume that is 

excited by three slice seleaive RF pulses. The sensitivity of the z-COSY-STEAM 

experiment is govemed by the interplay between coherence transfer efficiency, 

given b y the \-coupling constants of metabolites, magnetic field inhomogeneities 

due to tissue susceptibility effects, and spin-spin relaxation and spin diffusion 

effects. 

We start here by providing a detailed expression for the signal intensity of 

cross peak multiplets in COSY spectra obtained with the z-COSY-STEAM 

sequence. Many sirnplified expressions published in previous works [1-31 are 

not applicable here because many important effects were not considered. We 

start from the coherence transfer pathway analysis given in last chapter (see Eqn. 

4.5), and consider the cross peak multiplet as a whole rather than the individual 

peaks. Assumirtg that N-type signals are selected, with the above mentioned 



effects considered except those of diffusion, the signal intensity in the tirne 

domain for cross peak multiplets from a coupled system of spins f and S is, 

Where KCR is a coefficient for signal intensity of the aoss peak multiplet, 1 is the 

scalar coupling constant, and tl and t2 are timing variables during the evolution 

and detection periods. Ti and T;" are spin-spin relaxation thes  of spin I and S. 

Ti is the effective spin-spin relaxation tirne modeling inhomogeneous line 

broadening to represent the contribution from local field inhomogeneity to the 

signal decay. The two parameters, T, and T2*, do not ad in the same way: T, 

attenuates signals in both the tl and f2 dimensions, while Ti is responsible for 

the formation of the coherence transfer signais. 

Equation [SA] shows that the amplitude of a cross peak depends strongly 

on ti, on the difference between the values of fl and f i ,  as well as on the 

relaxation tirnes. To optimize S/N, and to Save experimental time, the position 

of the tt acquisition window must be carefully chosen to capture the maximum 

of the coherence transfer echo. As we can show from Eqn 5.1 that the first 

maximum of the amplitude of the coherence transfer signal envelope occurs at, 



where (T, ) -' = (Ti ) -' + (T: ) -' . 

Fig 5.1. Spectral acquisition window in the time domain for 2D 

experiments with restricted t" and tFw because of constraints on 

acquisition tirnes. The top is the signal envelope with coherence transfer 

echo ridge. The bottom is the projection with the coherence transfer echo 

ridge shown as a dotted line. Adapted from Ref. [ l ,  21 



Assume that the spectral acquisition window in the time domah is given 

by the diagram in Fig. 5.1 for the z-COSY-STEAM experiment, where t;" and 

t?" are the limits of the acquisition windows in the two dimensions. In order to 

reduce 2-2 losses, the minimum ti value, tl-, should be as short as possible. The 

center (t" + t,"" ) / 2 of the window should be chosen approwimately at t l  , 

allowing a maximum signal to be captured. The width of the acquisition 

window t,A"9 = ty - t" , is inversely proportional to the frequency resolution in 

the FI dimension. In localized 2D COSY experiments of in vivo tissues, the fine 

multiplet structures of cross peaks are not usually resolved, and therefore we can 

take advantage of this to Save experimental tirne by reducing the width of the t~ 

acquisition window to capture only the first maximum of the coherence transfer 

echo envelope. For the 9.4 T system, a digital resolution of 40 Hz in the FI 

dimension with a spectral width of 4000 Hz can be an acceptable compromise 

between experimental tirne and frequency resolution. Thus t" should be such 

Using equation [5.2], it is easy to caldate the first maximum of the 

coherence tramfer echo ( t l  ). For example, for a coupled spin system IS with a 

T2 value of 100 ms, and a J-coupling constant of 10 Hz, the maximum coherence 

transfer echo will be at fp = 40111s. nius, the optimized spectral acquisition 

window in the ti dimension, for an IS system, will be at t l  = tl" - t" 



= 52.5-27.5ms, if a 40 Hz frequency resolution is kept. Most metaboiites 

would, however, have more complex spin systems than IS. For higher order 

spin systems, such as I2S2, tpvalues are roughly estimated to be half that of an 

IS systern [4] . if the J-coupling constants and spin-spin relaxation times are 

simiiar. Therefore, the optimized spectral acquisition window to capture the 

maximum signal envelope of the coherence transfer echo for higher order spin 

systems is shifted down, for example, to 20 m. 

The acquisition windci. in the t2 dimension is less problematic or not 

M t e d  unless there are constraints to data space, since its ümitation as regards 

experimental tirne is not a concem. The signal acquisition usually starts shortly 

after the gradient pulses for coherence selection. The signal will appear as an 

echo at t2 = ti and, consequently, will move in the t2  acquisition window when tl 

is incremented, as schematically shown in Fig. 5.1. 

5.3 EXPERIMENTS 

AU experiments were performed on a 9.4 Tesla MR system, which was 

described in detail in Chapter 3. To demonstrate the feasibility of this zCOSY- 

STEAM experirnent for in vivo investigation, experiments were performed on 

normal rat brah (Pathogen-free S. D. rats, obtained from Charles River 

Laboratories). The experimental protocols regarding the care and usage of the 

animals received approval from the Animal Care Cornmittee of the Institute for 

Biodiagnostics, National Research CounQl of Canada. The rats were housed at 



the Institute for Biodiagnostics Animal Care facility in a communal environment, 

and were about 200 - 450 grams of weight at the time of the experiments. A 

mixture of isoflurane, oxygen and air (3 - 4% isoflurane, 30% oxygen, and 67% 

air) was used to anaesthetize the rats for the experiments. The level of isoflurane 

during the experiments was kept at 1.5%. The body temperature of the rats was 

maintained at 37.5 - 38.5 OC using a heated water bath blanket, and the 

respiratory rate was monitored throughout the NMR experiments. Postmortem 

rats were also used for experimental comparison, and the brains of the rats were 

kept completely intact without any surgery. Home-made Helmholtz and 

Alderman-Grant type R F  coils were tested for in uivo experiments, but after 

comparison, an inductively coupled surface coil with 18 mm diameter was 

employed for in vivo rat brain spectroscopic acquisition with the z-COSY-STEAM 

experiments, as will be detailed in the Results section. Experiments showed that 

the surface coil was the best in ternis of çensitivity consideratiom. 

Conventional proton images of the rat brain in three directions were 

acquired using the FLASH imaging sequence, with echo t h e  TE = 5.4 ms, 

repetition time TR = 200 ms, and a 256 x 256 image matrix was acquired. These 

images are used for defining localized voxels for spectroscopic experiments. 

The localized z-COSY-STEAM experiment was used for COSY spectral 

acquisition. The experimental procedure is the same as presented in the 

previous chapter. N-type signals were selected via pulsed field gradients with 

magnitude COSY spectral presentation. No phase cycling procedure was 



involved; therefore the total number of acquisitions is ody determined by the 

signal-to-noise requirements. Water suppression was adueved by the CHESS 

sequence combined with non-equidistant CHESS segments to improve the 

suppression factor, as described in detail in Chapter 3. 'Hanning' function 

filtered three-lobe sinc pulses with pulse lengths of 14-20 ms were used for 

selective excitation of the water resonance. Slice excitations were achieved using 

900 RF pulses optimized with the Shinnar-Le Roux (SLR) pulse design algorithm. 

Pulse lengths of 1.0 ms provided excellent slice profiles with minimal in-siice 

ripple and outsf-slice contamination A spectral width of 4000 Hz and 4096 

complex data points, with repetition times of 1.4 - 1.5 s, were used for data 

acquisition dong the t 2  dimension. The RF transmitter frequency was set at the 

water resonant frequency. Spectral acquisition parameters in the tt dimension 

will be given under Results. 

To process the data, the image formatted raw data were first converted to 

2D spectral data. The data were zero-filled, multipiied by window functions, in 

both dimensions, and then Fourier transformed. The resulting spectra were 

calculated in magnitude spectra and presented as contour plots. 

5.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The major problem encountered in the implementation of the z-COm- 

STEAM method for in vivo experiments is the sensitivity, since the 

concentrations of most metabolites are very low. Also, the relatively short T2 



relaxation times of most spin-coupled metabolites in vivo at 9.4 Tesla will result 

in substantial loss of magnetïzation during spectral acquisition. Any increase in 

sensitivity will provide better signal-to-noise ratios and saves spectral 

acquisition times, leading to higher spectral quality for in vivo experiments. 

Several efforts were made to improve the sensitivity of the localized z- 

COSY-STEAM experiment. In general, the selection of RF coils in in uim 

experiments has a major impact on the sensitivity of the localized spectra. 

Volume coüs for RF pulse excitation cm generate more unifonn BI fields, thus 

providing accurate volume localization. However, the use of local surface coils 

for signal reception can substantially increase the sensitivity. The best choice 

would be the combination of a volume c d  for RF pulse excitation and a surface 

coil for signal reception. Due to hardware limitation in the system, a single 

surface coil was used for both RF pulse excitation and signal reception. 

Experiments showed that the sensitivity of Iocalized spectroscopy is increased 

several fold by using a surface coil as compared with using a volume coil. 

The second effort was to use highly optimized slice selective RF pulses for 

the zCOSY-STEAM experiment. As shown in Chapter 3 with the produd 

operator analysis, the intensity of the coherence transfer echo signal in the 2- 

COSY-STEAM experiment is proportional to sin asin esin y, where a, p, y are 

the pulse angles for sïice selection. A significant decrease in signal intensity will 

occur if the pulse angles for slice excitation are different from 90°. Therefore, the 

use of RF pulses less sensitive to BI inhomogeneity for slice selection wiIl 



improve the localization accuracy and the localized volume signal. This is 

particdarly important when a surface coü is w d  for RF puIse excitation. 

Initidy, three-lobe sinc RF pulses, filtered with the Hanning function, 

were used for slice-selective excitations. It was found that, by wing RF pulses 

which are carefully optimized with the Shinner-Le Roux filter design algorith, 

localized volume signal intensity inaeases up to 40%, as  compared to that ushg 

three lobe sinc-shaped RF pulses. 

Fig 5.2 FLASH images of the rat brain in three siice orientations (TR = 200 

ms, TE = 5.4 rns, NS = 1) with image matrices of 256x256. A voxel of 

4 x 4 ~ 4  mm3 is selected for localized spectroscopy, as shown in Figs. 5.3 

and 5.4. 



Fig 5.2 Continued. 



The conventional water images acquired by the FLASH sequence to 

define the voxels for localued spectroscopy are shown in Fig- 5.2. Fig. 5.3 is the 

corresponding water suppressed STEAM spectnim acquired from this voxel. 
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Fig 5.3 Localized in oioo spectrum acquired from a 61 pi voxel in a nomial 

rat brain with the STEAM sequence. Acquisition parameters: TE =18 ms; 

TM = 15 ms; TR =1.4 s; NS = 40; SW = 4000 Hz. 
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Fig. 5.4 The COSY spectrum acquired by the zCOSY-STEAM experiment 

from the voxel displayed in Fig. 5.2. Possible aoss peak assignments are 

indicated in the spectrum. 



The COSY spectrum acquired from the same voxel by the z-COSY- 

STEAM experiment is presented in Fig. 5.4. The spectrum was obtained with a 

total acquisition tirne of 70 min. The acquisition parameters were: 100 ti 

increments, t" = 10 ms, and t" = 35 ms, 30 averages per ti, Ati = 0.25 ms 

giving a spectral width dong Fi of 4000 Hz, Fz spectral width is 4000 Hz, 2048 tl 

points, TR = 1.4 S. 

In the in vivo 1D STEAM spectrum shown in Fig. 5.3, the dominant 

resonances from the major metabolites are dearly resolved, particuiarly the 

singlet signals from N-acetylaspartate (NAA) (CH3 at 2.01 ppm), aeatine 

/phosphoaeatine (Cr/PCr) (CH3 at 3.02 ppm, CH2 at 3.93 ppm), and choline- 

containing compounds (Cho) (Ca at 3.22 ppm). Although a very good S/N and 

excellent spectral resolution were achieved, a large number of signals between 

1.5 -2.85 ppm and 3.25 - 425 ppm are still not well resolved. 

With the COSY spectrum shown in Fig. 5.4, the aoss peaks from the 

coupled spins in the metabolites are clearly separated. However, the signal 

intensities for the aoss peaks are much lower than for the diagonal peaks. This 

is probably a symptom of the antiphase property of the aoss peak multiplets 

undergoing signal cancellation due to inhomogeneous b roadening. Quantitative 

cornparison of metabolite concentrations from aoss peak intensities should 

therefore be avoided as accurate determination is not trivial. However, cross 

peaks from a number of spin-coupled brain metabolites with higher in vivo 

concentrations are discernible in Fig. 5.4. This suggested that the spectral 



acquisition parameters were properly selected. According to one published 

paper M, the in uivo spin-spin relaxation t h e s  (7'2) for several brain metabolites 

at 4.7 Tesla field strength are in the range of 100 rns. Since most brain 

metabolites have spin-coupling systems more complicated than IS, t l  in the 

range of 20 ms are expected. The spectral acquisition window with t" = 10 ms 

and t"= 35 ms should therefore be quite appropnate, as has been 

demonstrated in the spectra. It is however expected that metabolites with 

exceptional spin-spin relaxation ümes and J-coupling constants wiU not be 

captured in the above proposed acquisition window for their aoss peaks. 

For a cornparison with in uivo experiments on live rats, the z-COSY- 

STEAM spedra were also obtained from a 2 h postmortem rat brain with similar 

acquisition parameters. The COSY spednim is presented in Fig. 5.93, dong with 

the 1D spectrum shown in Fig. 5Sa, acquired with the STEAM experiment. 

Based on the phantom studies described in last chapter, and &O on 

published spectra of rat brain in vivo and ex vivo studies [6-101, the aoss peaks 

were tentatively assigned as follows, for both COSY spectra. Confident 

assignments can be made for lactate (ClWCH cross peak at 1.3/4.0 ppm), NAA 

(CH2 coupling pattern between 2.5-2.7 ppm, C H K H  aoss peak at 2.6/4.4 

pprn), glutamate/glutamine (CHdCH aoss peak at 2.1 i3.7 p p ) ,  and aspartate 

(CHJCH cross peak at 2.7W3.9 ppm). Assignments of other cross peaks are less 

definitive, due to their proximity to the more intense diagonal signak and also 



the low S/N. However, apparent cross peaks at correct chernical shifts, and the 

presence of corresponding correlation on the opposite side of the diagonal peaks, 

allow M e r  tentative assignments for the coupling patterns of taurine and myo- 

inositol. These two metabolites, together with aspartate and glutamate/ 

glutamine signals, are the most diffidt  to resolve in the ID spectnim. 

However, with an increase of signal ratios between the cross peaks and the 

diagonal, whether by spectral processing techniques [ I l ,  121 or by further 

optimization of spectral acquisition parameters, the coupling patterns of taurine 

and myo-inositol should be easier to resolve, thus leading accurate determination 

of these metabolites. The peak at 2.55/3.2 ppm in Fig. 5.4 is likely a spectral 

artifact since it was not observed in other spectra; it is probably due to tl noise or 

motion. 

It is easy to see that the lactate signal increased dramatically, from both 

the ID spectnun and the aoss peak at 1.3/4.0 ppm in the 2 h postrnortem 

spectrum (Fig. 5.5). Although the peak in the ID spectrurn severely overlapped 

the fatty acid signals, it is well separated in the COSY spectrum. The changes in 

other metabolites were not so definitive. However, it is quite clear that spectra 

acquired under in vivo live rat brain conditions are comparable to those h m  

postrnortem rat brain where there is no subject motion affected and ti 

incrementation is longer. This certainly suggests that the selected acquisition 

parameters are adequate and that the z-COSY-STEAM method is an excellent 

technique worthy of exploration for future applications. 
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Fig 5.5 Localized in vivo ID (a) and 2D COSY (b) spectra acquired from a 

64 pl voxel in a 2-h postmortem rat brain with the STEAM and z-COSY- 

STEAM sequences. 2D acquisition parameters: 128 tl increments, t" = 10 

ms, and t" = 42 rns, 30 averages per t t ,  At1 = 0.25 ms, Fz spectral width is 

4000 Hz, 2048 h points, TR = 1.4 S. 
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Fig 5.5 Continued. 



The 100 h inaements acquired with 30 averages per t~ and a repetition 

t h e  of 1.4 s of a 64 p l  voxel resulted in a total spectral acquisition time of 70 

min. The setup procedure including imaging, localized voxel shimming, and ID 

STEAM spectral acquisition, increased the total examination tirne to about 1.5 h. 

In OUI z-COSY-STEM experiment presented here, metabolic changes under 

normal brain conditions should be negligible during the 70 min experirnental 

tirne. The experimental time is reasonable for studying animal models, but the 

rather long experimental time may be a limiting factor for application in human 

studies, since this will increase subject discornfort and instability, and it may 

also impose a limitation on some in vivo applications for the study of 

physiological processes. To further reduce the experimental time, larger voxel 

sizes can be used. For example, localized signal intensity from a voxel of 6x6~6 

mm3 will increase roughly by a factor of 3.4 as compared to the signal intensity 

from a voxel of 4x4~4  mmj. However, due to larger tissue susceptibility 

differences within larger voxels, and the greater difficulty of shimming the voxel 

signal, the spectral linewidths will be broader as compared to smaller voxels. 

More importantly, the decreased spatial resolution will provide less meaningful 

results for in vivo appiications. 

The largest reduction in experiment time for in vivo z-COSY-STEAM 

experiments, as for all2D correlation experiments, would be obtained by further 

reducing the number of tt increments. For example, if 64 ti increments were 

used for the experiment described above, rather than 100, with 30 averages per tl 



and a repetition time of 1.4 s, the total acquisition time would end up to be 45 

min. This would cause a reduction of the frequency resolution in FI dimension. 

Working at lower magnetic field therefore would present some advantages. 

First, because the frequency bandwidth of the chernical shift scales with 

magnetic field strength, the same spectral resolution in FI can be achieved with a 

smaller number of t~ inaements, as discussed in the last chapter. Another 

interesthg point, especially for application to in vivo experiments, is the deuease 

of susceptibility gradients in the sample, thus localized shimming can be 

improved. The linewidths of resonance peaks thus will deaease to improve 

cross peak resolution. Going to lower magnetic fields would also reduce signal 

losses due to diffusion effects through susceptibility gradients. 

Another factor to consider for in vivo human studies at lower field 

strength is that much larger voxels are normally w d  for brain spectroscopie 

studies. For example, localized voxels in the range of 4 ~ 4 . 4  mm3 are standard 

for in vivo rat brain studies; however, on human brain studies, voxel sizes are 

conventionally in the range of 20x20~20 mm? This will already increase the 

signal intensity by roughly a factor of 125, without the consideration of NMR 

sensitivity proportionality with field strength [13]. This further suggests that 

this z-COSY-STEAM experiment will be feasible at lower or middle fields for 

human studies. 

A recent study on rat brain at 4.7 T [14] has shown great promise for 

sensitivity improvement in localized spectroscopy with the use of a volume coi1 



for excitation and a surface coil for signal reception. High S/N was achieved for 

1-PRESS spectra with only 16 averages per f i  from a voxel size of 64 pl. It is 

possible that our system may not be suffiaently optimized, but from the results 

in [14], we certainly see that acquisition of hi& quality COSY spectra from voxel 

sizes in the range of 64 pi and under 30 min of experimental time will be easily 

achieva b le. 

5.5 CONCLUSION 

The feasibility of the z-COSY-STEAM experiment for in vivo applications 

to rat brain spedroscopy was demonstrated. The acquisition parameters and 

experimental conditions were carefully optimized and designed to improve the 

sensitivity and to avoid excessive experimental duration, whidi are the main 

limitations of this experiment for live subjects. Our approach, with the proper 

selection of experimental parameters, should be easily adopted for human 

studies at the lower fieid strengths of clinical MR systerns. As compared to the 

conventional localized 1D experiment, the COSY spectra obtained by the z- 

COSY-STEAM experiment reveal better resolved peaks for J-coupled 

metabolites, parücularly NAA, aspartate, lactate, glutamate/glutamine, as well 

as taurine and inositol. As this technique is applied to dwased tissue in 

malfunctioning organs, it may be possible to determine other J-coupled 

metabolites such as GABA, glucose, atrate, to mention a few. Another potential 

application is the monitoring of diange in cross peak intensities for particular 



met abolit es without fear of contamination from overla pping resonances. We can 

expede that many such applications WU be exploited in the near future. 
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6.1 S ~ Y  

The centrai theme of this thesis has involved the development, 

experimental implementation and opümization of spatially-localized in vivo 

spedroscopic methods using selective excitation techniques with a sequence of 

RF and magnetic field gradient pulses. Based on the anaiysis of a three 900 pulse 

sequence through spin product operator formalism, the coherence tansfer 

pathway information was derived to guide the design of localized spectroscopic 

experiments. A new signal from a different coherence pathway, named as 

stimulated anti-echo, was observed in the stimulated-echo localization sequence. 

It was generated and detected by the same RF pulse sequence as in the STEAM 

experiment, but a different combination of field gradients was used for 

coherence pathway selection. This signal, which is not conventiondy selected 

in the STEAM experiment, c a w d  50% loss in signal in the stimulated-echo 

experiments, as compared to the double spin-echo experiment. An experimental 

method was developed to preserve both signals from two coherence pathways 

sirnultaneously. The sensitivity of the localized volume signal can thus be 



enhanced. Experiments were demonstrated to verify the pulse sequences, with 

localized spectroscopy performed on phantoms and in vivo rat brain on a 9.4 T 

system. Along with these developments, optimuation of STEAM localized 

spectroscopy was also carried out with in oioo rat brain experiments. The newly 

developed experimental protocols provided excellent techniques to achieve 

high-resolution spectroscopy from micro-volume-localized tissues, weil suited 

for animal mode1 studies. 

The principle of coherence pathway selections also directed the 

incorporation of 2D spectral correlation spectroscopy into spatially-localized 

experiments. The 2D COSY experiment, considered the best technique to resolve 

overlapping proton spectra, is particularly useful for in vivo spectroscopy where 

resonances of rnany metabolites are crowded in a very narrow range of 

spectrum. However, the COSY experiment was difficult to combine into 3D 

volume localization sequences because the numbers of RF pulses can not be 

matched. 

The newly developed z-COSY-STEAM method presented in this thesis is 

based on the STEAM sequence for volume localization, while coherence transfer 

processes occur among spins of interest from the localized volume. The pulse 

sequence is remarkably free of slice interference, and the quality of acquired 

localized COSY spectra, both from phantom and in uivo experiments, are 

superior to previously publiçhed work ( 1 4 .  



There are several important features assocîated with this zCOSY-STEAM 

method. First, a minimum of three slice-selective RF pulses was used for 

coherence transfer and spatial localization, therefore experiments can be easily 

controlled with the SAR limitations, pht t ing  the implementation of this 

method for use on dinical systems with huma. studies. Second, because the 

coherence transfer processes in this pulse sequence are very efficient, the signal 

intensities of cross peaks relative to diagonal peaks are expeded to be improved 

when compared with other longer sequences of pulses for localized 2D 

experiments [ l ,  51. Third, this method should be easy to implement on any MR 

systems where localized spectroscopie capabiüty is available. 

There are also several ciifferences in the spectral information content 

obtained by the z-COSY-STEAM method with the 1-PRESS method based on the 

PRESS localization sequence. Most importantly, the spectral resolution is much 

better in the COSY spectra than in the J-resolved spectra, becaw the J-coupling 

constants of many metabolites are similar in magnitude. J-resolved spectra, 

acquired by the J-PRESS method, are also very diffidt to interpret, while COSY 

spectra are easy to interpret from their cross peaks, beneficial both to spectral 

assignments and peak quantitation. 

One potential problem, general to localized in viw spectroscopy, as 

applied in high field experiments as desaibed in this work, is the effect of 

diffusion and relaxation duRng the slice seledion due to the very strong field 

gradients used for the slice selections. These effects were not observed in the 



spectra shown in this thesis since the RF pulses were opümlled with very short 

lengths to deaease in-pulse diffusion and relaxation effects. Another potential 

problem, as we discussed in detail previously in the text, is the excessively long 

experimental times needed to keep enough resoiution in the second dimension 

when applied for high field experiments. Larger numbers of ti inaementations 

are needed for experiments at higher fields than at lower fields. This problem 

c m ,  however, be solved by the optimization of the spectral acquisition window 

in the t h e  domain, based on the knowledge of the 1-coupling constants and 

spin-spin relaxation times of in vivo metabolites. This aspect suggested that 

implementation of localized z-COSY-STEAM experiments for in vivo 

applications on low (1.5 to 2.0 T) or middle field (3.0 to 4.7 T) systems is more 

feasible. 

The newly developed zCOSY-STEAM experiment was implemented for 

in vivo spectroscopy of rat brai.. The acquisition parameters and experimental 

conditions were carefully optimized and designed to improve the sensitivity and 

avoid excessive experimental duration, which were the main limitations of this 

experiment as applied to Live subjects. The present proposed approadi, with the 

proper seleetion of experirnental parameters and conditions, should be easily 

adapted for huma. studies at the lower field strengths of clinïcal MR systems. 

As compared to conventionai localized 1D experiments, the COSY spectra 

obtained by the z-COSY-STEAM experiment revealed better resolved cross 



peaks for J-coupled metabolites, partidarly NA& aspartate, lactate, 

glutamate /glutamine, as weiI as taurine and myo-inositol. 

6.2 COMPARATIVE WORKS 

The field of in uivo localized MRS continues to attract considerable interest 

and since this work was initiated, several comparative works in spatially- 

localized in oiw spectroscopy have been published in the literature [l-101. 

Although these works have been ated and discussed in detail in Chapters 4 and 

5, to put this thesis work into perspective and highlight the distinctive features 

of the techniques developed here, it is important to summarize its differences 

with those published results. 

Closely related work for localized 2D spedroscopy was the 2D J-PRESS 

experiment which utilized the PRESS sequence for volume localization. J- 

resolved 2D spectra were obtained from phantoms [2], rat brain [4],  and human 

brain [2, 5, 61. Generaily, J-resolved 2D spectra are applied to measure scalar 

couphg constants, which is not important for in vivo spectroscopie applications. 

Also, as demonstrated by Ryner et al, the spectral resolution achieved in a iw  by 

2D 1-resolved spectra [6] was not much better than the 1D counterpart since the 

J-coupling constants of major metabolites in brain are similar. The w of 2D J- 

resolved spectra for extracting J-decoupled spectra, by the projection dong the 

acquisition dimension, is however much more attractive for practical uses, since 

the resonance peaks for J-coupled metabolites can be better separated, as 



demonstrated from both rat brain experiments [4, 91 and human studies [7, 81. 

This method can also detect metabolites with short TZ relaxation times. The most 

severe limitation, common to ail localized 2D experiments, is the long 

experimental t h e  required to generate such J-decoupled 1D spectra. Until 

major improvements on sensitivity are achieved, the long acquisition 

characteristics will limit the applications of this method. 

The VOSYCOSY experiment devised by Brereton et al. [Il used a VOSY 

volume localization sequence block to replace the first hard pulse in the COSY 

experiment, and coherence transfer is through a 90° hard pulse after the VOSY 

block. This sequence was tw long, and the coherence transfer process was not 

efficient. Signal interference from the hard pulse was also large since it excites 

the entire sample inside the coü, therefore spatial definition of the acquired 

COSY spectnim is not accurate. 

The correlation peak imaging method, developed by Ziegler et al [IO], 

uses phase encoding principles to add spatial localization to correlation 

spebroscopy [IO]. The experiment has been successfully demonstrated in 

phantoms and in plants [Il], and the so-calied cross peak images were generated 

by spatial mapping of cross peaks reconstructed from multi-voxel COSY spectra, 

analogous to conventional spectroscopic images (SI). However, due to its 

extremely long experimental times (> 4 hours), it can not be used for in vivo 

studies. 



COSY experiments with the simple two hard-pulse sequence using a 

surface coü for localization were recently optimized [3] and reviewed [12]. The 

simpliaty of the method has made it useful for in vivo measurements of brain 

metabolites in live animals. However, due to its inaccurate definition of volume 

localization, this technique is not suitable for applications where accurate spatial 

definition is needed. 

To this point, there have been only a few reports where actual in oivo 

localized 2D spectra were acquired, with most results from phantoms. Musde 

spectra were obtained with the VOSY-COSY sequence in man at 2T [Il. 2D 1- 

resolved spectra of rat [4] and hurnan brain [2,6] have been &O obtained. The 

localized in vivo COSY spectra presented in this work were clearly superïor to 

the published spectra. 

6.3 FUTURE STUDIES 

Localized in vivo NMR spectroscopy has evolved to a stage where wide 

dinical and physiological applications are being explored. Localized 2D 

correlation spectroscopy can provide more reliable identification of metabolite 

resonances in vivo than 1D spectroscopy. As this newly developed zCOSY- 

STEAM method is applied to diseased tissues in malfunctioning organs, it is 

expected that new applications, as an aid to the identification and assignment of 

resonances in complex in vivo spectra, will be possible for the detennination of 1- 

coupled metabolites. Another potentially important application is the 



monitoring of changes in aoss peak intensities for parücular metabolites 

without contamination from overlapping resonances. 

Several possible areas of applications can be immediately identified. This 

technique could be suitable for in uivo measuements of the cerebral metabolites 

in normal and diseased brain studies [13]. For example, this technique will be 

able to provide uneq&vocal determination of lactate without the contamination 

of the large lipid signal. Quantitative monitoring of the accumulation of GABA, 

after administration of an inhibitor of GABA-transaminase [14], could be 

achieved by the zCOSY-STEAM method; the GABA signal is difficult to resolve 

with localized 1D spectroscopy. Several models of perturbations of energy 

metabolism, such as hypoxic hypoxia and ischemia, can also be investigated by 

the z-COSY-STEAM method to document metabolic dianges associated with 

these pathological States and their recovery, particularly changes in taurine, 

aianine, glutamine, GABA, aspartate and NAA 115, 161. The z-COSY-STEAM 

method would also be useful for pharmacological shidies in vivo in the field of 

cerebral ischernia [ ln.  

Finally, in spectroscopie studies of tumor development and progression in 

human tissues [18, 191, proton 2D spectroscopy has been rouünely used for 

identification of chernical species which are specific to pathological processes. 

There are now over 50 chexnical species identifiable as aoss peaks in the 2D MR 

specha of some invasive turnor biopsies and malignant cell lines [20]. Although 

achieving such resuits will be much more difficult for in vivo studies due to the 



low concentrations of metabolites and iimited experimental time, our method of 

localized 2D spectroscopy could be useful for non-invasive investigation of 

tumors in vivo. 
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PROGRAM FOR GENERAT~NG IMAGE-GUIDED 

/********************************************************** 
* * 
* 2hu.c R 

x w r i t t e n  by J-M Zhu, ïast modified NOV. 07, 1995 * 
* * 
**********************************************************/ 

# include "user - include. hM 

register i n t  j ,k; 

PARX hidegars(H1DE-ALWAYS,imagqars); 
~ ~ ~ ~ r h i d e q a r s  (HIDE-ALWAYS, im2dqars ) ; 
PARX-hidejars(H1DE-ALWAYS,imNdqars); 
PARX-hidegars(H1DE-ALWAYS,sliceqars); 
PARX-hideqars (HIDE ALWAYS , sliceqars ext ) ; 
~ ~ ~ X J i d e g a r s ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A L W A ~ ~ , e c h o q a r s ) ~  
PARX-hidegars(N0T - HIDDEN,"IMND echo tinte, 

I ~ N D  mIxina t irnel@ 1 : - -  - 

PARX-hideqar s ( NOT-HIDDEN , " lMNDquhe-s haEe-enuh ; 
IMND-O1 ) ; 

PARXJidegars(N0T H1DDEN.spectgars); 
~ ~ ~ ~ - h i d e q a r s ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , v o l u m e g a r s ) ;  
PARX-hidejars(N0T-HIDDEN,vosyqars); 
PARX-hideqars (NOT-HIDDEN, suppqars ) ; 
P A R X - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S ( H I D E - A L W A Y S , ~ I M N D  supp bandwidthn); 
PARX-noedi t (FALSE # VMNDqulse shapem )? 
PARX-noedit (FALSE, ~ ~ ~ ~ - s - h k k - h z  ) ; 

strcpy(TPQQ[O].name,"sinc3.512.hanI@); 
P[1]=IMNDgul~e~length=l000; 
IMND-tp_areaJen[0]=700; 
1W-tpqowerJen[0]=505; 
1klND-t~-angle[0]=90.0; /* flip angle in degrees */ 
IMND_slJhick-hz=~OOOO;/* for pulse length of l.Oms */ 
strcpy(1MND supp-shape,@@sinc3.512.hantn) ; 
strcpy (TPQQT~] .name, "sine3 .5l2 .hant1) ; 
P[OJ = IMND supp length = 20000; 
~MND-tp-angTe[ 1 ]zl80 . O ; /* flip angle in degrees */  
IMND-tp_arealen[l]=8406; /* 133 Hz */ 
IMND-tpqower-len[1]=6060; 



IMND max slice = IMND-max-read = 50; 
IW-read-ext = 1; 
I~~ll-dscans d e f  spec = 4; 
ACQ 51 mode-= ~Fqlus~ffset-list; 
~ ~ ~ - 0 l l i s t  size = 5 :  
PARE cal1 - rëls("ACQ-O1 modet1) ; 
gradmat = (double *** )&Q - gradmatrix; 
for (j=O;j<=2;j++) 
for (k=O;k<=2;k++) 
gradmat[O][k][j] = 0.0; 

gradmat[0][0][0] = 1.0; 
gradmat[O] [l] [l] = 1.0; 
gradmat[0][2][2] = 1.0; 
GS-disp-update = GO - disp-update = Each - Accum; 

1 

double- grad cal const,pulse length,rise-time,d3, 
min ëchoItime,min mix time, max-slice, 
x-trim, y-trim, zItrfi, x - area, min-sl-thick; 

if (1-supp-att){ 
TPQQ[l].power -= 6*IMND - supp - att; 

grad cal const = I m - g r a d  cal - const; 
if( ÏwIsl-thick-hz == O T 
C 
IMND sl thick hz = 2000; 
(v~ia)pTintf(~~lice thickness in Hz set to default\nw); 

1 
min si thick = IMND min si-thick = ceiï 

(~OOO*IMND sl-thick-hz/grad cal~const)/IMND~max~s~ice; 
pulse-lengthœ= ~ ~ ~ ~ g u l s e - 1 e n G t h  * 18-3; 
D[4] = ( r i se  time = PREEMP-rise-time * le-3) * le-3; 
min echo tirne = ( pulse length + rise-time + 7.001 ) * 2; 
~ ~ - e c h < t i m e  = MAX-~~(minecho-t ime , IMND-echo-time ) ; 
DL31 = ( d3 = 

(IMND echo-time - min echo-time )/2 + 0.001) * le-3; 
min-mix timë = pulse-lengthw+ 1 + rise-time: 
IMND-mizing-tirne = M~Xp(rnin-mix_time,IMND_mixing-tirne); 
D[2] = (IMND-mixing-time - min - mix-time + rise-time)*le-3; 
D[1] = ( IMND echo time / 2 

-(pÜlse_Tength/2 + 4.5 + d3 + 2*rise-time))*le-3; 
1-fixed-time = IMND_echo - time + IMND-mixing-time 

- pulse-length/2 + 3.515; 
if (IMND_suppression == Yes) 

IMND - fixed - time += 19.0 + 
(19.0 + IMND-supp-length * 1.0e-3) * 3.0; 

max-slice = IMND-maxslice; 



y trim = -(pulse length/2+rise-time/2+l)*max-~lice/3; 
z-trim - = (pulse-~ength/2+risefime/2+3)*ma~-slice/3; 
x-area = 150-(pulse-length/2-rise-time/2+l.5)*max - slice; 
x-trim = x - area / 3; 

IMND TE-crusher = MAX OF(IMND TE crusher,O); 
IMND-TM-casher = MAX~F(IMNDITM-CNS~~~,O); 
I M N D ~ T E - C N S ~ ~ ~  = MIN OP(1MND ~2-~rusher.100); 
IMND-TM-cmsher = ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ( 1 M N D ~ ~ ~ ~ c r u s h e r , 1 0 0 ) ;  

y trim; 
xItrim; 
z trim; - 

IMND voxel~size[0]=MAX~OF(min~sl~thick,IMND~voxel~size[O]); 
~ ~ ~ v o x e ~ i z e [ l ] = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( m i n ~ s l ~ t h i c k , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v o x e l ~ s i z e [ l ] ) ;  
1 M N D ~ v o x e l ~ s i z e [ 2 ] = ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ( r n i n ~ s l ~ t h i c k , 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ v o x e l  size[2]); 
ACQ scaling-read=min-sl-thick / 1-voxel-s ize [ 07; 
~ ~ ~ > c a l i n g q h a s e  = min sl thick / IMND-voxel-size[l]; 
ACQ-scaling-slice = min~sl~thick / IMND-voxel-size[2] ; 
ACQ - grad-str-X 

= ACQ-scaling-read * grad - cal-const * ma-lice / 100; 
ACQ - grad-st r-Y 

= ACQ scalingqhase * grad-cal-const * max - slice / 100; 
A C Q _ ~ ~ ~ C S ~ < Z  

= ACQ-scaling-slice * grad calconst * max - slice / 100; 
ACQqosition-Y = 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ v o x e ï ~ o s i t i o n [ 0  ] 11 ] ; 
ACQjosition-X = IMND_voxeïqosition[O][O]: 
ACQ~osition-Z = IMND~voxeï_position[O ] [ 2 ] ; 
~CQ-Ollist[O] = O ;  
~~Q~0l~ïist[1]=1MND_voxe~qosition[O][1]*ACQ g r a d ç t r ;  
ACQ 01 list[2]=IMND_voxel~osition[O][0~*~~~~grad~st~; 
ACQ-OI-~~S~ [ 3 ] =IMND-voxelqosition[O ] [ 2 ] *A~~-grad-str-~ - ; 
A C Q I O ~ ~ ~ S ~ [ ~ ] = I M N D  01; 
~~~~_s~ect-relations(); 
~MND~suppression~relations(); 
strcpy(TPQQ[l].nme,IMND-supp-shape); 

1 



vosycosyInit() 
( 
double (*gradmat)[3][3]; 

register int j,k; 

PARX hideqars(HIDEJUWAYS,imaggars); 
P A R X ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S ( H I D E _ A L W A Y S , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S ) ;  
PAR-idegars (HIDE ALWAYS , imNdgars ) ; 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h i d e q a r s ( H I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , s l i c e g a r s ) ;  
PARX_hideqars(HIDE ALWAYS,sliceqars-ext); 
PARX h i d e q a r s ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , e c h o q a r s ) ;  
~ ~ h i d e q a r s ( ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ E N , ~ f ~ ~ ~ _ e c h o - t i m e ,  

IMND-mixing-timew); 
PARX_hideqars(NOT-HIDDEN,"IMNDgulse-shape-enum, 

IMND-OP); 
PARX_hideqars(NOT-HIDDEN,spectqars); 
PARX-hidegars ( NOT-HIDDEN , voïumeqars ) ; 
PARX-hideqars ( NOTJIiDDEN, vosygars ) ; 
PARX~hideqars(NOT_HIDDEN,suppgars); 
PARX-~~~~J~~S(HIDE_ALWAYS,~IMND supp bandwidthm); 
P A R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S ( N O T ~ H I D D ~ , ~ I M N D ~ ~ ~ _ ~ ~ ~ I M N D ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C S ~ ) ;  
P A . R X - ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ ( F A L S E , ~ I M N D ~ U ~ S ~  shape"); 
~ ~ ~ ~ _ n o e d i t ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - s l - t h ~ c k - h z ~ ) ;  

strcpy(TPQQ[O] .name,'*jz9OW) ; 
P[l]=IMNDqulse length=1000; 
IMND t p  area leiï[0]=700; 
~ ~ - t p q o w e F  len[0]=~05; 
I~~~~tp-angleT0]=90.0; /* flip angle in degrees */ 
IMND sl thick hz=10000;/* for pulse length of LOms */ 
strc$y(ÏMND sÜpp shape,"sinc3.512.hanff); 
strcpy(~~~~Tl].n&e, 11sinc3.512.han'u); - - 
P[o]-= IMN~-supp-length = 20000; 
I~-tp-angle[l]=180.O;/* flip angle in degrees */ 
IMND-tp_area_ïen[l]=8406;/* 133 Hz */  
ZMND - tpqower-len[l]=6060; 
IMND max slice = IMND-max-read = 50: 
~MNfreaa-ext = 1; 
1k4ND-dscans-def-spec = 4 ; 
ACQ 51 mode = BFqlus-Of fset-list; 
A C Q - O ~ ~ ~ S ~  size = 5; 
 PA^ cal1 - rëls ( "ACQ 01 modefu ) ; 
gradmat = (double ***)ZCQ-gradmatrix; 
for (j=O;j<=2;j++) 

for (k=O;k<=2;k++) 
gradmatto] [k] [j J = 0.0; 

gradmat[O][O][O] = 1.0; 
gradmat[o][î][î] = 1.0; 
gradmat[0][2][2] = 1.0; 
CS disp update = GO-disp-update = Each-Accum; 
P~X-change-dims ( mIMND-matrix" ,2 ) ; 

1 



vosycosyRels ( ) 

C 
int i , j ;  
double grad-cal-const,pulse-length,rise-time,d3, 

min echo-time,min-mix-tme, max-slice. x-trim, 
y-trim, z-trim, x-area, 
minsl-thick, delay, total-cosy; 

b 

1-slfhick-hz = 2000; 
(void)printf("Slice thickness in Hz set to default\nn); 

1 
min-sl-thick = IMND min sl-thick = ceil 

( 1 0 0 0 * 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ h i ~ k ~ h ~ / g r a d ~ c a 1 ~ c o n s t ) / 1 ~ ~ ~ _ m a x ~ s ~ i c e ;  
pulse-length = IMND_pulse-length * le-3; 
DL41 = (rise-the = PREEMP-rise-time * le-3) * 16-3; 
mi-cno-time = ( pulse-length + rise-time + 7.001 ) * 2; 
IW-echo-time = MAX - OF(min-eco-time,IMND_echo-time); 
Dl31 = ( d3 = 

(IMND echo time - min echo time )/2 + 0.001) * le-3: 
min mix tirne-= puïse length 5 1 +-rise-tirna; 
1mmiTing-t ime = MAX-OF ( min-mix-t ime , IMND-mixing-t ime ) ; 
D[2]=(IMND_mixing_time - min-mix-time + r i se  - time) * le-3; 
D ( 1 ] = ( IMND-echo-t ime / 2 

- (pulselength/l + 4.5 + d3 + 2*rise-time) ) * le-3; 

if ( IMND-suppression == Yes ) 
IMND-fixedtime += 19.0 + (19.0 + 

IMND-supp-length * 1.0e-3) * 3.0; 
max - siice = IMND - max-slice; 

IMND TE crusher = MAX OF(1MND TEcrusher,O); 
IMND-~~~crusher = MAXIOF ( ~MND~~M-crusher, O ) ; 
IMND-TE-crusher = MIN OP(1MND-TE-crusher,100); 
I M N D ~ T M ~ C N S ~ ~ ~  = MIN-OF(IMND-TQNS~~T.~OO];  - 
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if ( i  < 1) 
sprintf (1- total-time, 'I%d m s w  , 

(int)(~&&-rep-time * IMND-naverages* 1000) ) ;  
else 

sprintf(1MND total time,w%dh%dm%dsw,i/3600, 
(i%3600 )/60,i%60) ; 

s t rcpy i TPQQ [ 1 j . name, IMND-supp-shape ) ; 
IMND_suppression-relations(); 
IMNDmatrix[O] = IMNDspect acq_size/2; 
IMND-matrixll] = IMND-~-~~-~~cs: 

1 

/*********************************************************/ 
/* E N D  O F  F I L E  */ /*********************************************************/ 



APPEND~X B 

f ULSE PROGRAMS AND GRADIENT PROGRAMS FOR 

STIMULATED ECHO AND ANTI-ECHO LOCALIZED SPECTROSCOPY 

;dryvosy.ppg 
# 

;Pulse program for localized stimuated-echo selection 
;with water suppression 
;NOV 10, 1993 - JZ 
;Jan 13, 1994 - ~odified for water suppression 
;Nov 30, 1994 - Modified, phase cycling off 
;gradient program - dryvosy 
; IMND method - dryvosy 
s t a r t ,  do 

10m rg tlo 
lm 01 
if (ACQ trigger-enable) - 
r 
b 

10u:u2 trign 
di 

1 
1 ou 
if (IMM) - suppression) 
C 
ism: ngrad 
4m: ngrad 
d8 :ul :ull 
po : tpl :ul : u n  
ï0m:ngrad 
4m:ngrad 

4m: ngrad 

4m: ngrad 
1 

;water suppression 

;#l slice G on 
01 

;Il refocusing G 
;#l G off 



e x i t  

d 3 : ngrad 
3m:ngrad 
1.5m:ngrad:ul:ulO 
pl:tpO:ul:u10 
d2:ngrad 
Im:ngrad:ul:ulO 
pl:tpO:ul:ulO 
lm : ngrad 
2m : ngrad 
d4 : ngrad 

01 
ph2 recon 

;echo time delay  
;coherence G on 
; # 2  slice G on 
;Y2 slice RF 
;TM gradient on 
;83  slice G on 
:#3 slice RF 
tcoherence G on 

;coherence G off 

; ready for acqu 

dl ;delay for echo 
aq stadc ph3 
lm recoff ippO ipp l  ipp4 
10 to start times NS 
Su 
goto s t a r t  

ph0 = O 
phi = 0 
ph2 = O 
ph3 = O 
ph4 = 0 



; dryvosy . s 
h o p  NA 
C 
if (IMND suppression) - 
C 

loop NA 
C 
if (IMND suppression) - 
C 
(-50,,no_scale) 
(0 
(0) 
(0) 
(50,,na sca le )  - 





; dryvosy3. ppg 

;Pulse program for localized spectroscopy 
;with stimulated anti-echo selection 
;O&, 1994 - Modified by J-M. Zhu from dryvosy-ppg 
;gradient program - dryvosy2 
; IMND method - dryvosy 
;gradient trim file - dryvosy3 

start, do 
1 0m rg tlo 
lm 01 
if (ACQ triggerenable) - c 

trign 

t 
15m : ngrad 
4m : ngrad 
d8 :ul :ull 
p0: tp1:ul:ull 
l0m : ngrad 
dm: ngrad 
p0 : tpl :ul :ull 
l4m:ngrad 
4m:ngrad 
p0: tp1:ul:ull 
12m :ngrad 
4m:ngrad 

1 

1.4m:ngrad 
lm 
O.1m:ul:ulO 
pl: tp0:ul:ulO 
lm 

;water suppression 

de : ngrad 
2.5m 
d 3 : ngrad 
3m : ngrad 
1,5m:ngrad:ul:ul0 01 
pl: tpO:ul:u10 
d2 :ngrad 
1m:ngrad:ul :ulo 01 
pl:tpO:ul:u10 
Im : ngrad 

ph4 

2m:ngrad 01 
d4 : ngrad ph2 recon 

;#l slice G on 
al 

ph0 ;#l siice RF 

;#l refocusing G 
;fi G off 
; echo time delay 
;coherence G on 
;#2 slice G on 
;#2 slice RF 
;Mi~ing Time G on 
;#3 slice G on 
; # 3  siice RF 
tcoherence G on 

;coherence G off 



d4 : ngrad 
d3 

xeady f o r  acqu 

di ;delay for  echo 
aq stadc ph3 
lm recoff ippO ippl ipp4 
10 to start  times NS 
su rPPO rPPl 

goto s t a r t  
e x i t  

ph0 = O 
phi = O 
ph2 = O 
ph3 = 0 
ph4 = O 



ioop NA 
C 
if (IMND - suppression) 
C 
(-50,.no-scale) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(50.,no-scale) 
(0) 

1 
(0) 
(O,,no-scale) 
(0) 
( W  
(0 
(t4,.no-scale) 
(50) 
(50 
(0) 
(tî,,no-scale) 
(0) 

1 

loop NA 
C 
if ( IMND-suppression) 



loop NA 
{ 
if ( IMNDsuppress ion) 



PULSE PROGRAM AND GRADIENT PROGRAMS FOR 

; dualecho. ppg 
r 

;Pulse program for selecting 2 CP in S T W  sequence 
;with water suppression 
;Jan 10, 1994 - Modified by J.-M. Zhu front dryvosy-ppg 
;gradient program - dualecho 
;gradient trim file - dualecho 
;IMND method - dryvosy 
start, do 

1 Om rg tlo 
lm O1 
if (ACQ-trigger-enable) 
C 
10u:u2 trign 
di 

1 
10u 
if (IMND - suppression) 
f 
L 

15m : ngrad 
4m:ngrad 
d8 :ul :ull 
p0 : tpl :ul :ull 
l0m:ngrad 
4m : ngrad 
p0: tpl :ul :ull 
l m :  ngrad 
4m:ngrad 
p0:tpl:ul:ull 
12m:ngrad 
4m : ngrad 

1 

1.4m:ngrad 
lm 
O. 1m:ul :ulO 
pl:tp0:ul:u10 
lm 
d4 : ngrad 
2 S m  

; water suppression 

;#l slice G on 
01 

;#l refocusing G 
;#l G off 



d 3 : ngrad 
3m : ngrad 
l .Sm:ngrad:ul:ul0 
p l  : tp0 : u l  :u10 
d2:ngrad 
Im:ngrad:ul:u10 
p l :  tp0  :ul:u10 
lm : ngrad 
2m : ngrad 
d4 :ngrad 
2 .5m 
d4 : ngrad 
d3 
d l  
aq s t a d c  ph3 
lm recoff ippO ippl  ipp4 
10 t o  start times NS 
Su 
goto start 

e x i t  

01 
ph2 recon 

;echo time delay 
;#2 refocusing G on 
;#2 slice G on 
;#2  slice RF 
;Mixing Time, TM G on 
; # 3  slice G on 
; # 3  slice RF 
; # 3  s l i c e  G s t i l l  on 
; # 3 slice refocusing 
;al1 G off 

;ready for acqu 

ph0 = O 
phi = 0 2 
ph2 = O 
ph3 = O 2 
ph4 = O 



; dualecho. s ; dualecho. p 

loop NA 
C 
if ( IMND-suppress ion) 
C 
( - 5 0 ,  ,no - s c a ï e )  

( 0 )  

i t2; , n o s c a l e )  
( t 3 ,  ,no - s c a l e )  
(0) 

loop NA 
C 
if (fMND - suppression) 



; dualecho. r 



&PENDIX D 

PULSE PROGRAM AND GRADIENT PROGRAMS FOR 

THE Z-COSY-STEAM EXPERIMENT 

;vosycosy.ppg 
;Pulse program for localized 2D spectroscopy 
;Feb, 1994 - ~odified by J-M. Zhu from dryvosy.ppg 
;gradient program - vosycosy 
;IMND method - vosycosy 
;gradient trim file - vosycosy 
start, do 

10m 
lm 

trign 

L 

15m:ngrad 
4m:ngrad 
d8:ul:uli 
p0:tpl:ul:ull 
1Orn:ngrad 
4m: ngrad 
p0:tpl:ul:ull 
14m:ngrad 
4m : ngrad 
p0:tpl:ul:ull 
12m:ngrad 
4m: ngrad 

1 

1.4m:ngrad 
lm 
0.lm:ul:ulO 
pl:tp0:ul:u10 
lm 
d4 : ngrad 
2.5m 

rg tlo 
01 

; water suppression 

;#l slice G on 

;#l siice RF 

; Y 1  refocusing G 
;#l G off 



pl:tpoful:u10 
d2 :ngrad 
hn:ngrad:uî:ul0 
pl:tp0:ul:u10 
l m  : ngrad 
2m : ngrad 
d4 : ngrad 
2.5m 
dkngrad 
3m 
dl 
aq 
lm 

al 
ph2 recon 

:set min tl delay 
;varible time delay 
;coherence G on 
;#2  slice G on 
; # 2  slice RF 
;Mixing Time G on 
; # 3  slice G on 
; Y 3  slice EW 
;coherence G on 

;coherence G off 

;ready f o r  acqu 

;delay for echo 
stadc ph3 
recoff 3pp0 ippl  ipp4 

10 ta start times NS 
5u 
goto start 

rPPo rPP1 

exit 

ph0 = 0 
phi = 0 
ph2 = 0 
ph3 = 0 
ph4 = 0 



APPENDIX E 

PROGRAM FOR CONVERTING DATA COLLECTED 

IN PARAVISION TO UXNMR 

* 
it AU NAME : imatoser 
* 
R: J-M. Zhu, 1994 
* Date of last modification : %E% 
jt Pathname of SCCS file : %P% 
JC SCCS identification : %X% 
R 

**********************************************************/ 

* 
* AU : imatoser 
* Descriptf on : 
* This AU program is used to make a conversion from raw 
* data file acquired using Paravision I M N D  to UXNMR high 
* resolution software. * 
*::=info=:*****R*************R****RR**********************/ 

............................................................ 
/* L O C A L  V A R I A B L E S  */ /**********************************************************/ 

#def ine DEBUG O 

extern char 
char 

int 

double 
char 

PARMODE-TYPE 

ACQ- d im , 
*ACQ - size, 

new-expno ; 
dc: 












